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In this thesis a new class of methods for solving power system 
load flows is developed, which is called the alpha-modified quasi-second 
order Newton-Raphson (alpha - M.Q.S.O.N.R.) class. · 
The theory is derived from the Taylor expansion for multivariable 
functions and is developed using rectangular coordinates. The first 
part of the theory is actually the Newton-Raphson algorithm. This is 
expanded by including the second order terms from the Taylor expansion 
to produce a quasi-second order Newton-Rahpson solution method. The 
theory is then further modified to yield the more general alpha-modified 
method. 
Extensive testing is performed using the new method for seven differ-
ent power systems. The same systems are rerun with the Newton-Raphson 
so that a comparison can be made and the new method's relative merit 
judged. The rate of convergence is studied, as well as the mismatch 
values which occur during the load flows. This is done for many different 
values of alpha and for the different systems. The results are analysed 
and discussed in detail with the main result being that the alpha 
M.Q.S.O.N.R. method tested, with alpha equal to zero, is superior to the 
Newton-Raphson. 
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I tJTRODUCT I ON 
1. 1 Background 
1. l. 1 Definition of Load Flow 
Load flow (or power flow) is the most frequently performed of 
routine digital-computer power network calculations. A load flow 
program is used to determine the powerflow, both real and imaginary, 
over transmission 1 ines and the corresponding bus voltages across the 
system. This calculation is a steady state solution or snapshot of the 
system under one specific condition and configuration. A configuration 
describes the system connections, such as the particular 1 ines connected 
and generating stations on line. The system conditions describe the 
magnitude of load and the generation schedule to meet the load. Simply 
p u t , 1 o ad f l ow i s t he r e fore d e f i n e d a s t he so l u t i on for t he s t a t i c o p e r -
ating condition of an electric power transmission system. 
l. 1.2 Uses for Load Flow Calculations 
Load flow calculations are performed in power system planning, oper-
a t i on a l p l a n n i n g , a n d ope r a t i on con t r o l . l. t i s n e c es s a r y to u s e t hem to 
see the effects on the whole system of, and help determine, network changes 
involving: 
1. plant site selection 
2. plant size and number of units 
3. operation of plant (i.e., base load or peak) 
4. routing of new transmission lines 
5. location, and voltage level, of new area interconnections 
6. bulk power transfer capability 
7. size and location of capacitors and reactors for reactive 
compensation 
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8. contingency evaluation due to temporary loss of generation 
and/or transmission circuits 
Over the past decade, load flow calculations have also been utilized 
more and more in optimization and stability studies in electric power 
systems. 
1. 1.3 A Brief History of Load Flow 
Twenty-Five years ago al 1 electrical networks were solved either 
by hand or by a network analyser. The analyser was simply an electrical 
analogue device which scaled down the electrical quantities of a system. 
It is now obsolete as a tool for routine studies of power systems and is 
relegated to the worthwhile role of an educational tool. 
This rapid demise of the "analogue calculator" started in 1956 when 
the first truly successful (i.e., practical) automatic digital simultaneous 
quadratic equations solution method was developed by Ward and Hale [71]. 
Their method was an approximation to the Newton iterative technique using 
rectangular form which allowed it to be run on the small-memory computer 
by neglecting the off-diagonal elements of the Jacobian submatrices and 
also by using the admittance matrix formulation. Using this as a basis, 
the programs, which immediately followed, implemented the Gauss-Seidel 
algorithm, introduced by Glimn and Stagg [33], and were accepted by the 
power industry. Other methods were also proposed such as Jordan's re-
laxation method [39] and zero mismatch methods, but Gauss-Seidel's became 
the industry standard. 
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Unfortunately, Gauss-Siedel requires a large number of iterations 
to obtain a solution and this number increases with system size. Also, 
the algorithm is such, that any adjustments made in an iteration take 
several more iterations to propagate their effect throughout the system. 
This sometimes leads to convergence problems. 
In the early 1960's the Bonneville Power Administration (B.P.A.) was 
engaged in research involving the Newton-Raphson method, which had been 
shown to have very powerful convergence properties [72], [73], [74], but 
poor computational efficiency. In 1963, Sato and Tinney of B.P.A. publicly 
introduced the concept of optimally ordered elimination for the solution 
of large, general, sparse networks, and showed such methods were very 
efficient for solving large power system problems [53]. The mathematics 
behind the concept are concisely summarized in [63] and [65]. This con-
stituted a major break-through in power system network computation, with 
the original application being to dramatically improve the computing speed 
and storage requirements of the Newton-Raphson method [64]. As a result, 
this method is now widely regarded as the preeminent general-purpose load 
flow approach, and has been adopted by much of the power industry. 
1. 1.4 Impetus for This Thesis 
With the stimulus of increasing problem ;sizes, on-line applications, 
system optimization, and the fact that there is no "best" method for al 1 
systems, the development of faster and more efficient algorithms for 
solving load flows continues to be the object of many research efforts. 
Recently Sachdev and Medicherla introduced the second order Newton-
4 
Raphson (S.O.N.R.) method for load flow solutions [46]. It was applied 
in polar form . In discussing that paper, El-Hawary and Vetter [29] 
suggest that employing the rectangular form may enhance convergence. This 
seems like a reasonable assumption. For quadratic functions, as the load 
flow equations are, the derivatives of order higher than two are zero. 
Thus, a second order Taylor expansion-based iteration, such as Newton-
Raphson, will converge in one iteration in the single variable problem. 
The load flow problem is a multi-variable problem that normally requires 
more than one iteration to solve the nonlinear equations. The use of the 
polar form introduces trignometric functions, but with the rectangular 
form, terms beyond second order are zero, thus making the second order 
scheme exact, and likely superior. 
l.2 Scope of the Thesis 
In this thesis. a quasi-second order Newton-Raphson (Q.S.O.N.R.) 
load flow method in retangular coordinates, as suggested i'n [29], is 
developed. This then forms the basis for the formulation of the alpha-
modified quassi-second order Newton-Raphson (alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R.) method. 
Chapter I I provides the theory upon which this thesis is based . 
First, the load flow problem is formulated in rectangular coordinates. 
Then, starting with the Taylor expansion for multivariable functions, 
the Newton-Raphson technique is evolved. 
The derivation of the Q.S.O.N.R. is detailed in section 3.3. This 
is followed by the formulation of a number of alpha-modified second order 
schemes in section 3.4. The alpha - M.Q.S.O.N.R. method number one, der-
5 
ived in subsection 3.4.2, is the algorithm upon which most of the testing 
was performed. 
Chapter IV details the application of this method to solving load 
flows for a number of test systems, which are described in section 4.3. 
The next section presents and analyses the results obtained. 
The last chapter summarizes the conclusions reached as a result of 
the testing, and suggests some areas in which further e fforts coul d be 
applied. Seven appendices are included. These describe many aspects 
related to the development reported in the tex t. Among these are des-
criptions of test systems, derivative evaluations, program 1 istings to 
mention a few. 
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CHAPTER II 
SOME BASIC DEVELOPMENTS 
2. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter, some background theory is developed which will 
form the basis for work reported in this thesis. The following section 
briefly introduces the theory of the Newton-Raphson technique which is 
the foundation for the methods developed in chapter 3. Section 2.3 
illustrates how a general power system is represented so that its 
parameters and variables can be used in the load flow solution methods 
effectively. Section 2.4 sets up the problem by formulating the static 
load flow equations of the system modeled in the previous section. The 
last section then derives the Newton-Raphson method in rectangular 
coordinates to the load flow equations. 
2 . 2 Introduction to the Newton-Raphson Method 
It is well known that the Newton-Raphson method is based on a 
Taylor expansion of multi-variable functions, where only the first order 
terms are considered . For a system of nonlinear equations, f., the 
I 
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The Newton-Raphson method uses only the first order approximation of the 




i=1, ... , n 
Jn vector form this can be written as, 
i6.f = J i6. 
and manipulated to obtain 
with which we can solve for the increments, i6. •• Here, J denotes the 
I 
(2.2) 
Jacobian matrix of first order partial derivatives. In the last section 
of this chapter, this method is employed in solving the static load flow 
equations for a general power system. 
2.3 Modeling of the power system 
Before developing the static load flow equations and the solution 
methods of concern, modeling of the power system must be discussed. 
A balanced three-phase power system is assumed, and the transmission 
system is represented by its positive-phase-sequence network of linear 
lumped series and shunt branches. Figure 2.1 represents a simple 
3-bus system and illustrates the main types of buses as well as the 
main parameters and variables associated with each line and bus . 
The symbols used in figure 2.1 are defined as follows: 
s - p +·Q p p J p 
v - v Le p p p 
Z - R +·x pq pq J pq 
x po 
Power generation or power demand at bus p 
Voltage at bus p (polar coordinates) 
Series impedance of the transmission 1 ine between 
bus p and bus q 














FIGURE 2. I MODEL OF A 3- BUS POWER SYSTEM 
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Transmission 1 ine shunt reactance. In a normal line, 
Xpqo = Xqpo and their sum is the total 1 ine shunt 
reactance. Xpqo ~ Xqpo if there is a tap setting 
transformer in tandem with the line. 
Buses are categorized into three main types for load flow solution 
purposes: 
(i) A load bus, such as bus 3, has the total injected power, P, 
and the reactive power, Q, specified, while the voltage 
magnitude and angle are the unknowns to be solved for e 
(ii) A voltage regulated bus (a generator bus), such as bus 1 or 
bus 2, is one at which the total injected active power, P, 
is specified, and the voltage magnitude is maintained at a 
specified value by the reactive power injection, Q. Therefore 
Q and the voltage angle, 9, must be solved for. 
(iii) The slack (or swing) bus. One of the generator buses, such 
as bus 1, is taken as the slack bus . Because total 1 ine losses 
are not known before a load flow study, one bus must have the 
active and reactive power unspecified so that it can pick up 
11 the slack11 --the difference between the total injected power 
of all the other buses and the requirements of the system 
loads. The slack bus voltage angle is assigned as the system 
phase reference and is considered a known quantity. Being a 
voltage controlled bus, the voltage magnitude is also set and 
known. 
If a line has a fixed tap setting transformer as shown in figure 
2.2, the transmission line variables are manipulated in order to obtain 
BUS P 




FIGURE 2.2 . FIXED TAP SETTING TRANSFORMER IN 
TANDEM WITH A LINE. 
BUS q 










FIGURE 2. 3 EQUIVALENT MODEL OF THE LINE WITH THE 
TRANSFORMER OF FIGURE 2.2 . 
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the equivalent model of figure 2.3 so that it will be compatible with 
the load flow solution procedure. The manipulation is performed in the 
fol lowing way. 
The transformer performance expressed using the transmission form 
of the two-port network presentation is 
a 0 
• 
't o 1 /a 
• Ip (2. 4) 
This describes the relationship between the nodal voltages and 
currents at node p in terms of those at node t on the line side of the 
transformer. 
For the transmission 1 ine the following relationship holds: 
et - [1 + (yq/Ytq)J 
• [yt + YtYq 
't Yq + ( Ytq)J 
Substituting equation (2. 5) into equation 
ep - a [ 1 + ( Y q /y t q ) ] 
• 1 (YtYq)] I 
-acvt + y + p q ytq 
(-1/ytq) 




1 ( 1 +~) --
a ytq 
• I q 
e q 
• I q 
(2. 5) 
(2.6) 
In order for the transformer and line of figure 2.2 to be replaced 
Equating the two relationships for the elements (1 , 2) leads to 
-1/y = pq 
which reduces to 
= y /a ypq tq 
Also we have for the (1, 1) elements: 
which reduces to, 
= a [1 + (Yq/y )] 
tq 
y - y + y - y qq tq q pq 
The equality of the (2, 2) elements results in 
1 + (ypp/ypq) = ! (1 + yt/ytq) 
which reduces to 
yt 
a 




(2 . 9) 
(2 ~ 10) 
With equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) the transmission 1 ine with 
a transformer of figure 2.2 is transformed to the "standard l ine11 
representation of figure 2.3 whose parameters can now be used in the 
formulation of the static load flow equations. 
2.4 Formulation of the Static Load Flow Equations 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Nodal analysis is almost universally preferred in the formulation 
of the load flow problem for analysis. This is because of the 
simplicity of data preparation and the ease with which the bus 
admittance matrix can be formed and modified for network changes in 
subsequent cases. It is centered around the nodal equation, 
I = Y . E (2. 11) 
where the vector I is the set of currents flowing into each bus and the 




2.4.2 Derivation of Load Bus Equations 
The power at bus p is defined as 
,,_ 
~' S - V I p p p 
s p 
- p + .Q p J p ( 2. 1 3) 
Therefore, 
,,_ 
P + j Q = V I ~, ( 2 • 1 4 ) 
p p p p 
Taking the conjugate of both sides of (2.14), so that I can be p 
evaluated more conveniently, results • 1n, 
,,_ 
" P - jQ = V I 
p p p p ( 2. 1 5) 
Referring to figure 2.1 it can be easily seen that, applying ohm's 
law, the total current flowing from a bus p, would be, 
where, 
m 
I - V ( y 
0
) + l: {V ·-V ) y 
p p p q=l p q pq 







voltage at bus p 
voltage at a bus, q, which is connected to bus p 
number of buses connected to bus p 
the series admittance of the line connecting bus p 
and bus q 
6. ypo the sum of all the shunt admittances to ground connected 
to bus p, including that of bus shunt reactors and/or 
static capacitors and that portion of the 1 ine shunt 
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admittance delegated to the leg of the TI-equivalent 
model of the 1 ine which is closest to bus p. 
Equation (2. 16) can be reduced to 
m 
I p - v p 
y 
pp L: q=1 
q#p 
+ v y q pq 





- ypo + L: Ypq 
q=l 
q#p 






where n . the number IS 
q not connected to bus 
Substituting this 
p 







" L: v 
p q=l q 
• the system. Note 1n 
term y • IS zero. pq 
into equation { 2. 1 5) 
y 
pq 





Equation {2.18) defines the load flow problem to be solved. The 
real and reactive portions of the power are separated to form a set 
of 2n equations. The method that will be used for solving these 
requires the use of rectangular coordinates. Thus, with 
V - e + j f p (2. 19) p p 
and 
Y - G - jB pq pq pq (2.20) 
The expressions in rectangular coordinates are substituted into 
equation (2.18) to give, 
P -jQ = (e -jf ) 




[(e + jf )(G -jB )] q q pq pq 





[ (e G + f B ) + j (f G - e B ) ] q pq q pq q pq q pq 
Separating the real and imaginary parts gives, 
n n 
P - e [ l: (e G + f B )] + f [ E (f G - e B )] 
p p q=l q pq q pq p q=1 q pq q pq 
n n 
QP - f [ l: (e G + f B )] - e [ l: (f G - e B )] 
p q=l q pq q pq p q=l q pq q pq 
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- l: [e (e G + f B ) + f (f G - e B ) J (2.2 1) p q=l p q pq q pq p q pq q pq 
n 
Qp - l: [f (e G + f B ) - e (f G - e B )] ( 2 . 22) 
q=l p q pq q pq p q pq q pq 
2.4.3 Derivation of the Voltage Controlled Bus Equations 
Equations (2.21) and (2.22) specify the static operating state at 
the load buses. However, at a voltage controlled bus, the specified 
variables are active power and voltage magnitude. The two equations 
governing such a bus are equation (2.21) and 
IV 12 = e 2 + f 2 
p p p (2. 2 3) 
2.4.4 The Slack Bus 
At the slack bus the voltage magnitude and angle are specified. 
The active and reactive powers are determined at the conclusion of a 
load flow solution, since the purpose of the slack bus is to provide the 
additional power to supply the transmission losses which are not known 
initially. As a result there are no equations to be formally solved 
iteratively for this bus. 
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2.4.5 Summary 
The load flow problem for an n-node power system consists of a set of 
2(n-1) nonlinear simultaneous algebraic equations to be satisfied. 
At a load bus, p, 
n 
p 
- L: p q=l 
e (e G + f B ) + f (f G - e B ) p q pq q pq p q pq q pq (2. 21 ) 
n 
Qp - 2: 
q=l 
f (eqG + f B ) - e (f G - e B ) p pq q pq p q pq q pq (2.22) 
At a voltage controlled bus, r' 
n 
p 
- L: er(eqGrq + f B ) + f (f G - B ) r q=l q rq r q rq eq rq 
(2. 21) 
1v12 2 + f 2 
- e r1 r r 
(2.23) 
2.5 Formulation of the Newton-Raphson Method in Rectangular Form 
2.5.1 Solution Criteria 
The equations defining the static operating state of the power 
system, derived in the previous section, must be satisfied for an exact 
load flow solution. The criteria for solution will be set up as, 
16 PP I - I P - P I < t" psched peal - s 
for load buses and 
l6 Ppl =I ppsched - ppcall :S... ~ 





for voltage control led buses, where Pp h d' Q h d' and IV I h d are sc e psc e p sc e 
the scheduled variables; P 1, Q 1, and IV 12 1 are the variable values ca ca p ca 
as calculated by equations (2.21), (2.22), and (2.23), respectively; 
6Pp' 6Qp, and 6jVpj 2 are called the bus mismatches; and ~ is the 
tolerance within which the bus mismatches must fall to constitute a 
solution--normally of the order .01 to 10 MW. or MVar or (kv) 2 . 
2.5.2 Formulation For the Load Buses 
The Newton-Raphson (N.R.) method requires that a set of linear 
equations be formed expressing the relationship between the changes 
in the active and reactive powers and the bus voltage components 
1 7 
during the iterative solution procedure. This is achieved using the 
Taylor expansion . For the ~ystemof nonlinear, multivariable equations, 
f., the Taylor expansion is 
I 
f. (x1 +61 , x2+62, I ... ) - f. I 
1 




+ 3 ! 
+ . 











x2, ... ) 
j f. 
I 
6. ;j.Xj J 
n 82f. I 
L: 6 . 6k dX. dXk 




E L: 6 . 6k 6£ dXj dXk dX£ 
k=1 n.-1 J /V-
, i=l, 2, ... n 
(2. 1 ) 
The N.R. method • based taking the first order approximation IS on 
of • (2. 1)' which • the f i rs t two terms expression IS 
n df. 
f i (x1 + 6 ,, 62, . . . ) fi (xl' . . . ) L: 6 . 
I 
x2 + - x2, + 3x. j=l J J 
i=l, ... , n (2. 2 7) 
Rearranging (2.27) to get it in the form of the mismatch criteria 




f i (x1 + 6 1 , x2 + 62 , ... ) - f i (x1 , x2 , ... ) - L: • dX • j=1 J J 
af. 
n I 
6f. - L: 6 . 
I j=l J ax. J 
Applying this to the load flow equations, the function, f., 
I 
becomes that of the active bus power P , or the reactive bus power p 
18 
(2.28) 
QP' both being functions of the voltages of the system's buses. Thus, 
n 3pp 
PP(v1 + 6V1 , v2 + 6v2 , .•. ) - P (v 1 , v2 , ... ) = . L: (av. 6Vi) p I =1 I 
Qp ( v 1 + 6 v 1 ' v 2 + 6 v 2 ' . . . ) - Qp ( v 1 ' v 2 ' • . • ) -
If, 
6P - Pp(V 1 + 6V1, v2 + 6V2 , . . . ) - Pp(V 1, v2. p 
6Q - QP(v, + 6V l, v2 + 6V2 , ... ) - Qp (V 1 ' v2, p 
and 
V. - e. + j f. 
I I I 
then, ().p (j p 
n ( p n p 6P - L: 6e.) + L: ( d f. 6f.) p i =1 ae . I i = 1 I I I 
n 
aQ p n 3Q p 
6Qp - L: (-- 6e.) + L: 6 f.) 
i = 1 de. I i = 1 af. I I I 
n aQ 
L: ( p 
. 1 av. I= I 
. . . ) 






(2 . 31 ) 
(2. 32) 
(2.31) and (2.32) is the needed set of 1 inear equations expressing the 
relationship between the changes in active and reactive powers and the 
components of the bus voltages. In matrix form, for an n-bus system 
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(the nth bus being the slack bus) , 
8Pl () pl 3Pl I () Pl aP 8P 
• • • l 1 • • • 1 6P 1 - de (j f 2 df ae, dC I 3f 1 n-1 2 n-1 
' 3P d.P 2 ().p 2 ' 3P 8P2 8P2 6 P2 
2 
• • • 
' 
2 
• • • 




• • • 
' 
• 
• • • • 
• • 
' 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • 
' 
• . • 
• 3P () p 8P 3P 3P 3P • n-1 n-1 n-1 I n-1 n-1 n-1 6P • • • • • • 
n-1 (je 3e2 3e I (j f 3f 2 3f 1 n-1 1 1 n-1 
I 
--
------------ - r- - ------ - ---
8Q 8Q1 3Q1 
' 
3Q1 aQ, aQ, 
6Q1 1 • • • I • • • 3e 1 ae 3e ' 3f 1 af 2 () f n-1 2 n-1 
I 
3Q2 dQ 3Q2 ' 3Q 3Q2 3Q2 
6Q2 2 • • • I 2 • • • 
a e, () e2 3e n-1 ' d f 1 3f 2 3f n-1 
• • I • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 
' 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • 
' 
• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 
' . • • • 3Qn-1 d.Q () Qn-1 I 8 Qn-1 () Qn-1 () Qn-1 6Q n-1 • • • . • • 
n-1 ael 3e2 ae ' d f 1 3f 2 (j f n-1 n-1 I 
(2. 3 3) 
The coefficient matrix of first order partial derivatives is called 
the Jacobian matrix. In compact form, we have, 
6f (2.34) 
The elements of the Jacobian are derived in Appendix A. 
2.5.3 Formulation for the Voltage Controlled Buses 
In section 2.4.3 it was noted that the equations governing the 







[e (e G + f B ) + f (f G - e B )] p q pq q pq p q pq q pq 




In the previous section the linear relationship for 6 P in terms of 
6 e and 6 f was found . I n the same way , us i n g the Tay l or exp an s i on as 
a basis, the linear relationship for 6 IVl 2 . IS 
6 lv 12 = 
n a jv 12 n a jv 12 
L: (de. p 6e.) + L: (df.P Mi) (2. 35) p i = 1 I . 1 I 1= I 
This leads us to the complete linear relationships for the system of 
n buses of which there are m voltage controlled buses (one of which is 




J 1 : J2 
-------
1 




~Iv 12 ' J5 I J 
' 6 
where J 1 , J2' J3, and J4 are the same as 
• equation (2. 34) . The In 
Jacobian elements for JS and J 6 are derived in Appendix A, along with 
those of J 1 ' J2' J3, and J4. 
2.5.4 Step by Step Procedure 
Having obtained the relationship (2.37), the basic step by step 
procedure of the N.R. method can be 1 isted, briefly as follows: 
1) Form the bus admittance matrix, [VJ 
2) Initialize the bus voltage components, e. and f. 
I I 
3) Calculate Pi' Qi' and 1Vjl 2 using equations (2.21), (2.22), 
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4) Ca 1 cu 1 a t e 6 P .. , 6 Q . and 6 I V . j 2 w i t h 
I I J 
L.\P. - P. h d - P . 
. I I SC e I (2. 38) 
(2. 39) 
6l v . 12 = 1v. h dl2 - 1v.J2 
J JSC e J 
(2. 40) 
5) Check to see if L.\P. , L\Q.' and 6 IV. 12 are within the specified I I J 
tolerance, ~· If so, solution has been achieved. If not, 
continue. 
6) Calculate the Jacobian matrix elements 




L\e • J 1 : J2 L.\P 
• 
----.----
J3 : J4 
____ J. ___ _ 
(2.41) 
L\f 
8) Update e. 
I 
and f. , 
I 
(k+l) (k) {k) 
e. - e. tJ.e. 
I I + I (2. 42) 
(k+l) (k) (k) 
f. - f. + L_\ f. 
I I I (2. 4 3) 
9) Go to step 3. 
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CHAPTER III 
DERIVATION OF SOME ALPHA-MODIFIED QUASI-
SECOND ORDER NEWTON RAPHSON METHODS 
3. 1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter theory was developed upon which the work 
reported in this thesis is based. Section 3.2 briefly illustrates how 
the Newton-Raphson method is extended to obtain a second order Newton-
Raphson technique (S.O.N.R.) and then an alpha-modified second order 
Newton Raphson procedure for solving a set of nonlinear simultaneous 
equations. Section 3.3 extends the Newton-Raphson derivation outlined 
in the previous chapter, by detailing the derivation of the S.O.N.R. and 
its application to the load flow problem. This is what we can call a 
Quasi-Second Order Newton Raphson (Q.S.O.N.R.) method in retangular 
form. Section 3.4 builds upon this by developing a number of alpha-
modified quasi-second order Newton-Raphson (M.Q.S.O.N.R.) methods, one 
of which is programmed and tested on a number of power systems, the 
results of which are presented and analysed in chapter 4. 
3.2 Description of the method 
A second order Newton-Raphson is an obvious extension of the 
Newton-Raphson method. It is obtained by simply taking the second order 
terms of the Taylor expansion, for a multivariable function, into 
account. This results in 
n 
f i ( x 1 , x 2 , • •. ) + l: j=l 
3f. 
I 




1 a. f. n n I 
+ 2 L: L: 6 . 6k dXj dXk j=l k=1 J 
( 3. 1 ) 
we now have to solve a system of second-order equations in the increments 
~. Unless n=l , this will not have an explicit solution. The above 
expression can be written in vector form as, 
~ f. - Vf~ · 6 + 21 6 T H. 6 I I - I (3.2) 
Here ~f. is the gradient off., and H. is the Hessian, which is the matrix 
I I I 
of second-order derivatives. 
Many alternative forms exist for implementing the above relationship. 
In the next section, the Q.S.O.N.R. method is presented and, in section 
3.4, the alpha-modified algorithms are derived. The basic idea of an 
alpha-modified method can be shown by rewriting equation (3.2) in the 
following form , 
6 f. - a. [ _!_ 6 T H. 6 ] 
I I 2 - I - (3.3) 
This is in fact the basis for the M.Q.$.0.N.R. method number one which 
is derived and applied to the load flow problem in subsection 3.4.2. 
3.3 Formulation of the Quasi-Second Order Newton-Raphson method in 
Rectangular Form 
3.3.1 Derivation of the active ,power second order correction factors 
With the Newton Raphson method, only the first order terms of 
the Taylor expansion are used [equation (2.27TI • Now the second order 
terms will be ultil ized. This results in, 
n- 1 n 





2= (-_!_ 6 .) 






1 (6 .2 
I 
+- I 8: x~ ) 2 j=l J J 
( 3. 4) 
Equation (3.4) is of the form, 
(3.5) 
where, o1 represents the first order terms and D2 and o3 represent the 
second order terms. 
To obtain the active power correction factors we write 
(3.6) 
this relates the change in active powers with the change in the bus 
voltages, 6e. and 6f .. 
I I 
The first order terms are the same as those derived in Section 2.5. 
For the active power component, they are, 
+ 














(6 f ) p q 
The second order terms are 
a·2P 
n-1 1 p 
D2p - - I 2 (6e 2 q=l 8,e q 
q#p 
8"2p 
1 p )2 
+ 2 d 2 {6e 
.e p p 
, which reduces to 
a.p 
p 
+ () f p 
D2p and 




+ 2 8.f 2 
p 
(6e ) p 













Evaluating the second order terms gives 
( 3. 8) 
All the second order partial derivatives (Hessian terms) are derived 
in Appendix B. 
Now for the rest of the second order terms, o3p 
D = A + B + C 3p p p p (3.9) 
where 
n-1 n-1 a 2P 
A - L: L: p (6e ) (6f ) p q=l r=l a e a f q r q r 
n-2 n-1 3 2p 
B L: L: p (6e ) (6e ) -p q=l r=q+l a e 3 e q r q r 
n-2 n-1 3 2p 
c L: L: p (6f ) (6 f ) -p q=l r=q+l a f a f q r q r 
Now, expand and reduce the above terms. Starting with, 
n-1 n-1 3 2p 
A - L: L: p (6 f ) (6e ) p q=l r=l a e 3 f r q q r 
This . IS equivalent to 
n-1 n-1 3 2p 
A L: 6e [ L: p 6f ] -p q=l q r=l a e a f r q r 
q~p 
3 2p n-1 
+ 6e L: p 6f p 
r=l a e a f r p r 
Expanding, 
n-1 n-1 a 2P n-1 
A l: D. e [ l: · e D. f J + t: D. e ...., a e a f p q=l q r=l . r q=l q q r 
q#p r#p q#p 
n-1 d 2p a 2P 
+ D. e l: p b.f + b.e D. f p a e a f p a e a f p 
r=l r p p r p p 
r#p 
This reduces to, 
n-1 n- 1 
A - l: D. e D. f (-B ) + b. e l: B fl f p q=l p p pq p r=l pr 
q#p r#p 
In more compact form, the above • • expression IS, 
n-1 
A - I B p 
r=l pr 
[b.e D. f - D.f b.e ] p r p r 
r#p 
Next, the term, 
n-2 n-1 
l: l: (D.e ) (b.e ) B p q=l r=q+ 1 ae ae q r q r 
This term can be expanded in the following way: 
a 2P 
b. f E p a e· a f q p 
r 
p-1 n-1 a 2P 2 p-1 d p 
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( 3 e 1 Q) 
B - l: l: p (D.e ) (b.e ) + l: p (b. e ) (b.e ) p d e a e q r 1 ae ae q p q=l r=q+l q r 
r#p 
n-2 n-1 a 2P 
+ l: l: ~ (b.e ) (b.e ) + a e a e q r q=p+l r=q+l q r 
As a result of the fo l lowing relationship, 
a 2P 
3-e----~-e- - o for r # p or q # p q r 
the expression for B reduces to, p 
q= q p 
n-1 a 2P 
I p (b.e ) (D.e ) 
r=p+l a e de p r p r 
p-1 a 2P n-1 a 2P 
B L: 
p (6e ) (6e ) + L: p -p q=l a e a e q · p r=p+l a e d e q p p r 
Substituting the values of the Hessian terms yields, 
B p 
which • IS, 
B p 
Now for the 
c p 
p-1 n-1 
- 6e L: G 6e + 6e L: G p q=l pq q p r=p+l pr 
n-1 
- 6e L: G 6e p 
r=l pr r 
r1p 
last part of equation (3.9) which 
n-2 n-1 a 2P p 
L: L: a faf 
q= l r=q+ 1 q p 
p-1 n-1 
- L: L: 
q=l r=q+l 
r1p 
2 p-1 a P 
a f a f q r 
(6f ) (6f ) q r 
(6f ) (6f ) q r 
+ L: p 
1 a f a f 
(6f ) (6f ) q p q= q p 




p (Li f ) (6 f ) -
a f a f q r q=p+l r=q+l q r 
n-1 a 2P 
+ L: 
p (Li f ) (Li f ) 
a f a f p r 
Since 
r=p+l p r 
a 2P 
-3 f__.._t-f- - 0 for r 1p or q 1 p q r 
the expression for C reduces to, p 
r 
28 
(lle ) p (6e ) r 
(3~11) 
2 p-1 d p 
c p (~f ) (~f ) - I: 3 f 3 f p q -· p q=l q p 
n-1 a 2P 
+ I: p (6f ) (6 f ) a f a f 
r=p+l p r . P . r 
Substituting the values of the Hessian terms 
p-1 
c - 6f I: G 6f p p q=l pq q 
which, in more compact form, is 
n-1 
C - 6f I: G 









6f pr r 
( 3. 1 2) 
Thus, equation (3.9) is reduced, using (3.10), (3.11), and (3 .. 12), to 
n-1 
D3p - ~e L: p 
r=1 
[B 6f + G 6e ] pr r pr r 
r~p 
n-1 
+ 6f I: p 
r=l 
[G 6f - B ~e ] pr r pr r 
r;tf p 
Combining equations (3 . 8) and (3. 13) yields the second order terms of the 
Taylor expansion in the form, 
n-1 
R - D2p + D = 6e I: [Bpr ~f + G ~e ] p 3p p 
r=l r pr r 
n-1 
+ 6f I: [G 6f - B ~e ] p 
r=l pr r pr r 
(3~ 14) 
which are the active power second order correction factors~ 
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3.3.2 Derivation of the reactive power second order correction factors 
From equation (3 ~ 4), we write, 
~Q. = 
I DlQ + D2Q + D3Q (3 . 15) 
The first order terms are, 
n-1 a Q a Q 
D1 Q = 2: 
p ~e + p ( ~e ) a e q a e p q=l q p 
q#p 
n-1 a Q a Q 
+ 2: p ( ~ f ) + p ( ~f ) 
q=l a f q a f p q p 
( 3 . 1 6) 
q#p 
The second order terms, D2Q and o3Q, are 
n-1 a 2Q 1 p 
D2Q = 2 2: 2 
q=l a e q 
q#p 
a 2Q 
( ~ e ) 2 
d 2Q 
( ~f ) 2 + ..!_ p + ..!_ p 
2 a 2 p 2 d f2p p e p 
which reduces to 
d 2Q 
( ~ e ) 2 
a 2Q 
( ~ f ) 2 D2Q - 1 p + ..!_ p - -2 a 2 p 2 a f2p p e p 
which, • turn, • 1n IS 
D2Q = B (6e )
2 
+ B (6f ) 2 pp p pp p ( 3 . 1 7) 
As we ll, 
(3 . 18) 
where, 
n-1 n-1 a 2Q 
A = 2: 2: ~ (6e ) (6 f ) Q q=l r=l a e a f q r q r 
n-2 n-1 a 2Q 
B = 2: l: p (6e ) (6e ) 
a e a e Q q=l r=q+l q r q r 
n- 2 n-1 a 2Q 
c = 2: l: p (6f ) (6f ) a f a f Q q=l r=q+l . q . r q r 
First, expand i.ng AQ, 
n-1 n-1 a 2Q 
A = l: 6e [ 2: p a e a f Q q=l q r=l q 
q#p 
n-1 a 2Q 
+ 6e l: p l\ f p 
r=l a e a f r p r 
Expanding • yields, again 
n-1 n-1 a 2Q 
A = 2: l\ e L: p Q q=l q r=l a e a f p 
q#p r#p 
n-1 
+ l\ e 2: 
p r=l 
a 2Q 
____ P_ ll f 















l\ e l\f p q p a e a f q p 
Substituting the values of the Hessian terms reduces the above expression 
to, 
which • IS, 
n-1 n-1 
AQ = 6f L: 
p q=l 
G !le + l\ e L: - G 
pq q P r;::: l Pr 
q#p r;-f p 
in a more compact form, 
n-1 
A = 2: G Q 









n-2 n-1 a 2Q 
B = L: L: p (6e ) (6e ) a e d e Q q=l r=q+l q r q r 
p-1 n-1 a 2Q 
B = L: L: p (6e ) (i~e ) d e a e Q q=l r=q+l q r q r 
r~p 
2 p-1 d Q 
+ L: p (6e ) (6e ) 
1 a e a e - q p q= q p 
n-2 n-1 a 2Q 
+ L: L: 
p (6e ) (6e ) a e a e q r q=p+l r=q+l q r 
n-1 a 2Q 
+ L: 
p (6e ) (lle ) a e d e 
r=p+l p r p r 
a 2Q 
-3 -e--:-e- - 0 for r :/; p or q :/; p q r 
p-1 a 2Q 
B = L: p (6e ) (6e ) Q q=l a e a e q p q p 
n-1 a 2Q 
+ L: ~ (6e ) (ll e ) 
r=p+l a e a e p r p r 
Substituting • the values of the Hessian terms yields, In 
p-1 n-1 
B = 6e L: B 6e + 6e L: B ll e Q p q=l pq q p r=p+l pr r 
and • compact form 1n 
n-1 
B = 6e L: B lle Q p 




Fina 1 1 Y, 
n-2 n-1 2 a Q 
c :::; I I ·p ( ~ f ) (Li f ) a f a f Q q=l r=q+l q . r q r 
Expanding, 
p-1 n-1 a 2Q 
C = I I p ( ~ f ) ( ~f ) 
a f a f Q q=l r=q+l q r q r 
r#p 
p-1 a 2Q 
+ I 
p (6 f ) (6 f ) a f a f q=l q p q p 
n-2 n-1 a 2Q 
+ I I 
p (6 f ) ( ~ f ) a f a f q r 
Since 
q=p+l r=q+l q r 
n-1 a 2Q 
+ I p (6 f ) (Li f ) a f a f 
r=p+l p r p r 
a f a f q r 
= 0 for r #p or q ~ p 
the above is essentially, 
p-1 a 2Q 
C = I p (Li f ) (6 f ) Q a f a f q p q=l q p 
(Li f ) (li f ) p r + I a f a f 
r=p+l p r 
Using the derivative expressions we then have 
p-1 n-1 
CQ = li f I B Li f + li f I B 
p q=l pq q · p r=p+l pr 
More compactly, 
n-1 
c = ~ f I B 6 f Q p 





(3 . 21) 
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equation ( 3. 1 8) • reduced, . (3.19), ( 3 . 20) and (.3.21)' to Thus, IS using 
n-1 
D3Q :::; 6f l: (G !::. e + B 6f ) p 
r=l pr r pr r 
r#p 
n-1 
+ t::.e l: [B 6e - G ~f ] 
p rf; P p r r p r r 
(3.22) 
Combining equation (3 . 17) with equation (3 . 22) yields the second 
order terms of the Taylor expansion in the form, 
n-1 
- t::. f l: IG t::. e + B 6f ] p pr r pr r 
r=l 
n-1 
+ t::. e l: [B 6e - G 6f J 
p r=l pr r pr r (3 . 23) 
which are the reactive power second order correction factors. 
3.3.3 Derivation of the voltage magnitude second order 
correction factors 
Again, for voltage controlled buses a relationship is needed that 
relates the change in the bus voltage magnitudes with the changes in the 
components of the bus voltages, 6e. and 6f . • Here we desire the relation-
' I 
ship to include second order terms. This is a very simple derivation to 
per form. From the Taylor expansion it can be written that, 
6 Iv .12 n :al v -1
2 
n a Iv. 12 
l: 
I 6e. + E I 6f. -
I j =l ae . J j =l af. J J J 
n n 
a2jv.12 
1 fie. ti f k 
I 
+ - l: E J aej af k 2 . 1 j= k=l 
35 
1 n n a
2 jv.1 2 
l: 6f. I + - l: 6ek 
of j 3ek 2 . 1 k=l J J::; 
n-1 n 821v. j2 
+ l: l: 6.e. 6ek 
I 
j=l k=j+l J ae j 3ek 
n-1 n a2 jv. j2 
l: l: 6f. 6f k 
I (3 . 24) + 
afj afk j=l k=j+l J 
Since the relationship for Iv. 12 • simply, IS 
I 
I I 2 2 2 V. = e. + f. I I I (2.23) 
the first and second order partial derivatives of IV. 12 will be derived 
I 
here. Doing this will show how easily (3.24) may then be reduced . 
a Iv. 12 
I 2e. -ae. J J 
, 
• • J - I 
- 0 
' 
j ':/: i 
a Iv. 12 
I 2f. -
a f. J J 
, 
• • J - I 
- 0 , j ':/: i 
a2jv.12 
I 0 -
ae j af k ' for a 11 j and k 
a2jv.12 
I 0 for a 11 . and k - J af j aek , 
a2jv.12 
' 2 
. • J - k - I ,.... -
ae j aek , 
- 0 ot herwise , 
a2jv.12 
I 2 • k = • 
af j af k - J - I ' 
- 0 otherwise -
' 
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With these derivations, (J.24) is quickly reduced to , 
2 2 2e. 6e. + 2f. 6f. + 6e. + 6f. !. I I . I I . I (3.25) 
with the second order factors being 
U. - 6e. 2 + 6f. 2 
I I I 
(3.26) 
3. 3. 4 Step by step procedure for the Quasi-second order 
Newton-Raphson method 
Having derived the second order correction factors in equations (3. 14), 
(3 . 23), and (3.26) for 6P., 6Q., and 6 !V. 12 respectively, the basic step 
I I I 






Form the bus admittance matrix, [Y] 
Initialize the bus voltages components, e. and f. 
I I 
C a l cu 1 a t e P . , Q . , and I V . I 2 us i n g eq u a t i on s ( 2 . 2 1 ) , ( 2 . 2 2 ) a n d 
I I J 
(2.23), respectively 
Calculate the power and voltage magnitudes mismatches, 6P., 
I 
2 6Q. , and 6 j V. I , with, 
I J 
6pi - piSCHED - pi 
6Qi - QiSCHED - Qi 
~ 1vj 12 = 1vjSCHED l2 - Jvj 12 
(2~38) 
(2 ~ 39) 
(2.40) 
Check to see if 6P., 6Q., and 6j V. 12 are within the specified 
I I J 
tolerance, ~.. If so, solution i s achieved . If not, continue 
to step 6. 
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6) Calculate the Jacobian matrix elements 




' ...., __ _ (2.41) 
• 
8) Check to see if a solution has been achieved. If so, procedure 
stops, only needing to go through one half of the present 
iteration. If not, continue. 
9) Calculate the second order correction factors, R , T , and U. p p I 
with equations (3.14), (3.23), and (3 .. 26) respectively, using 
the values of 6e . and 6f. obtained in step (7) 
j J 
10) Update the power and voltage magnitude mismatches by subtracting 
the correction factors of step (9) from the original mismatches 
of step (4) 
6P l - 6P - R 
p p p 
6Q 1 - 6Q - T p p p 
2 1 2 6jV.j = 6I V.j - U. 
I I I 
11) With the new mismatch values from step (10), solve (3 . 36) for 
new values of 6e. and 6f .. The same Jacobian found in step (6) 
I I 



















6j Vj 21 
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12) With the values of the voltage changes found in step (11), up-
date the bus voltages. 
e. 
( k+ 1) 
- e . (k) + 6 e . ' ( k) 
I I I 
f. ( k+ 1) 
- f. (k) + /J, f. '(k) 
I I I 
13) Go to step (3) e 
It is worth noting here that steps (1) to (7), which constitutes one 
half iteration of the Q.S.O.N.R . , is, in fact, the Newton-Raphson method 
(when combined with steps (12) and (13)) .. 
3.4 Alpha-Modified Quasi-Second Order Newton-Raphson Method 
3.4.1 Introduction 
The most direct way of incorporating the second order correction 
factors, derived in subsections 3.3 . 1, 3.3 . 2, and 3.6 . 3, into a load 
flow procedure is with the Q ~ S.O.N.R. method described in section 3.3.4. 
Now, in this section, four alternative means of applying the factors 
are presented. The first two of these alternatives will each be shown 
to be simply a special case of a general alpha-modified technique. The 
other two will be immediately written in general alpha-modified forms. 
In each of the first two general techniques, the Q. S.O.N.R. is also 
shown to be a special case. 
The first alpha-modified method was studied, applied, and analysed 
in detail. The results are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 
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The other three alpha-modified methods were not persued beyond the formu-
lation stage, even though they are fairly straightforward, due to time 
1 i mi tat ions . 
3.4.2 M. Q.S.O.N.R . method number 1 
First, we will rewrite the linear relationships which includes the 
second order terms and which are solved in the Q . S.O ~ N . R. for the voltage 
changes [step (11) of Q.S.O.N . R.]. 
From the N.R . procedure, we have 
where, 
Also, 
6P - NRCP p 
60 - NRCQ 
'"'p 
6JV 12 - NRCV p 
n-1 aP 
NRCP l: p -
i = 1 ae. I 
n-1 aQ 
NRCQ = L: p 





n-1 a lv 12 p NRCV l: -
i = 1 ae. I 
6P - ppSCHED - p p p 
n-1 aP 
+ l: p af. 6fi i = 1 I 
n-1 aQ 
+ l: a/ Mi i = 1 I 
n-1 a jv 12 
6e. + l: p 








(2 . 40) 
The second order correction factors are, 
where, 
R - 6e (CRl) + ll f (CR2) p p p 
T - 6 f (C R 1 ) - 6 e (CR 2) p p p 
u - 6e (6e ) + ll f (6 f ) p p p p p 
n-1 
CRl - L: (B tl f + G ll e ) pr r pr r 
r=l 
n-1 
CR2 - L: 
r=l 
(G ll f - B 6e ) pr r pr r 
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( 3 . 1 4) 




Based on the Taylor expansion, the mismatch relationships with the 
correction factors added become 
llP - NRCP + R p p (3.29) 
llQ - NRCQ + T p p (3.30) 
6 JV J 2 = NRCV + U p p (3.31) 
In the S.O.N . R. method, R , T , and U are calculated using the p p p 
6e. and 6f. as determined from the N.R. portion of the procedure. The 
I I 
factors are then incorporated in the following way [step (10) of Q.S.O.N.R.]: 
6P - NRCP p 
I 
6Q = NRCQ p 






L\ P - L\ P - R p . p p (3 . 35) 
L\Q - L\Q - T p p p (3.36) 
(3 . 37) 
Equations (3.35), (3,36), and (3 ~ 37) are then solved for new values 
I 
of voltage changes, L\e. and L\ f • • 
I I 
The M.Q.S.O~N.R . method is the same as the Q . S.O.N ~ R. method until 
the point where the second order correction factors are calculated. 
Rather than calculate those factors entirely, we now calculate only CR1 
and CR2 with equations (3 . 27) and (3.28), using L\e. and L\ f. as calculated 
I I 
with the N.R. relationship [step (7) of Q.S . O.N.R.]. 
We can see how the correction factors will be used by writing out 
and expanding equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31), as follows, 
n-1 aP n-1 aP aP 
L\ P l: p L\ e. + l: p L\ e. + ( p + CRl) L\ e -p i = 1 ae. I i = 1 af. I ae p I I p 
iip i#p 
aP 
+ (8 / + CR2) L\ f (3 . 38) p p 
n-1 aQ n-1 aQ aQ 
L\Q l: p L\e. + ?: p /j e. + (a/ - CR2) /je -p i = 1 ae. ' i = 1 ae .. I p I I p 
i#p i~p 
aQ 




!i jV 12 
n-1 8jv 12 n-1 aJ v 1 2 
I p li e. + l: p !i f. -p i = 1 ae . I i = 1 3f. I I I 
ifp i'~p 
aJ v 12 a Jv 1 2 I 
+ ( aep + li e ) li e + ( a/ + !i f ) .6f (3.40) p p p p p I 
Equations (3 ~ 38)' (.3 .. 3 9) ' and ( 3 p. 40) are solved • the • forms 1n given 
with the second order correction factors modifying only the diagonal 
-1 
I I I 
li e - J l 
' 


















The load flow procedure then continues on, as before [step (12) of 
Q.S.O . N. R.]. The main changes from the Q.S.O . N. R. occur in steps (9), 
( l 0) , and ( l l ) . 
It is easily shown that the Q.S~O.N.R . and the M . Q ~ S . O.N . R., number 
one, are specific cases of a general scheme, if we write equations (3 . 38), 
(3.39), and (3.40) in the fol lowing forms, 
n-1 aP 
~p - a [(~e) CRl + ~ f (CR2}] = L a p ~e . 
p p p p i=l ej I 
n-1 8P 
+ L al M i 
j = l . I 
I 
' + ( l - a ) [CR l (li e ) + 




~Q - a [( Lif) CRl - ( ~e) CR2] - L: p lie. 
p p . p p i=l 3ei I 
n-1 dQ I 
+ L a/ llf i 
i = 1 I 
I I 
+ ( 1 - a ) [CR 1 (6 f ) - C R2 (Li e ) ] 
. p p p 
(3 . 43) 
ti lV 12 - [ (Li e ) 2 + (6e _) 2] 
n-1 a Iv 12 
a I p lie. -p p p i- i == 1 3e. I I 
n-1 ajv 12 
+ I 
p Li f. 3f. i = 1 I I 
I I 
+ ( 1 - Cl ) [Lie (Lie ) + [i f ( ~ f ) ] p p p p p 
( 3 . 44) 
If we set alpha equal to 1, then these equations reduce to the equa-
tions employed in step (11) of the Q ~ S . O.N . R . method ~ If alpha is set 
to 0, then (3.42), (3.43), and (3.44) reduce to equations (3 . 38), (3 . 39), 
and (3.40) which constitute the modified Q. S .. O. N. R. method presented i n 
this subsection. This is the alpha-modified QeS.O.N . R. which was pro-
grammed and tested. The programming is such, that, given the proper 
flagging, a particular power system under consideration can be solved by 
N.R .. , Q.S . O.N.R. (i .. e., M.Q.S.O.N.R .. with a = 1) or M. Q. S .. O .. N. R. with p 
any other alpha value that is desired . 
3.4.3 M . Q.S . O.N . R ~ method numbe r 2 
As stated in t he introduction to this section, the three alpha-
modified second order methods described in this and the next subsections 
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were not programmed. However they represent major variants of the alpha-
modified idea and, as such, should be presented . 
As with the M . Q . S.O.N ~ R. method number 1, the load flow solut ion 
procedure for this method is the same as the Q . S ~ O~N . R . until we come to 
the point where the second order correction factors are calculated. 
Instead of calculating at this point, the correction factor expressions 
of equations (3. 14), (3 . 23), and (3.26) are incorporated into mismatch 
equations (2. 31) ' (2 . 32)' and (2 . 35) to • at arrive 
.6P p 
which reduces 






i = 1 
n-1 
+ l: 
i = 1 
n-1 
+ L: 




i = l 
n-1 
+ l: 








(G • tie p I p 
(B • tie pl p 
aP 




( p + 
af. B 
I 





.6. f . 
i = 1 af. I I 
B • !:if ) .6e. p I p I 
+ G • /:i f ) ti f . p1 p I 
.6.e - B .6.f ) .6. e. • . p1 p pl p I 
.6. e + G .6. f ) ti f . • • pl p pl p I 
.6.f + B .6. e ) !Je. • • pl p p1 p I 
n-1 aQ 
+ I (a/ + B • M - G • /', e ) M. 
i=l I Pl p p1 p I 




ll j v 12 
n-1 ajv 12 n-1 aj v 12 
I p lle. + I p 6 f. -p i = 1 3e. I i = 1 af. 1 I 1 
I 
+ (lle ) lle + (6f ) 6f p p - p . p (3.47) 
From (3.45), (3~46), and (3.47) we can see that every non-zero 
Jacobian element will be modified. These equations are used in this 
form to solve, 
-1 
I I 6e - Jl I J2 6P 
I 
---- ---- ----I I I :J __ 
' 
J4 6Q 
I ---- ----I I 
lll vl2 JS I J6 I 
From here the procedure continues on as with the Q . S ~ OAN ~ R. 
In a general alpha-modified form the mismatch equations can be 
written as 
n-1 
6P - a I [(G . ~e - B . llf) ~e. + (B . ~e + G . ~f) llf.] p p i=l pl p pl p 1 pl p pl p I 
n-1 3P 1 
- I [ 3 p + ( 1 - a ) ( G • lle - B • ~ f ) ~ e. ] i=J ej pl p pl p 1 
n-1 3P 1 
L [a/ + ( l - a.) ( B • f'ie + G • M ) M. ] 
i=l j pl p pl p 1 (3.48) 
n-1 
~Q - a I [(G . ~f + B . ~e) lle. + (B. ~f - G . ~e ) ~f .] p p i=l pl . p pl p I pl . p pt p 1 
n-1 
I 
i = 1 
3Q • 
[ P + ( 1 - a ) ( G • ~ f + B • ll e ) ~e. J 3e . pl p pl p I 
I 
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n-1 OQ I 
+ L: [a/ + (l - a } (Bpi li f - Gpi /J. ep) 6f i ] 








i = l 
!J. f . 
I I 
I 
+ (1 - a ) (!J. e ) /J. e p p 
+ (l - a ) (!J. f ) !J. f 
. p p (3.50) 
By setting alpha equal to one we obtain the equations for the Q. S.O.N . R. 
method. With alpha equal to 0 we get the specific case, illustrated earlier 
in this subsection, of all the Jacobian elements being altered while the 
mismatch values, /J. P , /J. Q , and !J.jV j 2 , remain unaltered. p p p 
Thus, we have M.Q.S.O . N.R. number 2 method for solving a load flow 
problem. 
3.4.4 M.Q.S.O.N . R. methods numbers 3 and 4 
These two methods change the basic Q . S.O.N ~ R ~ method a little more 
drastically than the first two alpha-modified methods ~ However, they are, 
in fact, variants of those two methods since they use the same "second 
order 11 mismatch relationships . 
Basically, the change from the previous two procedures is the elimina-
tion, except during the first iteration, of the Newton-Raphson voltage 
correction calculations [step (J) of Q.S . O.N.R . ] which constitutes the 
first half iteration . 
All the derivations needed for these two new methods have been 
evaluated previously . Therefore the proposed procedures for both can be 
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presented now, and are as follows, (unless noted, each step is for both 
methods). 
1 ) Form the bus admittance matrix, [Y] 
2) Initialize the bus voltage, e~ + jf. I I 
3) Calculate p p' Qp, Iv 1
2 
with p equation (2.21)' (2 .. 22)' and (2.23) 
4) Calculate the bus mismatches with 
n-1 
6P - p - p - a L: [6e ( B • 6f. + G 6e.) psched • p p p i = 1 p . p I I p1 I 
+ 6 f ( G • 6 f. - B • ~e. ) ] 
. p pl I Pl I (3.51) 
n-1 
6Q - Q - Q - a I [~f (B • 6f. + G • 6e.) p p sch ed p p i = 1 p p I I p I I 
- 6e (G • ~ f. - B . 6e.)] p p I I pl I (3.52) 
- IV 12 Iv 12 a [(~e ) 2 + (6f ) 2 ] psched - p - p p p (3.53) 
Note that during the first iteration, 6e. and 6f. will be zero, 
I I 
which will make the "alpha terms" of the above relationship, zero. 
5) Check to see if the power and voltage magnitude mismatches, 
calculated in step (4), are within the specified tolerance . If 
so, solution reached. If not, continue. 
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6) Calculate the "modified Jacobi an' 1 e 1 ements. For M.Q.S.O.N.R. 
number three, we take the expression from equations ( 3. 42) ' (3.43)' 
and (3.44)' resulting in elements for J, • by given 
aP 






+ ( 1 CRl • - - a ) 
' 
I - p 

















aQ p ( 1 - a ) CR2 . - - I - p 





• r - af. ' I p 
I 
3Q p (1 - Ci ) CRl • + I - p - 3f. ' p 
I 
for JS: 
aj v 12 





alv 12 p 
+ (1 
- a )( ~e ) " - I p ae. ' -p - p I 
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for J6: 
3\ V 1 2 
J 6 Cp, i) 






alv 12 p 
+ (J - a )(6f ) • - I - p af. p . p ' I 
For the M.Q . S.O.N.R. nurrber four, we utilize the • from expressions 
equations ( 3. 48) ' ( 3. 49) ' and ( 3. 50) ' resulting • the elements 1n 
being for J 1 : 
3P 









J 3 (p' i) p + - ae. 
I 
for J 4: 
3Q 




( 1 - a ) (G • 6e p pl p 
( 1 - a ) (B • 6e p pl p 
( 1 - a ) (G . 6f p pl p 
( 1 - a ) (B • 6f p pl p 
+ (1 - a p) (6f ) p· 
- B 6f ) • pl p 
+ G 6f ) • pl p 
+ B 6e ) . p1 p 
- G 6e ) • pl p 
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note that, for both methods, during the first iteration ~e. 
I 
and ~f. are both zero. This leaves the coefficient matrix com-
1 
posed of true Jacobian elements. 
7) With the mismatch values found in step (~) and the modified 
Jacobian elements found in step (6), solve the following set of 
simultaneous equations for the voltage corrections 
-1 
~e - J 1 J2 ~p 
---- ----- ---- -------
J3 J4 ~Q 
----- ------ ------
~f JS J6 ~1vJ2 
8) U d h b 1 f h Kth . . pate t e us vo tages o t e 1terat1on, 
( K+ 1) 
e. 
I 
9) Go to step (3). 
With the alpha-M.Q.S.O . N.R. methods number 3 and number 4, the main 
advantage over the other second order methods presented previously is the 
elimination of the need to solve a second set of simultaneous equations 
during a single iteration. As a result the storage requirements should be 
slightly less and the computer CPU time per iteration will be substantially 
reduced. And, since the second order correction factors are employed, it 
would appear that the rate of convergence to the load flow solution would 
be very similar. Certainly these two methods are worth investigating and 
will be mentioned again in the concluding chapter ~ 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE 
ALPHA-MODIFIED QUASI SECOND ORDER 
NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD FOR SOLVING LOAD FLOW PROBLEMS 
4 . l S pa rs i t y 
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As stated in the introductory chapter, the powerful convergence 
properties of the Newton-Raphson technique in solving load flows can 
only be utilized competitively through the use of sparsity programming. 
For the author's programs, a package of subroutines for the solution of 
sparse sets of linear equations obtained from the Atomic Energy 
Research Establishment (U. K.) in Ha rwe 11, Eng 1 and [ 14] was adopted. 
These basicaly employ Gaussian elimination and aim at maintaining both 
stability and sparseness. It also has the feature which, after an 
equation set has been solved once, allows further systems with the same 
coefficient matrix, or one having the same sparsity pattern, to be 
solved more economically. Load flow solutions do, of course, benefit 
immensely from this feature. Only slight modifications were required to 
make these subroutines compatible with the program as it stood at the 
stage of incorporating sparsity techniques, and with the computer system 
being used. The subroutine specification sheets are given in Appendix C, 
while their listings are in appendix E, along with the main body of the 
program. 
Incorporating the sparsity subroutine required major modifications 
to the program. Maximizing overall efficiency and compatibility dictated 
inclusion of programming modifications to (l) reorder the lines and their 
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associated data into an optimum format, (2) decompose the bus admit-
tance matrix into sparse vectors, (3) construct the Jacobian matrix 
sparsely, and (4) change almost all of the remaining program which 
worked on these sparse matrices. However, after all was said and 
done the benefits were immediately seen. The load flow, with the largest 
system being tested (IEEE 118-Bus, which is not really that big), had a 
reduction of 75% in core requirements and a 63% saving in CPU time, 
for an overall cost reduction of 91 %~ This improved even more as the 
program continued to be made more efficient. Of course, with systems 
of about 25 buses or less, the sparsity programming caused an . increase 
in CPU time and storage requirements. 
4.2 The Computer Program 
4 . 2. 1 Genera 1 
The program was written in the FORTRAN IV language and was run on 
an IBM 370/158 model I I with SVS operating system owned by Newfoundland 
and Labrador Computer Services. 
It should be noted here that the program, as it presently exists, 
is an experimental testing program, rather than one for production runs. 
As such, it does not yet contain the capability to handle many of the 
spec i a 1 features of a 1 'rea1 -1 if e' 1 power sys tern, such as under 1 oad tap 
changing, phase shifting transformers, and tie 1 ine control. 
Figure 4.1 gives the general flow chart which illustrates, • 1 n a 
basic manner, how the alpha-modified quasi second order Newton-Raphson 
procedure is programmed. It also shows that an ordinary Newton-Raphson 




In i t i a 1 i ze bus 
volta es 
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Calculate active and reactive powers for load buses 
Calculate active powers and volt.mag. for volt.controlled buses 
Calculate mismatch between scheduled 
and calculated powers and volt.magnitudes 
Calculate 
L i ne Powe ll""L-.J-
F 1 ows Yes 
No 
Convergence 







For Jacobian Matrix 
2 
Figure 4.1: General flow chart for the alpha-modified quasi-
second order Newton Raphson method. 
Solve simultaneous equations 







Modify mismatch values and/or Jacobian 
diagonal elements (depending on a value) 
Solve simultaneous equations to obtain 
new voltage corrections 




solution procedure is able to be performed. In fact, one of the 
advantages of second order type extensions of the Newton-Raphson method 
is that a subroutine with the additional programming can be simply 
added to existing production programs with only a few minor changes nec-
essary. 
Apendix D contains the documentation defining the computer 
variable names, as well as how they should be dimensioned. The complete 
program 1 isting is contained in appendix E. 
4.2.2 Definition of One-Half Iteration 
As wil 1 be seen in the results, we use the term a half iteration. 
This will be fully explained here. The second order load flow technique 
entails twice solving a set of simultaneous equations for bus voltage 
corrections. Once, with the power and voltage magnitude mismatches 
calculated with first order correction terms and later, with second 
order correction factors as well. It is possible, however, that on 
the last iteration needed for convergence, the convergence criterion 
could be met with the "first order" voltage corrections. It may not 
be necessary to continue on and obtain an updated set of voltage 
corrections. 
Therefore, before attempting to solve the second set of equations, 
there is a check to see if this step can be skipped. One way this 
could have been implimented would have been to calculate, at this point, 
new voltages using the "first order 11 voltage corrections, new bus powers 
and voltage magnitudes with these new voltages, and new mismatches. 
Then, perform the convergence test to see if these mismatches are within 
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the specified tolerance. However, doing this during every iteration would 
possibly involve as much or more computation time than if there was no 
attempt to eliminate the last half of the last iteration. 
A much simpler way of determining the necessity for the last half 
iteration is uti1 ized. With the "first order" voltage corrections, the 
second order power and voltage magnitude correction factors are calcul-
ated. If these factors are all less than the given tolerance, then 
the new mismatches would be all much the same as the previous mismatches 
used in the calculation to obtain the "first order" voltage corrections. 
In most cases, this would lead to the updated voltage corrections being 
much the same as the non-updated values, which is a fairly good indic-
ation that convergence has been reached. 
So, if all the factors are lower than the tolerance, new voltages 
are calculated, then new bus variables and mismatches, followed by the 
convergence test. In the majority of cases, when this occurs, it has 
been found that convergence has indeed been obtained. If, as is some-
times the case, it has not, then the program returns to the original 
departure point and continues on with the second half of the iteration. 
4.2.3. Program Limitations 
The computer program is set up to perform a load flow study of a 
straightforward normal power system with no extras. It can handle load 
buses and generator, or voltage controlled, buses with static capacitors 
or shunt reactors; 1 ines with series impedence and 1 ine charging sus-
ceptances; transformers with off-nominal turns ratios. 
It is not 1 imited as to system size, though with each system a new 
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set of dimension cards must be typed (the sizes of which are given in 
appendix D). There can be any number of buses, lines, transformers, 
shunt reactors or capacitors. 
Buses must be numbered consecutively, starting at one. The 
voltage controlled buses have to have the higher numbers, with the 
slack (or swing) bus having the highest. The 1 ines and their associated 
parameters are reordered by the program. 
4.3 Test Systems 
4.3.1 5-Bus Power System 
The 5-bus system is given in [55], and is the smallest system tested. 
It consists of three load buses, two voltage controlled buses, one of 
which acts as the slack bus, and seven 1 ines. The system data consists 
of (1) the scheduled generation and loads and assumed bus voltages, 
(2) 1 ine impedances and 1 ine charging susceptances, and (3) Regulated 
bus data. The other systems also have transformer data and static 
capacitor or shunt reactor data. The data for all the test systems is 
in appendix F. 
4.3.2 23-Bus Power System 
The 23-bus system is based on the one used in (11] for testing a 
solution method for minimum loss and economic dispatch problems. In our 
case, all buses but one (the slack bus) are treated as load buses. 
There are thirty lines whose data, along with the bus information, is 
presented in appendix F, tables F.4 and F.5. 
4.3.3 IEEE 57-Bus Test System 
This was originally a part of the American Electric Power Corporation's 
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1962 system made available to the electric utility industry as a standard 
test case for evaluating various analytical methods and computer pro-
grams for the solution of power networks. It eventually became one of 
the standard IEEE test systems. It consists of fifty load buses, seven 
voltage controlled buses, eighty lines, seventeen transformers with off-
nominal turns ratios, and three static capacitors. All the data is 
contained in appendix F; tables F.6 to F. 10. 
4.3.4 IEEE 118-Bus Test System 
This system came to be a standard test case in the same manner as 
the previous one. It is made up of sixty-four load buses, fifty-four 
voltage regulated buses, one hundred and eighty-six lines, nine trans-
formers with off-nominal turns ratios, and fourteen static capactors and 
shunt reactors. All this data is in appendix F, along with the data for 
the other systems, tables F. 11 to F. 15. 
4.3.5 Other Test Systems 
The other three systems used for testing are simply the 5, 57, and 
118 bus systems with only one voltage controlled bus each (the slack 
buses), with their solution bus powers being used as scheduled bus loads. 
This was done as a convenient way to obtain some new test systems. And, 
indeed they are new with different convergence patterns and different 
solutions than the systems from which they are derived. The data for 
these systems, bus . powe r, a s sumed · vo·ltage, l i ne~ transformer and static 
capacitor and reactor information is the same as for the original 
systems. They are referred to as the 5-bus (no.V.C.B.), the 57-bus 
(No. V.C.B.) and the 118-bus {No. V.C.B.) systems, with V.C.B. standing 
for Voltage Control led Buses. 
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4.4 Results 
4.4. 1 General 
The developed load flow technique has been extensively tested using 
the seven power systems described in the previous section. These systems 
cover a wide range in terms of size-5 to 118 buses - and the larger sys-
terns with only one voltage control led bus provide an extra challenge in 
that in such cases, convergence is usually more difficult to achieve. 
Many variations of the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. method were tried such as 
adding second order corrections only in the first iteration or applying 
them only to load buses. However, it was found that the best overall re-
sults occur with the straight forward application of the method. The • 1m-
provement is in terms of convergence rate and computation time. Thus, this 
variant will be the main focus of attention in thi·s section. 
The results of studies for al 1 the test systems are presented 
graphically and discussed in detai 1. For comparison purposes, al 1 system 
load flows were also solved with the Newton-Raphson method. 
4.4.2 Iterations to Convergence 
From the description of Chapter 3 treating the alpha-modified Q.S.O.N.R., 
it can be seen that any value of alpha can be chosen and used. It would 
appear from the theory that the choice of alpha will be important. Its 
value determines what proportion of the second order correction factors is 
subtracted from the bus mismatches and what portion is added to the Jacobian 
elements in the setting up of the simultaneous set of equations to be solved 
for the updated voltage corrections. 
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Therefore, we are interested in studying what effect if any, do 
different values of alpha have. After this is done we determine which is the 
best alpha to use. With this best alpha, we can then see how the alpha-
M.Q.S.O.N.R. method stacks up against the Newton-Raphson method. 
The above was accomplished by taking each of the test systems and 
computing load flows with many different alpha values (ranging from -2.0 
to +2.0 in increments of 0. 1) as well as with the Newton-Raphson method. 
The results of al 1 this testing are tabulated in table 4. 1, which gives the 
number of iterations to convergence for each alpha value for all the systems. 
Convergence was achieved when the maximum bus mismatches after an iteration 
(or half an iteration) were below the given tolerance. These results have 
been plotted for each system in figures 4.2 to 4.9 as graphs of iterations 
to convergence versus alpha values for tolerances of 0.0001 and 0.001 p.u. 
On the far right hand side of each graph there are two dots which tell the 
number of iterations required for the two tolerances for the Newton-Raphson 
(N.-R.) method. 
Some general observations about the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. method are 
immediately evident from the graphs. With all the systems, except the 
118-Bus systems, and with every value of alpha, the number of iterations 
required for the smaller tolerance is either the same or only one-half an 
iteration more. This indicates that the method could best prove its worth 
against other techniques when low mismatch tolerances are specified. With 
the 118-Bus systems, 0.0001 p.u. is about the lowest mismatch value that 
can be achieved. This makes it more difficult to reach convergence, which 
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vergence at all (figure 4.8). This is in contrast to the wel 1-behaved 
plots for the 0.001 p.u. tolerance in the same graphs. 
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In all cases, except for the 5 bus system, larger negative values of 
alpha generally result in a higher number of iterations required for con-
vergence at best or no convergence at all (that is, at least not within 
10 iterations). Except for the three smallest systems the same is true 
for larger positive values of alpha. But, when the value of alpha approaches 
zero, the method is consistently successful in bringing the load flow to 
a quick and successful solution. 
The results lead us to the conclusion that the best convergence pro-
perties wi 11 in al 1 1 ikel ihood occur when the alpha value is zero. This 
is reasonable since alpha having the value of zero causes the full second 
order correction factors to be added to the diagonal elements of the Jacobian 
submatrices and no portion subtracted from the bus mismatches. In effect, 
this results in the second order factors being calculated partly using the 
updated voltage corrections which are being solved for, thus moving those 
updated values further towards the correct figures. This can be seen by 
1 oo k i n g a t e qua t i on s ( 3 . 4 2 ) , ( 3 . 4 3) , a n d ( 3 . 4 4 ) . 
An additional advantage of alpha being equal to zero is that, because 
it is only necessary to modify the Jacobian, diagonal elements, there is 
less computational effort required than with other alpha values (except 
for alpha equal to one, where only the bus mismatches are modified). 
Now, having determined that zero is the best value which alpha can 
have, the method with this alpha value must be compared with the Newton-
Raphson in order to judge its merit. The number of iterations required 
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for two tolerances with the Newton-Raphson procedure is shown on the right 
hand side of the figures 4.2 to 4.5. In every case, but one, the alpha 
M.Q.S.0.N.R. load flow converges in half, or one-half more than half, the 
number of iterations of the Newton-Raphson load flow. The only exception 
is the 118-bus (No V.C.B.) system for which the Newton-Raphson fails to 
converge while the new method converges in 2.5 iterations for a tolerance 
of 0.001 p.u. 
The first half of an alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. iteration is the same as one 
N.-R. iteration. The second half iteration requires very little extra 
storage and less C.P.U. time tha n the first half (or one N.-R. iteration). 
This is so because bus mismatches calculated in the first half only require 
a simple modification in the second half. Also, the Jacobian elements cal-
culated in the first half are used again in the second half, with only the 
diagonal elements undergoing a computationally simple modification. As a 
result, all the load flows converge, not only at a much faster rate, but 
also in less time than the Newton-Raphson load flows and with almost the 
same storage requirements. 
4.4.3 Bus Mismatches during Load Flows 
The comparison between the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. algorithm and the Newton-
Raphson method is illustrated in Figures 4 .. 10 to 4.16 from the point of 
view of the bus mismatches during load flows. The largest per unit mis-
matches of the bus active power, reactive power, and square of the voltage 
magnitude are plotted for each iteration for (1) the Newton-Raphson method, 
(2) the alpha - M.Q.S.O.N.R. method with alpha equal to ze ro, and (3) the 
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Fiuurc 4. 16: Convergence Patterns of Load Flows of th e 11 8-Bus (No 
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normal Q.S.O.N.R. method). The complete sets of maximum mismatch values 
for each system and for every alpha value between -2.0 and +2.0 (in 0. 1 
increments) are tabulated in Appendix G. 
On the graphs we can again see how much faster is the rate of con-
vergence with the alpha - M.Q.S.O.N.R. method with alpha equal to zero 
in comparison with the Newton-Raphson method. Also, in almost every 
case, the former method converges to a more accurate solution than does 
the latter. 
Comparing the new method with alpha equal to zero and with alpha 
equal to one shows that in the 5-bus, 23-bus, 118-bus, and the 5-bus 
(no V.C.B.) systems, the latter converges to a slightly more accurate 
solution in the same number of iterations as the former. However, with 
the 118-bus (no V.C.B.) system the method with alpha equal to zero . IS a 
great deal bet·ter than when alpha equals one. With the 57-bus system it 
is also much better in that it converges faster. And, with the 57-bus 
(no V.C.B.) system the method with alpha equal to one does not even con-
verge. Therefore, as an overal 1 result, the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. method 
with alpha equal to zero is superior to the Q.S.O.N.R. method (which is 
the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. method with alpha equal to one). 
4.4.4. Importance of the Initial Values for the Bus Voltages 
Using the second order terms in a load flow allows convergence to 
occur over a larger range of initial guesses of the load bus voltages than 
with a first order technique such as Newton-Raphson. However, it was 
found that only when the bus voltages started from a flat start did the 
alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. method perform at its best. A flat start means that 
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the initial voltage magnitudes at all load buses are set to one per unit 
and the initial voltage angle is set to be the same as that of the slack 
bus (which serves as the reference bus). 
Toil lustrate this point, the 118-bus system is used. It has a slack 
bus voltage angle of thirty degrees. Figure 4.5 shows the convergence 
pattern for a normal flat start with each load bus having an initial volt-
age magnitude of one per unit and an angle of thirty degrees. Figure 4. 16 
shows the convergence pattern when the load buses have their initial voltage 
magnitudes the same, at one per unit, but their initial voltage angles set 
at zero degrees. The difference between the two graphs is substantial. 
The first shows the lowest number of iterations to convergence to be two, 
while the other shows two and one-half as the lowest. The range of alpha 
values with which convergence occurs is much reduced in the second graph, 
and the load flow when alpha equals zero is not the best. Also, convergence 
for the Newton-Raphson method is not as good. So, there is no doubt that 
a flat start should be employed for the best results. 
TABLE 4. 1: Number of Iterations to Convergence for Various Alpha Values and Various Systems. 
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5. 1 Con cl us ions 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although much time was spent developing and testing the alpha-
modified quasi-second order Newton-Raphson technique in rectangular 
coordinates, the results were consistent enough so as to make pre-
cise conclusions possible. 
First, it was found that, for all systems tested, load flow 
convergence characteristics are best when alpha is equal to zero. With 
this value, the method was shown to have a convergence rate about twice 
as fast as the Newton-Raphson technique. The additional computing 
effort envolved does not correspond to twice as much per iteration. There-
fore, the method is also faster in terms of computer time. Also, there 
is only a slight increase in storage requirements. Though not discussed 
previously, it does appear that this new method does have better conver-
gence properties than the second order load flow method in polar coor-
dinates reported by Sachdev and Medicherla [46]. 
The merit of this method is enhanced by the fact that by simply 
adding a subroutine, load flow programs presently in use can be extended 
to include second order terms without any major modifications. 
As a final remark, it might be noted that there is an indication 
that this method would be successful with ill-conditioned systems. How-
ever much more testing is required in this area before any conslusions 
can be stated. 
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5.2 Future Work 
In every test case conducted for this thesis, convergence with the 
alpha-M.Q.S.0.N.R. (alpha equal to zero) occurs in 1.5, 2.0, or 2 .. 5 it-
erations. Obviously, it would be very difficult to converge in fewer 
iterations, no matter how good a technique was applied. In order to 
better assess the capability of the new method, it should be tested with 
much larger systems and with difficult networks (including underground 
transmission). An indication of its power is given by the rapid con-
vergence for the l 18-Bus (no V.C.B.) system for which the Newton-Raphson 
fails to converge. Similar results were obtained for another system not 
reported here. 
There is virtually an unlimited number of things that can be done 
with the technique presented in this thesis to try and achieve a better 
load flow method. 
to fo 11 ow. 
I will suggest here some ideas to pursue and directions 
First on the agenda would be to perform the modifications necessary 
to obtain further alpha-modified methods such as those mentioned in 
Chapter 11 I. 
As the theory for the alpha-modified methods illustrates, alpha can 
take on a different value for every bus of a system being tested. There-
fore, an effort should be made to develop (and to test the worth of) a 
procedure to choose the best values of alpha to operate on their corres-
ponding buses. 
The present program could be expanded to include the ability to 
solve systems with D.C. 1 ines and links. Also, additional programming 
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could be added to allow optimal load flows to be performed. 
In an attempt to generally decrease the number of iterations re-
quired for this method (as wel 1 as for other load flow methods), it may 
be worth utilizing a different, equally val id, convergence criterion. 
Perhaps the average of all the absolute mismatch values, subject to 
limiting the maximum value that a mismatch could have, could be used. 
This would eliminate the very common situation where convergence is de-
layed only because one or two bus mismatches are not quite within the 
given tolerance. If the average were used, there would probably be sub-
stantial savings in computing time. 
Another way of reducing storage requirements, computational effort 
and computing time would be to develop, from the present algorithm, a 
decoupled load flow method. This would, of course, be based upon ex-
ploiting the weak coupling between real power and voltage magnitude, 
and react~ve power and voltage phase angles. There is a good possibil-
ity though, that adding second order terms may be of insignificant value 
in the presence of the major approximations used in decoupling. 
A further area of investigation could look into ways of getting 
better initial estimates of the voltages at load buses, such as a vari-
ation of that reported by Stott [58]. 
This is only a brief 1 ist of areas worth pursuing. The number of 
major and minor modifications that could be applied to the alpha-M.Q.S.O.N.R. 
method, is 1 imited only by ones imagination. 
In closing, the method in its own right should be applied to any 
practical problem involving nonlinear equations. Examples in the power 
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systems area include, but are not limited to, various formulations of 
the economy operation problem, stability analysis, automatic generation 
control, and hysteresis motor dynamic performance and optimization 
evaluation. 
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The Jacobian elements are the first order derivatives of the load 
f 1 ow s e q u a t i on s , ( 2 . 2 l ) , ( 2 . 2 2 ) , an d ( 2 . 2 3 ) . 
The first order partial derivatives of the active bus powers are: 
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The first order partial derivatives of the reactive bus powers are: 
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The first order partial derivatives of the square of the bus 
voltage magnitudes are: 
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The Hessian elements are the second order derivatives of the 
load flow equations, (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23). As such, we may obtain 
them by simply taking the derivatives of the Jacobian elements found 
in appendix A. 
Based on the first order partial derivatives, the second order 
partial derivaties of the active bus powers are: 
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The second order partial derivatives for the reactive bus powers 
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The second order partial derivatives for the square of t he bus 
voltage magnitudes are: 
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SUBROUTINE SPECIFICATION SHEETS 
In this appendix a description of the sparsity directed 
programs for solving linear sets of equations is given. These 
were developed at the U.K. Atomic Energy Establishments' Horwell 
Laboratories. 
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Harwell Subroutine Library SUBROUTINE MC12A/AD 
l. Purpose 
To calculate equilibration factors for the rows and columns of a sparce 
nxn matrix A, which, if applied before Gaussian elimination with pivoting, 
will make the choice of pivots more 1 ikely to lead to low growth of round-off 
e r r o r s . The s ca l i n g fa c to r s a r e i n t e g r a l power s 1 6 ,,, ,., R i ( f o r row i ) an d 
1 6 ;'d• C j ( f o r co l um n j ) of 1 6 ( bu t t h i s ba s e ca n ea s i 1 y be ch a n g e d to s u i t a 
computer which uses a different radix for floating-point operations). Thus 
pivots should be chosen as if the matrix elements had been 
b . . - a . . ,,, l 6 ,., ,,, ( R • + C • ) 
I J J J I J . 
( 1 ) 
The matrix A is stored in the condensed form used by MA18A. Here the 
non-zero elements are stored 1 inearly by columns, with row numbers in a parallel 
INTEGER*2 array and with pointers to the start and finish of each column in a 
smaller INTEGER*2 array. 










CA LL MC 1 2A (A , I RN , I P , N , N P , I S C , ~JS , I S I NG ) 
is a REAL array which contains the non-zero elements of the matrix 
to be scaled, with all elements of a column consecutive. 
. 1s an I NT E G E R ,,, 2 a r ray i n w h i ch I RN ( K) con ta i n s i i f A ( K) ho 1 d s a ... 
IJ 
is an INTEGER*2 array of dimension (NP,2), where NP > N+l. 
IP(m,2) contains j, the column number of the column which is stored 
mth in sequence, and IP (j, 1) contains k, where A(k) is the first 
element of column j. IP(IP(m+l,2), 1) thus points to the first 
element of A beyond those for column j. IP(N+l ,2) contains N+l, 
and IP(N+l, 1) points to the first unused element of array A. 
is the order of A. 
is the first dimension of IP. 
i s a n I NT E G ER,., 2 a r ray o f d i men s i on s ( NP , 2 ) i n w h i ch i n t e g e r s ca 1 i n g 
powers are r e turned, R. in ISC(j,l) and C. in ISC(j, 2) (s ee §3 be low). 
I J 
is a workspace array holding 4*N REAL*4 numbe rs. 
( I NT E G ER,., 4) i s s et on re t u r n to 0 norm a 1 1 y , bu t i f r ow I o r co 1 um n J 
of A is found to consist only of ze ro elements, ISING is set to I o r 
-J r espec t ive ly. The sealing f actor s r e turned fo r non-ze ro rows and 
columns ar e correct. For seve ral ze ro rows or columns, onl y the last 
one de t ected is r e turn ed in ISING. 
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Note: The output and workspace requirements are identical for single -
and double-precision versions, only array A being declared REAL* B in the 
latter. 
3. Method 





2 (f .. -p.-c.) 
I J I J 
f . . = 1 og I a . . I I 1 og 1 6 
I J I J 
(2) 
(3) 
and the summation is over pairs i,j for which aij # 0. This is done to 
sufficient accuracy in only a few matrix-by vector multiplications. Then 
Ri and Cj are obtained by rounding -pi and -cj to integers. See Curtis 
and Reid (1971) for further information. 
Use of this method gives far better results on sparse matrices than 
scali to equilibrate row and column norms, and MCl2A/ADis called by MA18A/AD 
before factorising a matrix. 
Reference 
Curtis, A.R. and Reid, J.K. 11 0n the automatic scaling of matrices for 
Gaussian elimination11 , AERE note TP.444 (1971). 
l "? •• I . 






This subroutine solves a general sparse NXN system of linear equations 
N 
L: a .. x. - b., i=l,2, .... N 
I J J I 
j = 1 
(i.e. find x = A- 1b) or related problems. 
There are four entries: 
(a) MA18A decomposes A into triangular factors using a pivotal 
strategy designed to compromise between maintaining sparsity 
and controlling loss of accuracy through roundoff. 
(b) MA18B uses the factors produced by MA18A (or MA18C) to find 
A- 1b, (AT)- 1b, Ab or Arb. 
(c) MA18C factorises a new matrix A of the same pattern, using the 
pivotal sequence determined by an earlier entry to MA18A. 
(d) MA18D loads the elements of a new matrix A into a storage array 
in the sequence required by MA18C, calling a user-supplied sub-
routine to obtain each column of A and using indexing information 
stored by MA18A. 
It is envisaged that MA18C may be cal led many times for one cal 1 of 
MA18A, so it is much faster. Also it is expected that MA18B may be cal led 
with many different vectors for the same matrix A. 
2. Argument 1 ists 
CAL L MA 1 8A (A , I RN , I P , N , NP , G , U , I A ) 
A 
CAL L MA 1 8 B (A , I RN , I P , N , N P , W , B , MT Y PE ) 
CALL MA18C (A, IRN, IP,N,NP,G) 
CALL MA18D(A, IRN, IP,N,NP,W,NAME) 
1 1 1 
is a REAL*4 (or REAL*8 for the D versions) array of dimension 
IA holding the non-zero elements of the matrix A on entry to 
MA18A or MA18C and the elements of the triangular factors on 
exit. Elements are stored by columns. For entry to MA18A , 
they must be in natural row order within each column and the 
columns must be fn natural order; 
ak£ if j < £ or if j = £ and i < k. 
that is a .. precedes 
IJ 
Thus a typical order 
m i g h t be a l 1 ' a 3 l ' 0 1 2 :- 3 2 3 ' a 5 3 ' a 5 4 ' a 1+ 5 ' a 5 5 Before entry 
to MA18C, the e lements of A should be set by calling MA18D. A 
is altered by MA18A, by MA18C and by MA18D. 
IRN is an INTEGER*2 array of dimension 1A*2, whose first IA elements 
IP 
are used to hold row numbers and whose remaining elements are 
used for workspace by MA18A only. If a .. is held in A(K) then 
IJ 
IRN(K) must contain i; for the above example IRN would contain 
l,3,5, 1,4,2,5,5,4,5, IRN is altered by MA18A. 
is an INTEGER*2 array of dimensions (NP,13) where NP ~ 1. Before 
entry to MA18A the values of IP(J, 1), J-1, ... N should be set to 
the subscript in array A of the first element of column J of t he 
matrix and IP(N+l, 1) should be set to the subscript of the first 







l,4,6,8,9, 11. The contents of IP are altered by MA18A. ((IP 
(1,J), l=l,N+l), J=l,5) should be left undisturbed between a 
MA18A entry and a subsequent entry to MA18B/C/D, or (for J=3,4) 
to MA18A if the previous scaling factors are to be used (see §4). 
The rest of IP is available as workspace. An equivalence should 
be used to ensure that IP starts on a 4-byte boundary. MA18C 
uses the whole of IP as workspace if it obtains new scaling 
factors (see §4). 
( I NT E G ER•'• 4 ) i s t he o rd e r of t he ma t r i x A . 
( I NT E G ER,., 4 ) i s t he f i r s t d i mens i on of t he a r ray I P a n d s ho u 1 d b e 
at 1 east N + 1 . 
(REAL*4 or REAL*8 for the D version) is an output parameter used 
to indicate the possible growth of errors during the elimination. 
Normally MA18A and MA18C scale the rows and columns of the matrix 
(see §4) so that the comparisons used in choosing each pivot wi 11 
be reasonable. The maximum difference between the floating-point 
exponent of any element at any stage of the elimination and the 
floating-point exponent of the initial largest element in its 
column is evaluated; G is set to the computer rounding error 
times 16 to the power of this integer. It is thus an estimate of 
the relative perturbation on the elements of A. It is set to -1 
in the event of an error, such as singularity of the matrix or 
lack of space, preventing successful execution. 
( R EA L ,., 4 o r R EA L ,., 8 for t he D v e r s i on ) i s a n um be r s e t by t he u s e r 
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it is reset to l and if U < 0 it is reset to the relative float-
ing-point accuracy. When searching a row/column for a pivot any 
element less than U times the largest element in the row/column 
is excluded. Thus decreasing U biases the algorithm towards 
maintaining sparsity at the expense of G and vice-versa. The 
value 0.25 has been found satisfactory in test examples. 
(INTEGER*4) indicates the size of arrays A and IRN. The number 
of elements in the decomposed form of A is limited to IA which 
may not exceed (32767-N) because of the use of INTEGER*2 indices. 
is a REAL*4 (or REAL*8 for the D version) working array of dimen-
sion at least N. W(l) may be equivalenced with an element of 
IP beyond IP(N+l ,5) to save space. 
is a REAL*4 (or REAL*8 for the D version) array of dimension N 
-1 T -1 T 
used to hold b on entry and A b, (A ) b, Ab or A b on exit. 
i s a n I NT E G ER;', 4 v a r i a b 1 e con t r o 1 1 i n g the a c t i on of MA 1 8 B . I t 
- 1 
should have the value 1,2,3, or 4 according to whether A b, 
(AT)-lb, Ab ATb . . d or 1s require . If MA18B is called erroneously, 
it sets MTYPE=O before return. 
NAME is the name of a user supplied subroutine called by MA18D. It 
must be declared EXTERNAL by the cal ling program. It is called by 
CALL NAME (N,W,J) 
and should return all the non-zero elements a 1J of column J of 
the new matrix in W(I), without altering other elements of W. 
MA18D will cal 1 NAME N times (with J values not in sequence), and 
load the new matrix into array A. 
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3. Use of the entries 
Between a cal 1 of MA18A and a subsequent call of MA18B, MA18C or MA18D, 
the contents of (IRN(I), 1=1, IA), ((IP(l,J), l=l,N+l), J=l,5) N,NP should 
not be altered. IP(N+l ,2) is set to N+l on successful completion of MA18A, 
or to zero if an error has been detected. IP(N+l ,3) is set to zero normally 
but to l if MA18C detects a zero pivot. 
By examining IP(N+l,2) and for MA18B, IP(N=L,3) subsequent entry points 
can conclude that MA18A has not been previously entered, or that it or MA18C 
diagnosed an error . This causes an error diagnostic from the new entry. G 
is set to -1 by MA18A or MA18C if an error is found, so that the calling 
program can test for success by examining the sign of G on return. MA18B 
detects two types of error: those due to invalid entry as described above, 
which it signals to the calling program by setting MTYPE=O; or if it finds 
MTYPE out of range, when it leaves it unaltered. 
Execution of MA18C is much faster than MA18A, but it is important to 
check the value of G on successful return from MA18C, in case the old pivotal 
sequence is poor, for the new matrix, from the roundoff point of view. If 
G is too large to be acceptable as a relative perturbation on A, the arrays 
A, IRN, IP should be reset and MA18A re-entered. IF there is ample space 
in arrays A and IRN, it may be worth while to increase the value of U. The 
number of locations used in A or IRN is (IP(N+l, 1)-1). G should in any case 
be monitored to detect error returns. 
4. Subroutines cal led and common block 
MA18A (and in some circumstances MA18C) calls subroutine MC12A to obtain 
l 1 j 
row and column sealing factors for the matrix. The application of this 
scaling is controlled by a parameter in a named common block, which also 
contains the output stream number for diagnostic messages. The common 
statement is 
COMMON/MA18E/JP,JSCALE 
and the default values are JP-6, JSCALE=l. 
By including this statement in his program, the user can, if he wishes, 
charge the stream number JP or the scaling parameter JSCALE. 
NB: This should be done by Fortran instructions, not by BLOCK DATA. 
The significance of JP is obvious; that of JSCALE is as follows: 
JSCALE Sealing action 
< 0 Sealing factors determined during an earlier call to 
MA18A (or MA18C) are applied to the current matrix. 
- 0 No scaling is done ( i . e. a 1 l scaling factors are set 
to 1 . 0) . 
l MC12A . ca 1 1 ed by MA18A to obtain sealing factors, but - IS 
the action with MA l 8C . for JSCALE < 0 . IS as 
> 1 MC12A is ca 1 led both by MA18A and by MA18C. 
If JSCALE > 1, MA18C will change all 13 columns of array IP, otherwise it 
will use only the first 5 columns. 
The time overhead for calling MC12A is significant on MA18C, but not 
usually on MA18A. Moreover, use of scaling factors with MA18C affects only 
the value of G, not the pivotal sequence as with MA18A. 
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5. Error diagnostics 
A number of error conditions are diagnosed which prevent successful 
completion. Most are detected by MA18A, since the other entry points are 
used only after this one has either succeeded with one set of matrix ele-
ments in the prescribed sparsity pattern, or has recorded its failure for 
them. The following messages may be printed on stream JP by MA18: 
( i) ERROR RETURN FROM MA l 8A BECAUSE THE ELEMENT HELD IN A (k) IS 
OUT OF ORDER 
This message covers sequence errors in the indexing information 
supplied in IRN, IP; k gives the location at which the error 
was detected. 
(ii) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18A BECAUSE THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR. COLUMN 
(or ROW) j IS DEPENDENT ON THE REST. 
This message covers two cases, (a) where the indexing information 
specifies no non-zero elements in column (or row) j, (b) where 
after elimination on the column or row all the elements eligible 
as pivots are zero. 
(iii) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18A BECAUSE IA IS TOO SMALL. SPACE RAN OUT 
WHEN ELIMINATING ON PIVOT i. 
This message appears when there is insufficient room to store a 
new non-zero element generated in elimination operations using 
the ith pivot. Thus if i << N much more space will probably be 
needed, but if i is nearly equal to N just a little more may 
suffice. 
(iv) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18B BECAUSE MTYPE - m WHICH IS OUT OF RANGE. 
This message needs no comment. 
(v) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18B (or MA18C or MA18D) BECAUSE PREVIOUS ENTRY 
TO MA18A (or MA18C) GAVE ERROR RETURN. 
This message is given with MA18C in the second position only if 
MA18B occurs in the first position. In that case, the error de-
tected by MA18C was a zero pivot, which may not occur on subsequent 
re-entry to MA18C with a further new matrix. 
(vi) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18B(or MA18C or MA18D) BECAUSE NO PREVIOUS 
ENTRY TO MA18A. 
This message is given if IP(N+l,2) is found to have a value which 
is neither N+l (after a successful exit from MA18A) nor 0 (after 
an error return from MA18A). 
(vii) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18C BECAUSE ZERO PIVOT (i j). 
This message signifies that a . . was found to be zero when it was 
IJ 
due to be used as a pivot by MA18C. 
(vi ii) ERROR RETURN FROM MA18C BECAUSE MC12A HAS GIVEN ERROR RETURN WITH 
IS = j . 
This message isgnifies that all the e lements of the new matrix in 
row i (if i > 0) or in column (-i) (if i < 0) have been found to be 
zero. 
6. Me thod 
The s ubrou t ine is de scribed in detail in AERE Re port R.6844 , whi ch should 
be con s ult ed for ce rtain coding de tails if it i s pl ann ed to tran s f er the sub-
rou t ine to a compute r othe r than the Sy s t em/360. 
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c SUBROUTINE VSRTPM (A,LA, IR) VSRTOOlO 
C VSRT0020 






























VSORTP - SORT ARRAYS BY ALGEBRAIC VALUE-
PERMUTATIONS RETURNED 
- CALL VSRTPM (A.LA. IR) 
- CALL VSORTP (A.LA. IR) 
A - ON INPUT, CONTAINS THE ARRAY TO BE VSRT0120 
SORTED ON OUTPUT, A CONTAINS THE VSRT0130 
SORTED ARRAY VSRT0140 
LA - INPUT VARIABLE CONTAINING THE NUMBER VSRT0150 
OF ELEMENTS IN THE ARRAY TO BE SORTED VSRTOl 60 
I R ( LA) - 0 N I N PUT , I R C 0 NT A I NS TH E I NT E G ER VS RT 0 l 7 0 
VALUES 1 ,2, .... LA. SEE PROGRAMMING VSRT0180 
NOTES. VSRT0190 
- ON OUTPUT, IR CONT A I NS A RECORD OF THE VSRT0200 
PERMUTATIONS MADE ON THE VECTOR A. VSRT0210 
C PRECISION - SINGLE/DOUBLE VSRT0220 
C LANGUAGE - FORTRAN VSRT0230 
C VSRT0240 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------VSRT0250 
CALL VSRTPM (A,LA, IR) 
CALL VSORTP (A,LA, IR) 
Purpose 
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VSRTPM sorts any LA consecutive elements of a vector into ascending 
sequence by absolute value, keeping a record in IR of the permutations 
to the vector A. That is, the elements of IR are moved in the same man-
ner as are the elements in A as A is being sorted. 
VSORTP sorts any LA consecutive elements of a vector into ascending 
sequence by algebraic value, keeping a record in IR of the permutations 
to the vector A. That is, the elements of IR are moved in the same man-
ner as are the elements in A as A is being sorted. 
Algorithm 
VSRTPM/VSORTP uses the algorithm declared in IMSL routine VSORTM/VSORTA. 
Programming Notes 
1. IR and A must have dimension at least LA. 
2. The vector IR must be initialized before entering VSRTPM/VSORTP. 
Ordinarily, IR(l) = l, IR(2) = 2, .. . , IR(LA) =LA. For wider app-
licability, any integer that is to be associated with A(I) for I 
= 1,2 ... ,LA may be entered into IR(I). 
3. If entry VSRTPM is used, A i s replaced by the sor t ed absolute values 
of its elements, on output. 
Example 
CALL VSORTP (A,LA, IR) 
Input: 
A== (10.,9.,8.,7.,6.,5.,4 . ,3.,2.,1.) 
LA == 10 




IR= 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) 
APPENDIX D 
DEFINITIONS AND DIMENSIONS 
OF COMPUTER VARIABLE NAMES 
122 
DEFINITIONS OF COMPUTER VARIABLE NAMES 
For definitions of the following ten variables, see the sparsity 








A t ( I A + I E X T RA) , G , I P , I RN , MT Y PE , N , NP , U , a n d W .
The other definitions are: 
DESCRIPTION 
INPUTED FLAG WHICH TELLS IF TOTAL LINE shunt admittance 
to ground is inputed (AA = 0) or only one-half of total 
value is inputed (AA= 1). 
a vector which holds the row numbers of the non-zero 
elements of the upper (or lower) triangle of the bus 
admittance matrix. 
a vector which tells us how many non-zero upper triangle 
bus admittance matrix elements that have been at the 
commencement of a given column. 
the value determines the portion of the second order 
correction factor which is used to update the bus mis~ 
matches and the portion used to update the diagonal 
elements of the Jacobian submatrices. 
inputed flag which indicates whether the transformer 
inputed information is the tap setting (BB = 1) or the 
turns ratio (BB = 0). 
inputed flag which determines whether a Newton-Raphson 
load flow is to be solved (CC= O)orone using the alpha -
M.Q.S.O.N.R. method (CC = 1). 
D 















l ? ., 
. ,._ .) 
diagonal elements of the bus admittance matrix. 
vectors which contain the locations of the diagonal 
elements of the Jacobian submatrices within the vector 
of the non- zero elements of the Jacobian, JACOB. 
CONTAINS the iteration number for which the corresponding 
maximum mismatch values are stored. 
the specified tolerance required in order for convergence 
to occur. 
maximum active power mismatch. 
maximum reactive power mismatch. 
maximum voltage squared mismatch. 
variable which stores the value which DELMXP has at the 
end of an iteration. 
variable which stores the value which DELMXQ contains 
at the end of an iteration. 
temporary storage for updated bus mismatches; needed 
when there is an unsuccessful convergence check at the 
one-half iteration point. 
active power bus mismatch. 
reactive power bus mismatch. 
vector which contains al 1 the bus mismatches. 
voltage squared bus mismatch. 
stores the value which DELMXV contains after an iteration. 
DESERY , DSHTY, temporary storage for 1 ine data when the line numbers 
DSHTYD, DTFMR 
are being rearranged. 




















bus number at th_e receiving end of a line. 
temporary storage for EB 1s when 1 ine numbers are being 
rearranged. 
voltage corrections after the first half of an iteration. 
imaginary component of the bus voltage. 
the number of non-zero elements in the Jacobian matrix. 
workspace required for the sparsity subroutine, MAIBA. 
vector which contains the row numbers of all the non-zero 
elements of the Jacobian matrix. 
vector which tells how many non-zero Jacobian matrix 
elements there are up to the commencement of a given 
column. 
non-zero elements of the Jacobian matrix. 
iteration counter. 
the number of voltage regulated buses, not including the 
slack bus. 
the number of load buses. 
the number of buses, not including the slack bus. 
records the number of times that a convergence check is 
performed. 
if one-half an iteration is successful in converging, 
value is set to 5. Otherwise its value is 0. 
maximum number of iterations allowed. 
records the number of 1 ines connected to the slack bus. 





















contains 1 ine numbers. 
temporary storage for line numbers during line renumbering 
sequence. 
the number of voltage controlled buses. 
total number of non-zero elements in the upper (or lower) 
tirangle of the bus admittance matrix. 
the total number of buses. 
vector containing the row numbers of all the non-zero 
elements of the bus admittance matrix. 
vector containing running totals, column by column, of 
the number of non-zero elements in the bus admittance 
matrix. 
vector containing all the non-zero elements of the bus 
admittance matrix. 
the number of non-zero elements in the Jacobian matrix. 
the total number of 1 ines. 
calculated active bus power. 
shceduled active bus power. 
calculated reactive bus power. 
scheduled reactive bus power. 
second order correction factor for active power. 
records the number of 1 ines connected to the sending 
buses. 
complex conjugate bus power. 















static capacitor or shunt reactor connected to the 
sending bus of a 1 ine. 
1 ine series admittance. 
line series impedance. 
1 ine charging susceptance. 
l '}_() 
1 ine charging represented by admittance shunted to ground 
at the received end of a 1 ine. 
summation portions of the first order mismatch correction 
factors. 
summation portions of the second order mismatch correction 
factors. 
second order correction factors for reactive power. 
inputed off-nominal tap setting of a transformer. 
second order correction feactors for the square of the 
bus voltage. 
complex bus voltage. 
sheduled bus voltage magnitude. 
complex conjugate of the bus voltage. 
non-diagonal elements of the upper (or lower) triangle 
of the bus admittance matrix. 
If a series of load flows with different alpha value s is solved 




input of the initial alpha value. 
• • • other alpha values. 
counter to determine if a table output may be t e rminated. 
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JFLAG counts the number of tables printed on one page. 
KFLAG counts the number of tables with less than 2.5 iterations, 
. 
on a given page. 
KKSAVE indicator as to whether the load flow solution ends . 1n a 
half iteration. 
KSAVE number of iterations to convergence for a particular 
alpha value. 
LIMIT number of tables desired to be outputed; there are six 
alphas per table. 
SAVEP the maximum active power mis match is stored for every 
i te ration. 
SAVEQ the maximum reactive power mismatch is stored for every 
i te ration . 
SAVEV the maximum voltage squared mismatch is stored for every 
iteration . 
DIMENSIONS OF VARIABLES 
We have, 
NB IS. number of buses 
NL IS. number of 1 i nes -
MB b. number of voltage con tro 11 ed buses, -
including the s 1 a ck bus. 
VARIABLE DIMENSION 
A I EXTRA + (NB - 1 ) 
Al NL 
A2 NB 
CR l NB - 1 
CR2 NB - 1 
D NB 
Dl NB - 1 
D2 NB - 1 
D3 NB - 1 
D4 NB - l 
DELK 2;', ( KMAX) 
DELP 2;', (KMAX) 
DELQ 2;'' ( KMAX) 
DELS 2·k (NB - 1 ) 
DELTAS 2;', (NB - 1 ) 
































2X(NB - 1) 
NB 
NB 
[ ( 2 ,., NB - l ) , 1 3 ] 
2* (1EXTRA +dimension of JACOB) 
129 
8* (number of lines not connected to the slack bus) + 
4,•, (NB - l ) 
NB + l 
same as for JACAl 
NL 
NL 
( 2 ,., NL ) + NB 
NB + 1. 






















NB - 1 
NB - 1 
NB. - 1 
NB - 1 
NL 
NB 




1 ., O' 
i .Y 
If a series of load flows with different alpha values is solved 
in the one run, then there are also: 
KSAVE number of a 1 pha values used + 1 
KKSAVE number of alpha va 1 ues used + 1 
SAVEP (number of alpha va 1 ues) :;\· ( KMAX) 
SAVEQ (number of alpha v a 1 u es ) :t'• ( KMA X ) 
SAVEV (number of alpha va 1 ues ) :;', ( KMAX) 
APPENDIX E 
PROGRAM LISTING 
00 210 J=l,NB 
~ E CO F< D ( J ) = 0 
D<JJ=o.o 
2 1 0 CO ~ T IN UE' 
c 
I • . J 
't 133 
C FEAC LINE NUMBE~. STARTING BUSt END BUS, LENGTH. SHUNT ADMITTANCE 
c IN P.u. PER UNIT LENGTH.SEPIES IMPEDANCE IN P.u. PER UNIT LENGTH 
c 
WRITE(6,102) 
102 FO~MAT(///,50X,10(1H*),• LI NE 0 AT A 1 tl0(1H*),/,/,27Xt 1 LINE' 
1.2x,•ss•,3x, 1 EB 1 .2x,•TFMR RATto•.2x, 1 SHUNt AOMITTANCE•,6x,•SERIES 
2tMPECANCE 1 ,6X, 1 58 STATIC CAP.•,/) 
ca 1of3 I=t .NL 
~EAO(S,100)J.SB(I),EB<IJ,SERZtSHTY(l),TFMR(I),SBCAP(I) 
100 FO~MAT(3IS,SFl0.4,F1.0tF9.4) 
IF(AA.Ea.O.)GO TO 75 
SHTY(l)=2*SHTY(I) 
75 WRITE(6,104)I,SB(l)1EB(I),TFMR(IJ,SHTY(l)tSERZ,SBCAP(I) 
104 ~O~MAT(• 1 t24X93I5,F9.3,4Xt2F9.4,4X,2F9.4,7X,F3.leF8.4) 
IF(TFMR(It.Ea.O.)GO TO 106 
IF(Be.ea.O.JGO TO 80 
8 ·= T.F MR ( I J 






GO TC 108 





C SPARSE STORAGE OF ~D~ITTANCE MAT"IX 






ASSEMBLE DIAGONAL ~LEMENTS 









00 220 I=l,NL 
132 
;/E30!11CK J OB {3011,lOKC,1,Q?),WELLON,CLASS=C 
; ~JOBPARM FORMS=0234 
// EXEC caR~GCLG,R~GlON.G0=~29K 
//FORT.S YSTN DD * 
c 
CQ~CLEX Y,v,s,ss,s~,!8US.SUM5,vv,o,NEWY 
CQ~PL~X SH7Y , DSHTY , ZSER , SEF Y, DSERY, SHT Y8, DSHTYB, S8CAP ,SERZ 
!NTEG~Fl D UMMY, OUM1 ,0UM2,RECORD , EB 1,LINE ,L!N~l 
I N 'TE G::: Fi SB • E 8 ,, A 1 , A 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , Dl~ , A A , 8 B , CC 
iN,.EGr:R~2 J ACA l ,JACA2t IP( 235, 13 ), IRN(6248l 
PE~ L J COB , MAGN 
P~AL~8 ALPHA 
CI~ENSION D1 (11 7 }, 02{117 ), D3 {117~, D4(117),CR1 (11 7 ),CR2t1 17l 
CI NE t\ SI ON E ( 118) , F ( 1 1 8 t , V ( 1 l 8 .), P ( 11 8) , Q { 11 8) , D { l 18 ) , A 2 { l 18) 
DI~ENSION DSCHED{l1 8 ),QSCHED {ll 8) , !8US (11 8 },PECORD( 118) 
CIMFNSION SHTY(186 ), SHTY8{!86 ), SFRY(1 86 ),DSHTY{l8 6 ), 0SHT Y8(186l 
OIM·NSION DSERY(186 ) , L!NE (l 86 )9 LJNE 1(1 86J,EB1{1 86 ),y(l 86 ),Al(l79) 
CIMENS!G~ TFMR ( 186 ), DTFMR(186 ),S BCAP {1 86 ) 
DI NENSIQN 58 { !86 ) ,E8{186} , \llJ ( 234 } tDE LT AS (234) ,, ERRORl (234) ,,4_{3124) 
CIMENSION NEWY ( ~76 ), NEWAl ( A76 ). NEWA2 (119l~VSCHED ( 53 ) 
CI~~NSION JAC08{2t24) ,JACA1 (2124),~ACA2C235) 
CIMENSION DELK { 2Q J, DELP ( 20 ), DELQ (20l, DELV(20) 
CtMENS!ON SA VEP ( 50Q J, SAV~Q(500 ),SAVEV( 50 0).KSAVE(45 ),KKSA V~(45 ) 
OIMENSI~N DELS {234) 
co~~ON /M EMORY/ J AC08 ,JACAl. J ACA2 
EX 1'EI=CNAL R:LOAD 
V.R!TE ( 6 , 2 ) 
2 FOP.MAT( /,//, 5X . ·1 118 BUS TEST S Y ST EM •) 
c 
( t{EAD NUMBER OF BUSSES, NUMB R OF LINES , NUMBER OF VOL TAGE CONTROL 
C EUSSE3 INCLUDING SLACK BU~ . AND FLAGS 
c 
RE ,,~o ( 5 , 74) A.L PH~. 




~EAD ( 5 ,100)AA , BB ,CC 
;EA0 ( 5 ,100) N8 , NL t MB 
WRITE ( 6 , 76 ) ALPHA 1AA,EE,CC , NBtNL , MB 
FOP~.AT {• • ,//.C:X~ ' ALPHA AA 88 CC 
11 , 2x , 31s,~17 ) 
FRINTOUT O~ CHA~G~S MADE IN BUS NUMBERS 
\'JR IT E: ( 6 , l 51 ) 
NB NL 
151 FQRMAT( 1 ",//,5X,•THE FOLLOWI-NG BUS NUMBERS WERE CHANGED TO ALLOl/J 
1-He •,/,• RE GULATED BUSES TO HA VE THE LAPGEST NUMB~RS :•,//,20X,• BE 
2 CO MF S' , /) 
C::l 155 I=! . 10 
READ ( 5 ,l 53 )Jl.~ 2 ,J3,JA .J 5 ,J 6 .J7,J8 ,J9.JlO.Jll,J1 2 ,Jl 3 ,J14,Jl 5, J1 6 
1~3 FO MAT(16!5} 
WRITC ( 6 , 154}Jl~J2, J ~ ,J 4 .~ 5 .J 6 ,J7 ,J8 ,J9 ,Jl O .Jll,Jl 2 tJ1 3.J14 .Jl 5 ,Jl 6 





THE SEND! G A 'C END BUS DESlGNATIONS ARE RE VERSED IF THE s . a . 
NUMBER IS A GER THAN -HE .s . NUMBEQ 
IF C SE~!t . L- . E8 t ! )) GO TO 30 
IF ( ~=MR! I~ . NE . O. O ) T ~MR ( ! ) =1 e/TFMR( I~ 
CUM~1 Y=S8 ( ! > 
.SB(I»=EB ( ! ) 
EB ( I )=CUMMY 









RECOPD -HF NUMs=R OF LIN _s CONNECTED TO EACH SEND I NG BUS 
ECORD ( SB(I )J=R co~o < se C ! )~+l 
IF CEE ( I ). FQ . NB ) KNECT=KNECT+l 
LI " _ ( l ~ = 
220 CONTIN U': 
KNEC T = Kt~ECT+ RECORO { NE J 
REAR~ANGE THE LINES IN AN ORDER ACCEPTABLE FOR THE FORMAT I ON 
OF THE SPARSE eus ACMIT7ANCE VECTOR 
CALL VSORTP {SB 9NL . LINE ) 
DO 3 1 ! = l , NL 
31 -s 1C i l =EB ( LINE CI I) 
DU~ ! =O 
U~2= 
CO 3 5 I= 1 , NB 
F ( R COFO { [ ) .r.o. JGO T 35 
OU MM Y. =FECORD( I } 
DO 32 J = , DUMMY 
DUM l =DUM l + l 
EB l { J} =EBl CDUMl ) 
32 L!NE l(J) =LINE ! CU~l ) 
CALL VSORTP(EBl t DUMM Y, LlNE1 ) 
D 34 K=l , CUMMY 
CU f'J 2 =DU fvi 2+ 1 
EB ( D UM2 ) =F"Bl ( K ) 
34 Ll ~E ( 0 UM 2 ) =L l ;"El ( K) 





~EAP A~GE THE LINE DA7 TG BE COMPATIBLE WIT H THE 
NEW LINE NUMB RS 
en 36 I= l , NL 
CTFM~ ( i ) =TFMR ( I~ 
CSH- Y( lt=SHTV { l~ 
cs r-Y8 ( I~=SH-Y5(! ) 
3c CSER Y{ i ) =SE Y( ! ) 
CO "3 7 I= 1 , L 
TFMR C: l =DTFMR CLZNEtI )) 
SHT Y( ! ) =DSH Y ( LINE ( ! )} 
135 
SHl YE CI ) =DSHT YB! LINE CI) ) 
37 SE~Y{ l ) =DSER Y( L!NE ( I )) 
c 
W ITE ( E , 38 j 
FORMAT (///, 40 Xt 1 0( 1H• ),• RE 0 R 0 E P ED L I N E 0 ~-TA •,1 
10 ( 1H*l ,//, 18 X,' NE W' , 5 x,• 0LD ' ,/, 18X, 1 L I NE •, 4 Xt' LINE · 9 5 Xt 1 SB ' , 3 x.• Es 
2 •. 2x, 1 TFMR F ~ 10 • , 2 x,· s~u - A~~ITTANCE •. e x~· seRIES IMPECENCE •. 6 x,• 
3~8 ~TAT!C CAP .•,/) 
C 40 I =l, L 
SER Z = 1 • / SE Y C ! ) 
WR! E { c , 39 } ! , Ll E ( I ) , se c! ), EB ( I ). TFMF (l),SH V(I), SEkZ tS BCAPC L I NE { l 
1 ) ) 
3g FO~M T (' •, 12X, 3!8 . 2 x, 13 , p9 . 3 , 3 x,2F9 . 4 , 4 X,2F9 . 4 , 7 X, F 3.1, F8 . 4 ) 
~O CONT I UE 
120 
1 22 
1 ,... 4 e:. . 
126 
Jl = 1 
LL =O 
MM =O 
/A2 ( 1 )= 1 
':rJ 128 I = l , NL 
L=S8 ( I ) 
~·= EB ( ! ) 
IF {LL . EQ . O) GJ TO 1 2 2 
IF ( L .~Q . LL ) GO TO 124 
yc { L . ~O . LL + l ) G8 T~ 1 22 
DUrv'l=L - 2 
120 II=LL . U Ml 
t\ ?( II + l )=J l 
/A2 ( L )=Jl 
GO TC 126 
IF ( M. EQ. M ) J l =Jl- 1 
e ! ( J 1 ) =M 
Y{ J l)=Y(J l )- SER Y( ! } 
Jl=Jl+l 
L L=L 
t-JM = M 
1 28 CON~ I UE 
N., XY=J l - 1 
IF CL . E Q. NB- 1 } GO TO !34 
CUM l = E·- l 
C'J 1 3 2 I = L , C U ~l 
132 A2 ( l +1) = J 1 
134 CON !'\J U 
/.2 ( Ne } =J 1 
NR L = tJ. ~ XY 
R I TE ( 6 ,1 665 ) MAX Y, A2 ( NE ) 
lc65 FORMAT{' 1 ,///, 5 X, 1 MA X)' = ' , 14 . s x,• A?( f\18 }=•9 ! 4 ,///,) 
wqiT~ ( 6 , 133! )( 1 ~ D ( l )t I= , NB ) 
FO ~MA .,.. ( • 1 , ti .. 0 ( 3 ' 4 x. I * D ( t ' I 3 , • ) = ' t 2 F 1 2 . 4 ), / / ) ) 
KB =O 
K2 = NB- 1 
DD 1 3 34 'i = l , K 2 
K . :A2( l+ 1 )-A2( I) 
F(KA.FQ.O}GO TO 1334 
Ci1 1333 J=l, KA 
K3=K8+1 
IF(t2(1~.NE.K8)GO 0 1332 
wRI- {6,13351I,~2<I~ 
133 5 t= fJ FM AT C ' ' , / , 6 EX , ' A 2 { ' • ! 3 , ' ) = ' , I 4 ) 
1332 W. ITE(6,l.330)KB,Y(K8),K8,6. (KBt 
136 
1:;3 ;:=- f:;MAT(' t .~x,•v(' t!3 ~· )=' ,2-12.4,4x, '* Al(' ,13,• }=•' !4,//) 
1333 CONTINU 
l 3 3 A C D I\ T I 1 UE 
c 
C RESTORAG~ O~ SPAR5E ADM!TTANCE ELEMENTS IN A MANNER MORE EASILY 
C USED WHEN THE JACCE!AN !S FuRMED. 
c 
1£:; WY { 1 } -= D ( 1 ) 
f'E ¥. A 1 ;( 1 ) = 1 
~ YJA2(1)=1 
1A=A2(2}-A2(1) 
Q~ 1~6 11=1,.A 
K~=!l+l 
~EwY(Kt.)=Y{!l) 
136 NE~Al(Kt)= 1(11) 
1 E ~A2(2)=K.t+l 
DO 1~2 =2, 6 
CUMl=I -l 
o 144 !3=1,cu~· 
IF{A2(13).EQ.A2(13+1~} SC -o 144 
KE=A2{I3+1)-1 
CU~2=A2(!3) 
DO 142 !2=DUM2,K8 
IFCA1(12l.NE.r~ GO TO 1~8 
K =KA+l 
EW Y{K"'4)=Y(!2) 
NE ~A 1 ( Kt ' =I 3 
GO -a 1~4 
138 IFCAl{I?~.GT.!l GO TO 144 
l 4 2 CG f\. - I N u-
144 CONTINUE 
t<A =KA.+ 
I --: w y { K ,4, , = D ( i } 
NEW 1 (KA)= I 
IF(I.EQ. B)GO -o 148 
I-( 2(!).cO.A2(:~l)l GO - o li8 
KC=~ 2 (: + \ ) -1 
DUtl.2=~2(!) 
C • 146 I 4=DU~ 2, K"' 
t<A =KA+l 
EWY{K/-)=Y(I4) 
146 NEWll(KtD=~l {Ii} 
148 NEWA2(1+1J=K.A+l 
l 52 CONT !NUF 
137 
MDUM=?*NRL+NB 
~J \':"' I - E C 6 , 1 4 t.. 2 1 ( I , N E \'V Y ( I ) , NEW A 1 ( ! ) ~ I = 1 • MDU M ~ 
14 a 2 FO HM AT { 1 1 , 3 x , • r = ' , I 4 , 3 x , • NE w Y= • • 2F 1' • 4 • ex , 1 NE w A 1 = ' , I 3 , / > 
"NB=f\8 + 1 
WR I E ( E , 1 A3 ~ ( I, NEWA 2 CI ) , I= 1 , NNB } 
1442 i=ORM.A-{ 1 •,//,6(2X,'* NEWA2 ( 1 ,!3,•}=•,I4)} 
c 
c 
____ _.,....._. _______________________________ . ______________________ ...., ______ 
~ READ IN SPECIFIED BUS CATA ; RcAL POWE~, REACTI VE POWER, REFERENCE 
... 
C VOLTAGF V( SS ), VOLT GE CONTROL BUS MAGNITUDES AND EACTI VE 





READ ( 5 , 150 )( PSCHED { ! ),!=1,K?) 
~EA D C 5 , 5 0 ) ( Q SC HE D C I ) ~ I = 1 , K 1 ) 
~E A0(5,150~ E ( N8) , F ( NE~ ,(VSCHED(!),I=l, c ) 
IF CKO.G-. 6 ) ~E D L5 ,1 50 )(VSCH ED (I),I=7,K0} 
lEO FOR AT(8F1 0 . 3 ) 
WRIT ( 6 ,1 60 )( PSCHED(!} , !=! ,K 2 ) 
160 FO~MAT~lH l ,//, 1 O ( SCHECULEO j(!) =', 11Fl0 .3,//,50 (1 8 XtllFl 0 .3t//)) 
RiTE (6,1 6 l)(Q SCHED (!), !=l ,Kl) 
lcl FO~MA- Cl HO ,//,• Q { SC ~EDULED )(l) =•,11=10. 3 ,//, 5 0{1 8X 1 11F10.3 ,//)) 
WR I T . C 6 , 1 6 2 ) E. ( ~ .18 ) • F ( N E ) , ( VS C HE Ct { ! ) , I = l t K 0 ) 
162 FORMAT C//.lOX,• V{SB) =',2Fl0.3,///6X,• VSCHED {l) =•,llFl0.3,//,50 
l { lP.X , 11c10.3 ,// t ) 
~EAD ( 5 ,10 5 )K MAX , DELMAX 
105 FO~MAT CI 5 ,~ 10 . 7~ 
READ (5,1550 )I _X-R A 
1~50 FC~MP- ( 110 ) 
~FITE {6,l663l!~X~ PA 





C !NITI LIZE UNKNOWN VOL T GES AND REACTIVE POWEPS 
c 
1 J! a 
101 
I J =O 
!JK=O 
1JO !019 I=l ,45 
KSAVE(i)= 
CONTINUc-
C 0 I\ T I i.J u;::-
CO 250 I=l,K2 
E ( I>=.866025A04 
i='{!)= . s 




ro 2=1 !=K5 ,K2 
G(!)=J.O 
c 









- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...... - .._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
COt\-INU'=' 
2~5 I=l,K2 
CR1 {!)=0. 0 
C 2 CI) =O • 0 
255 CON- I UE 
901 co~-INUE 
c 




DE L~J XV =O • 
!8=0 
0 261 !=1 ,K2 
IA=NEWA2 (1+1)- EWA2 (I) 
!FCIA.EQ.OJ GO rn 261 
SUNl =O. O 
SUf'J2=0 .0 
C 26? J= l ,I A 
!B=IB+ l 
! r =N WAl ( I BI 
~U~l=SU~1 +c(!C ) ~~EAL ( NEWY(!8))-F(I C } *AIMAG ( N WY(l8)) 
SUM 2= sur-~ 2 +i= ( ! -: , 'REAL ( NE w y ( ! 8, ) J +E' ( I c ) * "~I MAG ( NE W y ( I 8 )} 
2€2 COf\iINUi::-
c 
F ( I l=E{ I ) SUMl+F { I ) *~U~2 
Q( I~=F(I)· SUtA 1-E{ !) SUM2 
C CALC ULATE MAXI~U~ RE L AND REACTI V~ POWER ERRORS 
c 
CEL AP=DSCHED(I~-P(!~ 
CELTAS(l >= DEL TAP 
[F { AES ( DELT~~ ). G- . DELMXP )D LMXP=ABS{DELTAP) 
IF ( ! . G;.Kl ) G8 T 261 
CELTAQ=QSCH~D [ l~ -Q(I) 
CELTAS (I+K 2 l =DrLTtQ 
!c{AES COELTAQ }. G- . DELMXQ ) DELMXQ=ABS ( D-LTAQ ) 
261 COt\TI'JU~ 
c 
WRiTE(6 , 351 l 
35! FOR AT(1HO,!SX,5(1H*),• POWEF ~RqORl MATPI X 1 t 5 C iH~ }9//,1 5X , 1 D LTA 
1 P ', lQX, ' DELT.A. Q • ,5x, • DEL ,..A V-SQU~RED• ,/} 
DJ 353 I=l ,K l 
W r-E ( 6,352 ;) I , CEL TAS{ :! ) ,DELTAS( !-+K2 ) . 
352 FORMAT (' •, I5 , 2F17 . 7 ,/) 
c 
c 
IF THERE ARE VOLTAGE CON-ROLLED SUSSES 
!~ ( KO.EQ . O ) GO I 273 
CO 2.72 I=K5 , K2 
V ?=E < I J ~~2+F C I ) **2 
CELTA V=VSCHED ( I - Kl ) **2- V2 
OELTAS { .+K2 ) =~~LTt V 
I-{AES { DEL- V) .r;"'".OELMXV } DELMXV=.ABS<DELTAV~ 
WRITE ( c,27l)i , DELTAS(!),DEL7AS{I+K2 ) 
2 71 FO f; M .AT ( ' • , ! 5 • F1 7 • 7 , 1 7 X , F ! 7 • 7 .} 






CO f\ T !NUE 
CO t\T I UE 
KDEL =KCEL +l 
C LK { KCEL ) =~ LOAT { K )+ FLO T ( KKK }/ 10 . 
DE L~ ( KDEL ) =DEL~XP 
rELQ ( KDEL ) =DELMXQ 
CEL V{KDEL ) =DEL~XV 
WRl E ( 6 , 303 l DEL~XD , D~l~XG , DELMX V 
139 
303 co~M~T t' ',///, sx ,• oELTAP M~ x. = •, F1s . a ,/, 5 x,• 0ELTAO MAX . =•,Fis . a 
l ,/,5 X,' DEL t. V MAX . = 1 ,F15 . 8 ,/} 
-!C ( DEL XP . LE . DELM~ X. AND.OELM X G . LE . DELMAX. AND . DELMXV. LE .CELMAX) GO T 
1 c c;s o 
!r { KKK . NE . 5) GO 0 222 
KDEL=KDEL- 1 
KKK=O 
K= t< + l 
CO 221 !=1 , K2 
E t I ) =E· ( ! } -Et;t;;ORl ( I ) 
F(l ) =C { ! ) -E ~0Rl ( ! +K2 ) 
221 CJ"'TINU:: 
GO T- 1066 
2 22 CON ..... I ·uC'. 





---- - - -
C~LC LLA7E BUS CUR~EN~s 
C~LCULAT~ ELEME TS OF TH~ J ACOBIAN ~ATPIX 
K3=K2*2 
K=K + l 
wot • E(6 . 279 ~ K . KKK 
2 7 9 «=~ RM A 7 C l H 1 , / 9 4 X , 1 ! T RAT! 0 N 0 • 1 , I 2 , 1 • • , I l , / / , 9 X , ' CON J UG ATE ' , / t 9 X , 
1 ' 0F POWEk '9 24X , 1 CURRE - , } 
c~ 32) ! =1 , K2 
S=CMP _ X( P ( !j , -Q ( ! j) 
VV =C~PLX ( E(! ~, -F{l) ) 
IBU~(I~=S/VV 
~RI-c{6,28i~S .I EuS (I) 
2E! F-FM.AT (' ',/,2F12.5,7X, 2Fl2.5 ) 
3 2 O C 0 NT I \I U~ 
c 
K8=0 
K~OT=NEWA2 ( NB +J)-(2*( NEWA2{NE+l )-NEWA2 (N8))-1)-1 
C 186 !=l,K? 
J <A2C!)=Kf3+1 
K =N-= W ? ( I+ 1 j - N W ~ 2 ( ! ) 
K'J-=0 
r= cKA. EQ . NB ) K =K~-1 
!BO CONTI .. ~UE 
c 
FD MULA-E Jl ANO J4 
DU MM V =NE NA 2. ( ! ) 
!-(NEWA1CCU~MY+KA-1J.~G.N8) KA=K~-1 
-uMl =JU~ Y+K · - 1 




J~COE (KB )=E C NEWAl (il)) PEAL ( NEWY(Il))+F{NEW l(il)l*AIMAG(N~WYLil )) 
J ACOE (KG)=-J ACOB(KB ) 
IF.(N-WAl(!l).G .Kl) JAC J8 (KG)=O.O 
J~CA1(~3)=N-wAlCI1J 
JACAl{KG)= NEW l(I1)+K2 
!F(NEW~l(!lt.NE.I) GO TO lR2 
J COE(K9)=JAC 8(K6}+~EAL(IBUS(NEWA1(l!))) 
J COE{KG)=JACOB(KG)+REAL(!8US(~~WA1{!1j)) 








DU MMY=Ni= W.t 2 { I ) 
CD 1E4 Il=DUM~Y,DUMl 
Kc:3=KE+l 
KH=2*KTOT +K B-K.A 
J A CC 8 ( K H ) =-E: ( i~E; WA 1 ( I 1 ) ) * A I M A G ( NE WY ( 1 l ) ) + F ( NEW A 1 ( I 1 ) ) ,; R EA L { NE WY ( I 1 ) 
l ) 
JAC e(KB)=Jac:scKH) 
I 'F ( N · itJ t. 1 ( I 1 ) • GT • K ! ) J A. C ~ 8 ( K B ) =0 • 0 
JACAl(KB )= NEWA1 ,il)+K 2 
JACAl CKH~=N WAl(ll} 
I F ( NE w A. 1 ( I 1 ) • NE • r ) G a T 0 18 4 
JCC OE (K8 )=J COB(~B)-A!M G(!BUS(NEWAl{Il))) 
IFC~ WAl(ll).GT.Kl) J ACQ8 (K B l=2.•E CNEWAl (I1J) 
JACOE {KH )=J C08(KH)+A!M~G(IBUS(NEWA1(!1))) 
D2 CI>=KH 
03 ( ! ) = t<. 8 
1E4 CONTI'IU~ 
J ,.C~ 2 ( I + K2+-1 ) =KG+l 
t E 6 C :' ~ T I N UE 
JACA2 ( NB ) ~2 KTOT +l 
c ,.._ - - - - - -- - - - -
( 
..., PRINT J COBIAN VECTOR 
Wh!TE ( 6 . 403 ) 
141 
403 F RMAT { lH1 ,//, 5 X, 1 ; HE J ACOBIAN SP~OSI TY VECTOR ANa ROW LOCAT ICN V 
lECTOR t J ACAl . ,//. 2 { 4 X,• ! • , ox. •J ACOB CI )' , 5 x, 1 J ACAl ( ! ) 1 ~ ,/) 
NJ AC08=8* ( NRL-KNECT )~( NB- 1 ) 4 
N2=1 J AC08 / 2 
DO 404 I =1 , N2 
N3=t +N2 
WQITE < 6 ~ A05 ) t , ~ACC8 ( ! J,J ACAl ( I ), N3 ,JACOB ( N3ltJ ACAl ( N3 ) 
4 5 F'Jf;MAT (' 111 ./,1 X , ! L, F 1 4 . 6 , I 1 0 ,' :f: 1 , I6 , F l 4 . 6 tI1 0 ) 
404 CO f\~ INU~ 
MNE = 2~~N8- l 
1446 
1447 
WR ! - _ ( 6 , l 444 ) ( I , J t Ct 2 ( l ) • ! = 1 , MNB ) 
s= J;MAT (• 1 ,//, 6 ( ~x ,•1 JACA2 c•. 13 ,•) = ' 914 } ~ 
\\ I TE ( c , A48~ 
r= , ~M ~ T ( • • , / / / /. 4 x , :1 ! • , " x 9 ' o 1 c r .> • , 3 x , 1 o 2 ' I > ' , 3 x , • o 3 < 1 > • , 3 X, • D4 < I l ' 
1 t /) 
C 1 4A7 I=l , K2 
w R ! T = ( 5 • 1 ~46 ) I , D" C I ) , D 2 ( I } , D 2 ( I J ~ D4 ( ! ) 
FO~MAT {• •,/, 2X , J3 , 4!€ ) 
CON- I~U'=7 
c - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -
IA= J ACA2 ( 2*~2+1 ) - 1 
WRIT~ ( t , !664 } NJtCOB , I 




!- ((K+KKK / 5 ).LE . 2 ) GO TO 1770 
U3E MA18D rn LO 0 - H . J ACOBIAN NONZ PO ELEMEN~S INTO THEIR 
~ OPE PLPCES lN THE OR GINAL 1 A 1 MA-~I X. THEN MA18C FACTORS 
TH IS MATRIX . 
D 1 549 J =1 • I A 
1~49 (~) = JACOB {J) 
CA LL A16D { A , IR t !P t N 1NP , w, RELO 0 ) 
CALL MA 8C { A , I~N , !~ , N , ~P , G ) 
w- ! TZ { 6 , 1 5 5A ) G 
GO TC 1559 
1770 CONTINUE 
c 
N=2* ( NB-1} 
NP =N+ l 
D 1551 l= l, IA 
ti. ( I ' = J ACOB ( I } 
I~ t' ( I ) = J A CA 1 ( I) 
C f\ !NUE 
DO 1552 I=l,NO 
IF ( i , 1 ) = J AC p, 2 ( ! ) 
1552 COi\ INUE 
142 
c 
c SET PARAMcTER t u. CALL MAleA TO FACTOR JACOB AND CHECK FOR =RMO 
c 
U=0.25 
CALL MA18A { A ,!PN , IP ,N,NP ,G,U,IA+!~XTRA ) 
Wk!TE(c,155A)G 






IF((G.EQ.-1.0~.GR.(IPCN+l ,2).EQ.0),) GO TO 1553 
SOLV~ rOR THE VJLT~G~ cnRFECTIONS (FIRST ORDER) 
1559 MTYO==l 
c 
CPLL MA188 {A,I FN ,!P,N, NP ,w.oELTAS ,MT¥PE ) 
!F(MTYPE.~Q.O) GO TO 1556 
GO TC 1558 
1553 WRITE(6,1555) 
1555 FO~MAT( 1 -!NV~LID ~e-u~~ FROM MA18A 1 ) 
ST!JD 
1556 WR!Tf(6~1557) 






3E6 FORMAT {1H 0 .///,5( lH~),• voL-t;GE ERROF~ l MATRIX •, 5 (1H*.),//,1sx,•c EL 
c 
lTA E 1 ,lOX,' DELT,b, F ',/) 
DO 3c7 I=l,K2 
ERRON l{ I)=DELTAS(! ) 
ER~O~l(l+K2 )=DEL7AS {I+K?) 
.:5C7 WP 1-E( c, 352 ~ ! .ER~OR 1 { T) ,ERROf-11 {I +K2) 
!~(CC.ta.O.)GO TO 411 
C CALCULA-E SECJNO ORDER C~RRECT!ON FO~ REAL AND REACTIVE POWERS 
-\.. 
7 ! C 0 I\ T I 'JU~ 
WRITE (6,40 7 ) 
407 FORMAT(lHO. ///,• No • " , 1 s x , • s u M 3 • , 1 7 x , • s UM 4 • , 1 5 x • • R • • 1 ex ,, • r • , 1 s x , t 
l~*ALPHA 1 ,12x,·-~ALPHA•,7X.•L 1 ) 
L=O 
!8 =O 
D 1662 I=i,K2 
IA=NEWA2(!~1>-N=WA2CI) 
I~llA.EQ.O)GO -o 1662 
su•iJ3=0.o 
5U~4=0.0 
CJ 166 1 J=l,IA 
!B=Ie+l 
IC =NE'IJAl ( I 8} 
:~ ( IC . Ea . NB ) GO -a l e6i 
143 
SUM3=SUM3-AIMAG{NEWYC I8 ) ~ ERROR 1C IC +K2 )+RE~L(NEWY I !B l l*ERROR! ( !C) 
5U~4=SUMA+RE~L( NEWY{ IE )) *ERRGPl ( IC + K2 )+AIM AG!NEWY( !6 ~) •ERRORl ( lC ) 
1661 CONT INU~ 
<: 1 ( ! ) =SUM3 
CR2 CI >=SUM4 
C=SU~3 ERRORl ( ! ) +SUMA*ER Rl ( !+K2 ) 
i-=-~U'~4 ER oq!(I ) +SUM3*-ERRO 1 ( !+ K2 l 
I~(ABS(R ) .LT . DELM~.~.AND.ABS(T ).LT . DELMAX l L=L+l 
O= 
7'0 =T 
R = R;i;c ALPHA 
-=T*ALCHA 
wPITE C 6.408 ) :,sUM3 , SUM~ t h0tTO , ~ . T , L 
408 ~oRMAT (l H0, /, 3X , !3 , F2Q . 8 , F2 1 .8 , 2F19.8 , 2F19 . 8 , I6 ) 
603 OELTAP=PSCHED { I~-F ( ! ) -R 
607 DELTAS ( ! ) =DEL-AP 
CELS(! ) =G~LT~.o 
!F(I . G -. Kl ~ GG -~ 1662 
604 DELTAQ=QSCH~D ( I ) -Q ( J ) -T 
CELTAS ( !~K2 J =OELTAQ 
DELS ( I +K2 ) =DELTAQ 
1662 CONTI UE 
I~ < L • =Q . K2)G0 -o 412 
1066 CONTINUE 
IF CL . NE . K2 ) GO 70 106 7 
0 333 I=l , K2 
CELi S ! I ) =DELS { I ) 
OELT~S C I + K? ) =DELS C I*K2 ) 







IF ( ALPHA.Ea . o . AtO . K) . EQ . O ) GO TO 433 
wRITE ( 6 , 34'-8~ 
~o~MAT ( lH1 ,1 5X , 5 ( 1H* ) , • POW~~ ~PP-QP2 MATR! X •, 5 (1 H• }, / /,1 5X , 1 DELTA 
1 p •,1 ox , 1 DELTA a •. sX ,' DELT V-SQUAREo •,/) 
D:J 3e; I=l , Kl 
WRIT ( 6 , 352 ) I,DELTAS(J ), DELTAS t I+K2 ) 
[~ HF="RE ~R;:: V.JLTAG~ CO·- GLLEC SUSSES 
441 IF ( KO . EQ . O) GO T 44A 
r-o 442 !=K~ , K2 
U2=ERRO~l ( I } *2+ENR0Kl(! + K2 ) **2 
u2=U?*ALPHA 
CELTAV=VSCHED(I-K l) . ~2-E{·~ 2- F ( l } *¥2-U2 
D T~S ( ! + K2 ) =0ELTAV 
w ITE ( 6 , ?71)! , DELTAS(I ), DELTAS { I +K2 J 
442 co 1TI u-




!F ( LPHA . Ea .1.) GO - o 414 
0 33 I=1 , K2 
JAC~ E{ Dl ( ! ) ) =J~ COB ( Dl C I })+( l .-ALPHA } ~CR l ( I ) 
J C08 ( 0A ( l }) = J ACOB ( D4( !) ) +(1 . -AL PHA l *CR l( l ) 
J COB~D2 ( ! )) = JAC06 ( D2 ( ! ))+{ 1 .-ALFHA ) *C~2 { l ) 
JAC08 {03 ( 1 )) = J COE { D3 { ! )}-(1 . -ALPHA ) *CF2 ( ! ) 
co~ INu~ 
!~ ~HERE A~ VOL7AGE CONTROL L ED BUSES 
IF CMB . £0 .l) G -o 1706 
144 
1705 I=K5.,K2 








· A= J ACA2 ( 2·K2 + 1 )- l 
Ir ( K . ea .1• GO TO 1703 
D~ ! 54 9 I= 1 , I 
~ C I ) = J AC 0 8 ( ! ) 
CALL MA18D ( A , IRN , !P , N , NP , w, ELOADl 
C LL MA18C ( A , IRN , :P , ~ ~ NP . G ) 
W iTt= ( 6, 1 c:54 } G 
GO T ' : t ... 1 4 
1703 C N- !NU-
f\ = 2 )It ( I 8 - 1 ) 
NP= 1 + 1 
DO 1 100 I = 1 , I A 
A C I ) = J .tC 8 { ! ) 
l RN { I ) = J t CA l ( ! } 
17C>O CO " TINUE 
D 1701 ! = 1 , NP 
IP { I , l ~ =JACA2{I) 










- - I PARAMETE~ , u , CALL MA l EA TO FACTOR J ACOB AND CHECK FOR E~~O 
U=0 . 25 
C~ LL MA18A { A , iRN , !P , N , NP , G,u, IA +I E XTRA l 
w~r~E { t , 1554•G 
!F (( G. :a . -1 . 0 ). 0R .( IP(N+l , ? ). EQ . 0 )} GO TO 1553 
SOL VE FG TH- SECC 10 ORDER VOLTAGE CORREC-IONS 
Al4 t'J. YF =1 
CALL MA 1 88 ( A t !RN,IP , N , NP , w,DELTA~ , M YPE } 
IF ( MT YPE.EQ . O ) GO -o 1~56 
145 
371 FQ~MAT ( 1HQ ,///, 5(1H J,t VGL~AGE ERROR2 MATRI X •, 5 {1 H* ) ,//,t sx ,• oEL 
1 A E 1 , 1ox , 1 DELTA. F •,/) 
CO 37? I= l, K2 
372 WRITE C6 , 352 ) I , DELTAS ( ! ), DELTAS !I*K2 ) 
c 
c CET~RMINE THE NEW ~EAL AND IMAG!NAR Y aus VOL TA GES 
c 
411 D 420 !=1 , K2 
E { I ) =E { l ) +DEL T J: S < I ) 
420 F ( ! ) =~ l ! i+DELTAS C I +K2 ) 
c 
GO T 900 
c 
C IF DC!t G A HALF ITEhAT!ON 
412 00 413 !=i ,K 2 
= < I >= E ! I ) + ERROR l C: ) 
413 i= { l ) == \ I ) +E~ROPl { I +K 2 ) 
!C ( K K K .~Q . Q ) K =K- 1 
.KK K= 5-KKK 
GO TC 901 
c 
c CONv eqG~NCE OBTAIN:o - C'LCULATE SLACK BUS P OWER 
r 
-
950 SUM5 =CMPLX ( O.o , o.01 
cu~~Y=NEWA? ( N8+ 1 )- 1 
CUNt =N WA2 ( N8 ) 
CO 509 I = l , NB 
~ 09 V ( ! ) =C MP L X ( E ( ! } , F ( I ) ) 
CO 5 10 ~=CUM l, DUMMY 
CU ti 2 =NEW~! { ! ) 
5UM5=SUM5 +NEWY( ! ) * VC DU~2 ) 
510 CONT l1\fUF-
c 
F ( ~8 ) =REAL(SUM~*CCNJ G {V( N8))) 
G{ NB') =- A!M G ( SUMS*.:ON J G{V( NB})) 






!F c cc . ea . 1 .~ Ga TO 503 
WR!TE ( 6,502 ) K 
FD~MAT ( 1Hl ,/t 5t1H )~• FIRST CRDER NEWTON- RAPHSON ITERATI VE TECHNI 
lQUE CONVERG=c IN • , r2 , · ITERATIONS · ~5 ( 1H• )~//////, 31X 9 • aus •, 7x ,•v.J 
2LTAG-:: • , ax, ' MAGNITUDE · 9 2X t • PHASE ( DEGS )' , 2 x, ' ~EAL POWE~ · , 2x , 1 REACTIV 
3 E F Cw= R • , /) 
GD '!"0 ~05 
WR! - E{ € , 511 ) K , KKK 
~0kMAT t !Hl ,/, 5 ( 1H ),• SECCND CkDER NEWTON- RAPHSON ITEP.AT! VE TECHNI 
l GUE CONV~RGED IN •, 12 ,• . • ,11 ,• ITERATIONS .•,//////, 3 1Xt 1 8US 1 , 7x , 1 v a 
2LTAG~ ·. aX ,' MAGNI~uoE ~ , 2X ,' PHASE I CEGS )•, 2 x, 1 REAL POW~F ·, 2x ,• REACTI V 
2 E PO WER ' , /) 
C 0 5 1 2 I = 1 , ~J B 
PHP5E=~TAN2 ( F { !~,E { ! )) *57 .?9578 
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MAGN=CABS( V( ! ) ) 
512 w~r~e c 6 . 513 ) i ,V( ! ),M AGN , PHASE,P{I ), Q (!} 
S13 ~O~M AT( 1 ', 26X, I7 ,?X, 2F8.A , 4X , F7 . 4 , 4 X,F9 .5,6X,F8.4 , 4 X, r8 . 4 ) 
c 
c CALC LJTE AND WF:-E OUT LINE FLOWS 
c 
WR! E ( c,514 ) 
51 4 FOR AT (1 Hl ,///,45X,10{1H* ),• LINE FLOWS 1 t10(1 H* ),//,38X ,•LI NE ', AX 
1 , 1 SB ' , :3X 1. 6 ' , 5x, 1 RE~ AL POWER • ,2x , 1 REACT!VE POWE~',/) 
CO 515 !=1 , NL 
L=~6(!) 
~=EB (!) 
SS=CONJG(V(Lj ) ~ (V(L)-V(M~)~SFRY{!)+CON JG(V(Lil * V( L ) • (S HT Y(!}/2.0) 




SR =C Cl"- JG {SR' 
~~ITE{6,516jI,L,M,SS 
WR -ec6,516 ! , M, L , SP 
FO~MAT( ' ·~ 37X , 3I5 , 2~13 .A) 
C: TO 1005 
1000 WR!TE ( 6 ,1 001 }KMAX,OELMAX 
100 1 ~o~MAT (/,/,/,/~ 3x, 1 THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED NUMB R OF ITERATIONS HAS BE 
l EN FE FORM~D ·~·c •,12,~J•,• wITHO UT ACHIE VING CON VERGENCE TO THE DE 
25!RC:C A':CU0;6., CY 1 , ' ( • , FS.5 , 1 ) ',• • '} 
10 5 CONT INU 
WR!TEC6t1004)DEL~AX 
1004 ~ORM ~ {/,/,/,/, 5X , 1 THE R~ CUI~ED ACCURACY WAS 1 ,F3.5) 
we IT E ( 6 , 1 011 ) 





l RE : • ,/,3X, 1 iTERATio • .~x.• oELTA o• ,1 2x ,• 0ELTA a•, i2x, • ct::LTA V**2' 
2 ,;,3x. 9 <" •), sx , 7 <1 •) , 12x, <' •),1 2x ,1oc• • .t.1> 
WR IT E ( 6 ,1012l DELKC1l , CELP (l),DELG(l ), DEL V(l) 
FORMAT {6X , F3.1 , 3X , Fl7 . e .2x, F17 . 8 .2XtF 17 .8,/,t 
-------------------
SA V I~G MAXIMUM ~ISMATCh V~LUES OF ~ACH I TERATION 
w!TH THE PRESENT ALPHA VALU: 
CO 1013 !=2 , KDEL 
IJ=IJ+i 
SA VEF (IJ) =DELP{I ) 
~A vE O(iJ)=· E LQ(!) 
SA VE V{!J}=DEL V( ! ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 1012 ) D~LK (I), D ELP ( ! ), CELQ ( ! ), DELV{l) 
• 9 /) 
! 0 13 CONi!NUF' 
! JK=I JK+l 
KSAVe(IJK)=KDEL-1 
KKCAVE C!JK ) =K KK 
I F ( C C • NE • 1 ) G 'J 0 1 0 7 0 
WR ITE(6,!009)AL~HA 
100 9 FJRMAT (///, 5X t' iH VALUE o~ ALPHA WAS 1 ,F6.21///) 
!F(tLDHA.G~.2.0) GJ TO 1006 
ALFHA=~LPH~+O.lDO 
Gr. TO 101 
100 6 COf\ ... INU'e' 
c 
~ AD THE IN!TIAL ALPHA VALUE AND 7HE NUMBER OF TABLES 
70 BE PR!N-ED 
REtD (5,1015J AANTtLIMlT 




DO 1075 JJJ=l ,5 
A!NT=AANT 
P~!NT!NG THE MAXIMUM M!SMATCH VALUES IN TABLES 
WOITE (6,101t..) 
147 
1014 FORMAT(!Hl ,/,/,/,/,/9/~lAX, 1 TABLE : ~AXIMU~ PER UNIT MISMATCHES 






AINT2 =AIN T+ 0 .1 





1 01 6 ;:::o RM AT<! 4X, s 5 < • - • ) , /, 1 ~x, •I• , 7X. •I ' .. 5X, •I' .14x. 1 MA XI MUM MI SMA TC HES 
l :-OF. Vti,k!nus tLDHA VALUES 't1G.X,'I 1 ,/,13X, 1 I',' ITER. I * 1•,71( 1 
2-•),'l',/,13Xt 1 ! NG. : 1 ,3x,~1 1 ,3X,F4.1.5(l}X ~·r•,3x,F4.l),4X,'i 
3 ',/.13X,•t•, 95( •- 1 ), 1 !•} 
WR I E.: ( t , 1 0 36 ) 
1036 FOH AT(lH+,2ox9 1 I•,5x,•r•,6(llX~·1•)) 
IX=(!-1)*6+1 
D 1055 I I= l , 1 0 
c 
P~INT THE AC- VE POWER M!~MATCHES 
c 
W 1TE{6,101..,.) 
1c1 FORMAT ( 1 3 x. I I • t 7 x t. I ' '2X t. p I J ) 
IF,KSA VE CIXJ. ~Q.0 ) GC TG 1021 
IF(!I.LE.KSAVE(IX)} ~~I (6,10le}S AVEP{IAA ) 
1018 FOKMAT(lH+,~EX,E9.3) 
IF(II.fQ.{KSftVE{lX)+l>.AND.KKSAVECIX).FQ.5) W~ITE{6~10~1) 
1 c 3 1 F 0 F< M A T ( l H + ' 3 1 x ' • )f;. * * ~ J /.;,. x ' I I I ) 
lAE=I A+KSAVEC!X) 




l 03 3 F ~ t T ( 1 H+ '4 3 x •• . * I • ~ x. I I t } 
!AE=IAE+KSAVECIX+l) 
!F~K~A VE (!X+2).EQ .O) GC TG 102l 
IFCII.LE.K5AVEt!X+2~)W~iTEC6.10221SAVEP{IA8) 
?022 FO~M AT(1H+,52X, E9 .3) 
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IFCII.EQ.(KSAVE(!X+2)+1).ANO.KKSAVECIX+2).EQ.5) WRITF{E,1035) 
1035 FGFMATC!H+,55X,'~ *',4X, 1 1 ·~ 
IAE=IAB+K~AV · (IX+2} 
!F(KSAVE{!X+3).EQ. ) GO TO 1021 
IF(II.LE.KS V~CIX~3)}WC!TE(6,1024)SAVEF (IA8) 
!.024 FORMATC1H+,6L..X, 9.3) 
IFCI!.~Q.{KSAVE!IX+3)+!). ND.KKSAVECIX+3).EQ.5) W~ITEt6,1037) 
1037 FO~MAT(1H+,67X1'***' ,4X, 1 I •) 
lAE=IAB+KStVE{IX+3) 
I F (KS A VE ( I X + 4} • . Q • 0 ) G G TC 1 0 21 
IF(l!·L~.KS V~(IX+4))WR!TE {6,l026)SAVEPCIA8) 
1026 FO~MA~(1H+,76X,E~.3) 
IF<II.EQ.(KSAVE{IX+4}+1~.ANO.KKSAVE(IX+4J.E0.5l WRITE{c,1039) 
! 03 9 FO FM AT ( 1 H + ~ 7 9 X , • ' , 4 X , ' ! ' ) 
I E=IAB+KSAVECIX+4) 
!FCKSAV~CIX+5).EQ.Q) GO 0 i021 
lFIII.LE.KSAV~(lX~5l)WR!TE(6.1028)S'AVEP(IAB) 








I~CII.EQ.(KS V~ (IX+5)+1).AND.KKSAVE (!X+5}.E0.5) WR!TE(6,1041) 
FOJ=;MAT(lH+,91x.•-..:**' ,4x,• I '} 
WPITECE,1023) 
FO ~Mt~ ( 1H+,2 ~ X, 6 ( 11 X , 1 ! t ~ ) 
F~INT THE - ACTIVE POWER MISMATCHES 
W I1"E{6,1030) II 
1 03 o :=o ~MAT c 1 3 x _, • I • , 2x • I 2 ~ 3 x, • r a I • ~ 
1027 




IFCII.LE .KSAVE (IX+l)}WF I 7E{6,1020)SAV:a(IA8) 
:-{II. O.K5AVECIX+l)) IFLAG=IFLAG+l 
!AE=!A~+KS VE(IX+lJ 
1=c1I.LE.KSAVE(IX+2)4WRI-E{6,1022)StVEQ(IA6~ 
I F ( I I • E Q • K SA VE ( :t X + 2 ) ) I FL G = I FL A. G + l 
IAE=IAE+KSAV~t:X+2) 
IFCII.LE.KSAVE(:X+3)}WRITE(6.1024)SAVEG(IAB) 
IF{!!.EQ.KSAVE(iX+3)) !FL G=IFLAG+l 
IAE=~AB+KS . VE (TX+3) 
IF(II.LE.KSAVEC!X+4))WRITE(6,1026JSAV~Q(IABl 
I ~ ( ! I • E Q • KS AVE ( _ X +4 ) ) I c LA G= I FL~. G + 1 
IAE=IAB+K£~VF{IX+4) 
.=ct!.L~.KSAVE(lX+5))WFITE(6,1028)SJVEQ(IA8) 





PR!N- ~HE M~X~~UM ISMATCHES FO~ THE SQUA E OF THE 
VOL7AGE MAGNITUDES 
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1043 F ~ ATC13x,•1 1 ,...,x,·~·,2x, 1 v I •> 
IC (KSAVE (IX). EQ .O) GC 0 1032 
t= (!!.LF .KS VE(~X)) W I E (6,1018)SAVEV( AA) 
I E=IAA+¥S V _(!X ) 
lF (KSAVE ClX+l).FQ. ) GC 0 10~2 
F(!i.LE.KSAVE(IX+!))WR! E(6 ,1020)S VEV(IAB) 
1~E=IA6+KSAVF.CIX+l) 
!- {KSAVE c·x+2). a.O) GG TO 1032 
i~(!I.LE.KSAVE(IX+2J)WRITE(6,1022}S~VFV{IA8) 
IAE=I 8+KSAVECIX~2) 
I~(KSAVE{IX+3).EQ.O) GC TO 10~2 
IF(II.LE.KSAVEC!X+3))WOTTE(6,1024}SAV2V(IA8) 
IA8=!AE+KSAV C!X+3) 
!F{KSAVECIX+4).~Q.0) GO TO 10~2 
t~<II.LE.KSAVE(IX+4))W~ITEC6,lC26JSAVEVl1A8J 
IAE=IAE+KSAVECIX+4) 




1044 c PMAT ( 1 3 x •• I ' t 85 ( • - 1 ) t • I ' ) 
ws:;z-ecc,1036) 
IA'A=! A,6 +1 
IFCIFLAG.t'E.6) GO TO 1055 
W IT { 6, 1 OA5) 
1045 F F~A (lH+,/) 
IF(I!.EO.KSAV~Crxt.AND.KKSAVE(IXJ.EQ.5) w I7E(6,1046) 
I - '( ! I • EQ . K SA VE C I X + 1 ) •A D. KK SA VE ( IX'*" 1 ) • F Q • 5 ) WRITE { 6, l 0 4 7) 
I=(!!.EO.KSAV (!X+2).ANO .KKSAVECIX+2).~Q.5) WRITE(6,1048> 
It:'{ ! .F'l.KSAVE( IX+3 ~ . AND .KKSAVEC IX+3) .c::a.5) WRITE(6, 1049) 
IFCII.£Q.KSAV~(IX+4).A~D.KKSAVE( IX+4).EQ.5} WRITEC6,1050) 
I;::- ( I I • a.Ks Av,_ ( ! x + 3 ) • AN 0 • KK s A VE ( Ix+ 5) • Ea • 5) WR I TE ( 6' 10~1 ) 
1046 F RMAT(1H*t31X,'* ') 
1C47 FOFM~Ti1H+,43X, 1 ') 






F ~MAT{lH~,55X,•* . •) 




IF<II.L .2> KcLAG=KFLtG+! 
c:o - lJ.056 
CONTINUE 
C f'TI'!U . 
AINT=Al T+0.6 
IAA=!~KSAVE(!X)+KSAVE(IX+l~+KSAVEl!X+2)+KSAVECIX+3)+KSAVE(!X+A)+KS 
1 t. V ': ( IX +5 + I A~ - ! I - 1 
IF(II.L .A..A ':J.J=LAG.EO.l) GG TO 1059 
!~CII.LEe2eA D.K~LAG.EG.2.AND.JFLAG.EQ.2) G~ TO 1059 
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~RI-EC6tl057) 
1057 FORM~T{//,22X,• - V ~EPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM MISMATCHES OF THE SQUA 
lFE OF THE VOLTAGE ~AGNI7UDES FO •,/,32X,'VOLT~GE CONTROLLED BUSES' 
2 ,//.20X,• *• - ONLY ONE-HALF OF THE LAST ITERATION WAS PERFORMED') 
W !TE(6,1058> 
1058 ~O~~AT11Hl,/,/,/,/,/,/,14X, 1 TABLE 
KF' L,A G=O 
{ CON I NUED ) ~ , /) 
1059 
1060 




GO - a 1061 
W IT={t-,1060) 
FOCMAT (/) 
CONT l ~u=: 
CO i\ T INUE 
STCP 
E C 
SUERCUTINE R LOAD(N,W,J) 
CI MEN: ION W( 234) 
-EAL JAC ~8 (212.l:.~ 
INT~G:.F*2 JACA1 (21?4 },J~CA2 (235) 
COMMON /M EMOP. Y/ J A_Q8 9JACA 1,JACA2 
!!1= J ACA2(J} 
I I 2 = ,.Jf. CA 2 C J+ 1 ) -1 
DO 177? I=I!l,!!2 

















~UERCUTINE !SRANK C!Xt! G ,N~ 
THIS SUB OU It E WILL SORT iHE INTEGE~*2 ARRAY IX INTO 
ASCENDI~G CRDE SUCH -H.AT IX(IO(!)) < IXC! O (I+l)) FOR 
I = 1 , N • 
THE CODE IS A NEAR COPY OF THE ISRANK Rou-INE OF WATFIV 
AND IS D~SIGNEC - o TAKE THE PLACE OF THE HARWELL ROUTINE 
KElOAS IN TH SPARSITY RO UTINE M~l8AD. 
G. SOMER ON 
IM~LIC!T INTEGER*2 (I-M) 
C 1 ~E ~. S I 0 s : X C N ) , I G ( N ) 
IONE = 1 
I \A O -= 2 
ISl - ION 
JC l = • 
Tr~ FOLL WI G CODE IS E TifiELY THE wA-FIV ROUTINE !SRANK 
tX~EP- EVcRY-HI~G IS IN INTEGEP*2 ARITHME7IC. 
10(!51) = !Sl 
IS2 = 151 +I ONE 
D 40 :=IS2,IF1 
IS= IX(!) 
c 
N = I-IONE 
CO 10 J=IS! ,M 
!O.J = IO(J) 
!F CIS.GTelX(IO.J, ) 
10 CONi!NUE 
!O (I ) = I 
GOi'O 40 
20 !N = J+l 
iZ = I+!M 
D 30 IB = !M,I 
!A = IZ-!B 
:30 !OCIA ) = 10( !A-!ONE ) 
:Q( JJ = I 
40 CO N'7 lNUE 
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GOTO 20 
c THE r LLOWING seC'ION or= CCDE CHANGES THE IO POINTERS FROM 
C DESCENDING TO ASCE D!NG OKDER . 
c 
N2 = ~~/I TWO 
CG 5 0 I= 1, N 2 
II = I-IONE 
!'":"EMC= !0(!} 
I ti}= i ( !Fl-I!) 




S U B R CU T I N E M A 1 8 /J. ( A , ! D , I VJ , f'. 1 , P , G , U , ! A ) 
REAL*4 EPS/lE-~/,Z~RC /O.Q/, Q E/l.O/ 
FEAL*8 QOWCOL{2)/8H POW ,SH COLU~N / 
C EDS IS THE RELA-I VE ACCU~ACY OF FLOATING-POINT COMPUTATION. 
LCG:CAL*l LFAC,MFAC(A) 
I '~EGE p,,: 2 ! ND ( I A , 2) , I W {NP , 1 3 ) , IF=' A.CC 2 ) 
s=cu !VI.LEN CE ( IFAC ( 1) t r=Ac ,Lc::-Ac .DAK)' ( JF AC ,MFAC( l l) 
0 I NE~ S I 0 J J ( ! A ) , : K { 2 ) , IC ( 2 ) , JC ( 2 ) , JP ( 2 ) 
CON~ON/MAl 8cD/LP,JSCALE 
C ~ATRIX ELEMENT$ ARE HELD IN A(K),K=1,2, ••• ,KA. 
C O~ EN F Y !ND (K, l~ HOLCS -HE ROW NUMBER OF THE EL~MENT HELD !N 
c A{K) . IN 7HE MAIN BODY OF THE SUBRou-rNE iNDCK,ta.IND(K,2) HOLD THE 
C ADDRESS OF THE N~x- ELEMENT IN -HE ROW /COLUMN IF THERE IS ONE AND 
C FO HE LAST ELEMENT IN THE CW/COLUMN HrLD <IA+ THE ROW/CCLUMN 
C NU~EER} . THESE NU~9ERS A E N~GtTEO IF THFY POINT TO ELEMENTS THAT 
C HAV~ BEE~ IN A PIVOTAL CGLUMN/~Ow. FINALLY 1NDCK,1) IS RESE TO THE 
: ROW NUMBER OF H- ELEME T HELD IN ACKJ. 
C ON EN-~ Y AD ON :XIT !W{! ,l} CONTAINS THE AOCRESS OF THE FIRST 
C ELEMEN7 OF C~LUMN I AND !W(N+l~l ) CONTAINS HE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST 
C UNUSED ELEMENT !NA. N ~XIT IW{ ,2} HOLDS THE COLUMN NUMBERS IN 
C P!VO AL CRDER. A=T~R A SUCCESSFULL ENTC Y lW(N+ ,?J=N+l AND IW (N+l,3~=0 
C AFTER AN UNSUCCESSFUL ENTFY !~(N+l ,?)=O. IN THE MAIN BODY OF THE 
C SUS OUTIN~ !W(I,1),JW(!,2) HOLD THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST ELEMENT OF 
C THE I TH R W/COLUMN AND ARE NEGATED IF TH~ FIRST EL~MENT HAS BEEN 
C IN P!VCTAL COLUMtl/F'OW . 
KA =I ~ { N+ 1 , 1 ) -1 
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c IW ( l , 3 }, !W CI , A) HOLO THE LOGS TO BASE 16 OF THE ~OW/COLUMN 
c SCALING FACTOPS USED. 
c IW{I , 5 ), !w C: , 6~ HOLD THE POSITIO~ IN THE OfiDERING BY NU~BER OF 
C NON-ZEROS oc TH~ LJST ~OW /COLUMN TO HA VE LESS THAN I NON-ZERO 
c ELEME~-s o~ ZERO IF NQNE hAVE LESS ~~AN I NON-ZERO ELEMENTS . 
c ON ~X!T IW ( J , ~ ) HOLDS THE POSOTO N CF THE I TH RGW IN THE PI VOTAL 
~ OF.DcF I NG • 
c IW C I ~ 7 ), {W { : t B ) HOLD THE NUMBER OF NON- ZEROS IN THE I TH ~OW/ 
C COLUMN • 
c !W ( I , 9 )~ !W ( !91Q } HDLS -HE POSITION GF THE! TH ROW / COL UMN 
c IN THE ORDEP!NG 2 ¥ NUMBER OF NOt'-ZEROS . 
C !W { I ,1 1 ), IW ( ! 112 ) HOLD PO / CCLUMN NU BERS IN PI VOTAL O~CEfi FOP 
C I<ID t~D :N OFDER OF IN~qFASI G NU~B~RS OF NON- ZEROS OTHE~WISE . 
C IW ( I , 13 ) HOLDS THE tXPO ENT CF THE M~X!MAL ELEMENT IN THE I TH 
C COLU~~ OF ~H~ SCALLP V~RS!ON GF THE O~IGINAL MATRIX . 
U=AMIN C ONE , tMAXl ( U , EPS•ONE~) 
N l .::::N -+ 1 
C FIND SCALING FACTORS . 
CO l I =1 , N 1 
1 IW ( I , 2 ) =1 
Jl =3 
IF (J SCAL!= ) 6 , 8 , 2 
2 J =2 (KA/ 2 ) +3 
CALL C12A ( A , IND,!W , N,NF,IW ( l , 3 ), IW ( l , 5 ),I) 
3 L=! 
8 
IR =I ft2~( ! ) 
!F(l e LT . O ) L=2 
IC ( ! . NE . O) GO TO 560 
J ~ -~ .i. - .... 
DD 1 0 I= 1 , 1 
I W OC t , 2 ~=I W C ·1 , 1 } 
!W ( I , 11 ) =! 
IW ( I .1 2 ) =! 
IW CI , 13 ) =0 
co 10 J = J l , 9 
10 !~! ( I ,J} =O 
C SCALE THE MATRIX , SET ROW AND CO LU MN L IN KS , FIND FIRST ELEMENTS 
c OF HE R~ws , COUNT THE NU~eER OF NON - ZEROS IN THE ROWS AND COLUMNS 
C AND F!NC ~XPONEN S OF MA XIMAL COLUMN ELEMENTS . 
IG=O 
CO 30 J =l , N 
FAC=ONE 
TE~PO~ARILY WE USE !W ( ! , 9 ) - HO LD THE ADD~ESS OF THE LAST NON-
C ZERO E1'CCUt.TERED IN TH- : -H ROW • 
t<l=!V. (J, 2 ) 
K2=IW ~J+ 1 , 2 ) -1 
!W( J, 9 ) =K2-K1 +1 
IL=O 
AM.tX=ZEPC' 
DO 20 K=Kl , K2 
I=INC ( K, 1 } 
IF CI . LE . IL ) GQ -o 520 
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IL=! 
ON TrE IBM 360 -HE FOLLOWING TWO INST~UCTIONS ARE EQUI VALENT TO 
~AC=15 .~~ ( IW ( J , 3 )+ IW ( ~ , 4 ) , 
JFAC=65+i {! , 3 ) +IW (J, A ) 
LF ~C =MFPiC ( 4 ) 
~ ( :K ) =A { K ) *;::-AC 
AMPX=AMAX l {AMAX , ABS { A ( K ) ~ ) 
INC ( l< , l ) =l+IA 
.. ND CK. 2 ) =K+l 
KL= I W { I , 9 ) 
l F { K L • LE • 0 ) ! 111 ( T • l ) = K 
I~ C KL . G- . O)I~D { KL ,l) =K 
IW C! t 9 ) =K 








I ~C ( K2 , 2 l =!A-t- J 
CA K=AMAX 
HE IBM 360 H~ FOLLOWING INST~UCTION SETS J FAC TO THE 
SMALLEST INTEGER GREATER THAN AL OG16 { DAK)+ 64 
rJFAC ( A ) =LFAC 
!W ( J ,1 .3 ) = J FAC 
SE- LP THOSE VEC-ORS IN IW ASSOCIATED WITH OFDERING 8 Y NUMBERS 
NCN- LERCS . 
C 130 L=l , 2 
CALL IS ANK { !Y.' ( 1,L + c }1 IW { l ,L + lOil , N ) 
C CHECK FOR NULL OW OR COLUMN . 
I-=! W{ 1 , L + lO) 
I= t lW ( IP , L+€ ).LE.O ) G0 T ~60 
CO 110 !=l , N 
J= I W ( I , L + 1 0 ) 
I \IJ ( J t L +8 j = ! 
NZ=I W(J, L + 6 } 
11 0 !F { ~Z . NE . N ) IW ( NZ+l, L + 4 ) =! 
J =O 
DO 1 3;) I: 1 , N 
!~ ( !W { J , 4+L} . EO . O } IW ( I , L+4} =J 
130 J =iW { I , L + 4 ) 
c 
C NOW FER~OPM ~H MAiN ELI INA~ION . 
n 2ga IP=l , N 
C FIND THE PI VOT . WE DO THIS BY SE~RCH I NG A RO W/COL UMN . THE 
C N~XT ocw / COLUMN -o BE USEO I S J C ( L l =IW t IK ( L ), L +lO). 
1::3 !K ( l )= IP 
IK ( 2 ) =IP 
C JCOST IS THE CGST OF -HE CHEAFES7 PI VOT SO FAR FOUND . 
J COST=N*N 
1~5 C 140 L=l , 2 
J C ( L) =I W { I K ( L ) , L + ') ) 
140 IC ( L )= IW {JC(L J, L+6 ) 
C ICCS7 IS -H~ M!NI~AL FCSSIBLE COST OF A PI VOT NOT SO FAR FOUND . 
ICCST:{ IC {l) - l) x ( !C { 2 )- l~ 
!= (J COST.LE . !CO~T ) GO TO !60 
L=! 
!FCIC( l .~ .G-. :C (2) l-=2 
JP= JC(L) 
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1A3 T~(K.LT.Q)G~ TO 142 
t<K=K 
GO TC 145 
144 A 1AX= MAXl { AMAX, ABS(A {KK~)) 
.KK= ... f\O{KK ,L) 
145 !F(KK.LE.lAJ GO J 144 
I~ {AMAx. Ea .z: 0) GO 0 560 
AU=A r.JAX U 
L3=3-L 
IK(L)=!K(L)+l 
C OW CGNSID~P TH ELE~FN- IN THE ROW/COLUMN IN TURN. 
146 IF { ABS(A(K)}.L-.~'J) GC TO 150 
K'< =K 
147 KK=!N0(KK,L3) 
I~ { K K • ~E • I A ) GO ~ "J 1 4 7 
KCCST=(IC L)-l)*(IW(KK-IA,9-L)-1) 









C RE~R ANGF THE LINKS SO THAT -HE PIVCTAL ROW AND COLUMN ARE IN 
c C ~ ~RECT ~IVOTAL s=au:NCE. 
1 c 0 CO 1 8 8 L = 1 , 2 
C 0 MCVE 11 -He- PI VOTAL COLU~N FIRST AND THEN 7H~ PIVOTAL t:tOW. 
!KC3-L}=JP{3-L) 
K= I ES { i W (I K ( 3-L l , 3-L ~ +O) 
c K CO!NTS TO ftN ELEMENT I -HE PIVOTAL COLUMN/~ow. 
C KM POIN-s TO !TS OREDESSOR Ir! ITS h'OW /COLUMN . 
C KL FC!NTS TO THE L ST ELEMEN- THAT HtS BEEN PIV TAL IN !TS 
C MOW /COLU~N . 
ic5 KC=K 
170 KO=I~BSCINDCKJ,L)+O) 
tF{KO.LE.!A}GO TO 170 
!K{L)=KO-IA 
KL=KC 
K'J =I w( KO- I A , L) 
IF 1. I WC IK ( L ) , L +6) • LE. 0) GO TO 1 74 
C ~N -HE REMCV~L OF THE EL MENT A(!K(l).IK(2)} TH~ FOLLCW!NG 
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C I STRUC IONS ARE USED 
( c 0 ~ F. s F 0 ID i G R 0 VJ j. 
TO UPDATE -HE NU~BERS GF ELEMENTS IN 7HE 
COLUMN AND MAK£ CONSEQUE T CHANGES TO THE 
c ORDE RI~G ev NU~BER OF 
CO 1 7 l L ~ = 1 t 2 
NO~-ZERCS. 
! =IK(LM) 
NZ = I ~ { I w , L M+ 6 ) -1 
IW(!~,LM+c~=NZ 
JPCS=IW{NZ+! ,_M+4)+1 
IPC:S=I V. t IR tLM+ 8 ~ 





.J J=IWCI P ,LM+8 ~ 
IW (iR1LM~8)=lW(J , tLM+8j 
!W(..:JR1LM+8)=JJ 
171 !W(NZ+l,LM+A)=JPOS 






IFCKC.LT.O)GO TO 1~2 
KM=KL 
GO TC 178 
KM=KC 
K8-=!f\D{K0,L) 
178 F(KO.NE.K) GJ - 176 
IF(KL.EQ.KM) GO TO 18? 
!NC(KM,L)=!ND(K,L) 
IF(KL.L~·!A~GO -o 183 
INC(K,L)=lW(!K(L},L} 
1 eO I W C ! ~ ( L) t L} =- K 
GO TG 186 
le? F{K~-~A~l84,184,180 
1 e 3 I . D'C K , L .t = I ND ( KL , L ) 
184 !NC(KLtLl=-K 
1€6 K=I ES(!ND(K,3-L)+O) 
!F(K.LE.IA.) GO TO 165 
1€8 C f\TINUc 
c 
C VEHWO!TE THE ELEMEN S OF THE PIVO AL COLUMN BY MULTIPLIERS 
C AND PERFQRM THE ELIMI~AT!CN. 
K=INC(KP,2) 
GO C 295 
190 N=K 
1 <;3 fJ.= I 0 ( M, l ) 





GO TC 280 
1~5 r.'=l<i.. 
2 0 0 r1. = ! ~I 0 { M. t 2 ) 
r 
... 
1c c ~ .LE.IA l G~ TO 200 
L=M- IA 
IF (J l -JL } 210,2~5,270 
c CREATE· NEW NON-ZERC IN POSITION ( L ,J !) . 
210 K =KA+l 
IF ( KA.GT.!A ) GJ TO 580 
A ( KA ) =ZERO 
! K ( l ~ =L 
!K {2 ) = J ! 
!NC(K~,l ) =!ND ( KLAST , l ) 
INC ( K-AST , 1 ) =K.t. 
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C THE CROER F THE COL UMN LI JKS DOES N T MATTER SO WE PUT TH~ 
C NE W ELEM~~T AS THE SECOND IN z-5 COL UMN . 
INC CK A , ? l =I~D ( K! , 2 ) 
INC ( KI , 2 ) =KA 
C C 1 The #DDITION OF THE E L EMENT ~. ( IK ( 1 ),1 K { 2) ) THE FOLL OW I NG 
c I s-RuCTIONS ARE USED TO UFDA- Iw . 
?70 
c 
DO 250 LM=l , ~ 
I = K ( LM~ 
NZ=I\4'( 1~ . L~+6 ) 
IW { !R , LM + 6 ) =NZ + l 
~p 0 S = ! W( ~ Z + , LM+l:.. } 
JP~IW (J~os , LM +lO ) 
I~ ( l~ . EQ .JR ) GC -o 250 
I 0 0S =IW < IR , LM +8 ) 
JJ =!W(!POS , LM + lO ) 
IW ( I~QS , LM+ 10 ) =IW {JPGS , LM+10 ) 
!W CJ FOS , LM +10 ) = JJ 
JJ =! 114 ( IR , LM.i-8 ) 
IW CIR , LM +8 ) =IW( J R , LM + 8 ) 
IW CJ 1' , LMf-8 ) = JJ 
!W ( ~ Z+ l , LM +A ) = J P0~-l 
KL·=K.A 
GO TC 275 
M=K! 
r-l=I C ( M , 2 ) 
!F ( M. LE . IA >G: TO 267 
JT=M- !A 
KLAST=KL 
t<L=l"D ( KL , 1 ) 
IF ( I A - KL ) 2 1 0 , l 9 5 , 1 9 5 
A CKL ) =A ( KL )-A ( K ) A ( K!} 
o~K= ABS ( A{K_ ) ) 
-H- !BM 360 THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION SETS J FAC TO THE 
C FLOAT! l\G- PO! J7 E XPONENT c;: CAK . 
MFAC { 4 ~ =LFAC 
!G=M~XO { IG ,J FAC-!W {J !,13 )) 
2 80 t< I =!ND CK I , l ) 
F ( KI.LE . IA }GO - ~65 
2co t<=I O(K,2) 
2~5 I~ (K.LE .!A)G O TO !90 
298 CON INUE 
c 
c ~CAN BY RuWS REPLA:ING ROW LI~KS SY ROW NUMBERS. 





!r (K.LE .I A ~ GO T 3 00 
3!0 COf\T I u=-
c 
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C SCAN 2Y COLUMNS REPLACING COLUMN LI NKS BY OPDERING NUMBE~S. 
J=l 
CO 2 3 0 ! -= 1 , N 
K=JAeS(!W(IW{!,12),2)+0) 
IWiiW(!,l2), i)=J 




IFCK.LE.!A)G~ TO 320 
330 co ~ I · u~ 
!W( N +l,1)=J 
C RECf;,CER . 
KA=J-1 
CO .3 6 0 I = 1 , K -~ 
I-([.cQ.IND(I,2))GO TO 360 
A 1 = A ( ! ) 
! 1 =I ND (I , 1 ) 
J = I 
350 K=I NC (J,2) 
INC(J,2J=J 
A2=A(K) 




I 1 = ! 2 
J=K 
!F{K.NE.I}GO 0 350 
360 CON INUt= 
c 
. 
C SET F<~MAINi 'G VECTORS IN PR FA,__A -! ON =oR FACTOR AND OP ERATE . 
CO 3 7 I= 1 , N l 
IW(! ,2)=!\.\' { ! ,1 2 ) 
370 IW(l ,Sl= \\(! , g) 
c 
C ~ESTORE THE MA- ! X TO ITS UNEQUILI9~ATED STATE. 
F .~C=CNE 
CO 400 J=l.N 
JC CL= I WC J, 2) 
K 1 =I V. ( JC OL , l ) 
K 2= I W ( !W ( J + 1 , 2) , 1 )-1 
! =!w(JCOL,4) 
C 400 K=Kl,K2 
J~C=INC{K,1) 
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c CN THE I8M ~60 -HE FCLLGW!NG TWO INSTRUCTIONS ARE LOU!VALENT TO 




4 c 0 IF ( ! w' Jt:' a '5 ) • L: a. j ) I c .::- I w ( JP 0 ' .3) 
:w ( +1,3)=0 
-,_ 
G=EF5*16CO**IG 
RE .... Uf'N 
C ~HE F3LLOWiNG INS7RUC I~Ns IMFLEMENT THE FAILURE EXITS. 
500 WRITE (LP,510) 





GO TG 500 
5~0 ~ RMAT{//3AX, 1 THE ELEMENT HELD IN A{•,15,•) IS au OF O~DER 1 } 
560 w~ITECLP,570)ROWCOL(L},!~ 
570 FORMAT{//34X 
1 , • j HE MA T F; I X I S S I NG UL A F: • 1 -, t 8 , I 4 , ' I S CE PE ND ENT I N THE REST ' ) 
W~ITE (LP,510) 












1 ~ t ON F!V T ' , ! 5) 
GO TO 500 
END 
8LGCK DA~A 
COMMCN /MA18 EC/ JF,JSCAL E 
DAT~ JP/6/ 
CATA J~C~L C/l/ 
E C 
SUERCUTINE Mtl88 (A,IRN,JP ,N,NP.AWS,AVECT ,~TYPE) 
-HIS EN-RY OPER~TES ON THF VtCTOR AVECT WITH TH~ FOLLOWING 
MATRICES ACCORD! G TO THc VALUE CF ~-yp~ 









.~=~ {- ! ) 
A 
M YPF - A A**T 
CO MMG / ~Al~EO/ J P ,J SCALE 
JP rs CTRE M NUMBE FOR DIAG~CST I CS 
JSCA LE -CO TROLS EGU I LIERATION 
AR C IS POUNDING EhRO~ STIMATE 
CA TA R"J ~/ l • E- 6 / 
FZ EAL z~c. / O.O / 
ANAME CON-AI S NAMES F R USE IN DI NOST!C S 
J: E AL 8 A NA ME { 5 ) / ' MA 1 8 A • , ' MA 1 8 8 ' , ' MA 1 8 C 
x • ~c 1 2~ 1 / 
LO Gr CAL L OG 
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•,
1 MA180 • • 
c o ~ S/ 360 NEx- -wo STATEMEN~~ PERMIT AC CES TO ~ X PONE :r OF PEAL 
C ~ CUIV BETWEEN MU AND ~ U IS ALSO USED I N ALL IM?LEME NTAT I ONS 
LJGJCAL*l LU, LUU{ 4 ) 
Eau: vALENCE ( AU ,J U , L U}~(JUU.L UU{l~) 
c D!M~ 1SIONS a~ ARGUMENT ARPA VS COMMON TO ALL ENTRIES 
!NTEG=R* 2 IRN ( l l. IP ( NP , 5 ) 
! ~ NS! f'. . A(l ) 
C DIME SIONS SPFCIAL G HIS -NTP Y 
CI MENS ION A Y.J S C 1 ) 
CI ~E t\ SION AVF.CT ( 1 ) 
KE RR = 1 
ri.~T = MT YPF 
r-'1 Y PE = O 
t<Et\ ~ Y=2 
C T~ST FOR IN VALID ~N7R Y 
iF { iFi + 1 , 2 }. EQ . 0 ) GO TO ~205 
!r ( IP { N+ , 2 ). NE . N+l) GQ TO 22 0 7 
K=PR=3 
[F ( !C: {t .+ 1 , 3 ). NE .} GO TG 2205 
LOG= .c=ALS E . 
NT Y Pt= : MT 
C J UMP ACCO~DING TO QEO U I 0 D G F E . A IGN 
IF ( MTYPE . LE.O . OR . MT YPE . GT . 4 ) GO TO 2204 
GO TC ( 1 0 1 , 102 t l0~ , 10A), M7Y P 
C SET UP FOR MT YPE =l t 4 9 PERMUTIN G AVFCT TO AWS 
104 LOG= . rru~ . 
1~1 0 1 0 J= l , N 
110 ~WS ( IP (J, 5 i} =AVECT (J) 
t. U=Z ERG 
C F I RST DI VIDE BY L OR MUL T:PL Y 8 Y L**T 
CO 1 4 0 J = 1 , N 
J l = .. ~ ( !P ( J+ l 1 2 ) t l) 
141 Jl = Jl-1 
JSEO = !P ( IRN (J l ), 5 ~ 
I F CJ s=a . ~a .J) GO 70 111 
IF ( LSG }GO TO 1412 
AW StJSEO ) =AWS (JSEC l- ~WS (J) *A (Jl ) 
141 2 





GO TC 141 
~WS {J)=AWS(J)+AWS (J3EQ) A!Jl) 
GO TC 1A1 
!F(.~OT.LCG)JU=Jl 
S~VE PIVOT P~$ITION FOR M-YPE=l 
SET z~co FOR MTY~E=4 
AV~C (JP(J,2))=~U 
~ow OIV!D~ BY u OR MULTIPLY 8Y U•*T 
J=t\ 
143 JCCL=!~(J,2} 
,J 1 -= ! c { JC r"J L , 1 ) 
FCL:G)GO 0 144 
C RECC VEF PIVOT POSITION IN JU 
Al'.J =~ v Ec- ( JC OL ) 
AVECT(JCOL)= WS(J)/A(JU) 
144 JSEQ=IPCI N(J1),5) 
14A2 
144: 
!F{LOG)GO TO 1442 
I-(JS~Q.~Q.J)GO TO 119 
.WS {JS~Q )=AwS(JSEQ)-AVECT CJC OL )*ACJl) 
GO TO 1443 
VEC~(JCOL )=!V2CT (JCOL)+AWS( J S~Q )*A(J1) 
I~<J~EQ.EQ.JJG TO 119 
Jl-=Jl+l 
GO ..,.C 144 
119 J=J-l 
!r(J.GT.O) GO 70 143 
GO T,.. 3004 
C E~Tc y FOR MTYP · =2,3 
1C3 L'JG=.r~u:. 
C cIRST DIV!DE BY U**- 0 MUL-IDLY BY U 




!F(J5~a.=a.Ji GO TO 122 
F(LCG) GO TO 1212 
AVEC7(JCOL~=AV CT(JCOL)-AWS(Js=a> A(JlJ 
GO : 1213 
1212 AWS CJS EO )= AWS {JS EQ )+A{Jl)*AV-cT(JCOL ) 
1213 Jl=Jl+l 
~O TC 121 
122 I~(LCG) GO TO 132 
AW~ (JS EQ )=AVEC- {JCOL )/ A (Jl) 
GO TC 120 
1~2 AW~ !JSEU )=AVECT( JCOL~*A CJl) 
120 CON~INUE 





IFIIF(Jh0t5)-=Q•J> GC TO 125 
160 
!c ( LCG ) GO TO 1242 
AWS(J ) = WS ( J }-AVEC- (JOQ ) A(Jl) 
GO -c 124 
t 242 AVECT (JR 1=A VECT {J O )+AWS (J) =A (~i) 
G8 TC 124 
, ,.. :::; t V EC T ( J f; 0 ) =A W S { J ) 
• .t:. ._; 
J= J - 1 
J=(J . GT.O ) GG T 123 
GJ r ::ooa 
EN'i'RY ~A18C ( , IR 1 , 10 , N , NP, A.GQO ) 
161 
c ON ENTR Y, TH AP.RA YS ARE AS S~T UP 8 Y MA 1 8AC , EXCEPT THAT A 
c CON AINS THE ELEMENTS oc A NEW MATRI X IN UNFACTORISED FORM . 
c CJ Exr- . THE :ONTENTS CF A HAVE BEEN REPLAC~D BY THE L / U DECOMP-
c OSITION OF THIS NEW MATRIX , tXACTLY AS ON EXIT FROM MA18AD . 
C -HE ARGUM~N- ~GCQ IS s-T TO THE GQOWTH ESTI 1A7E AS FOR MAlSAD . 
C EW SCALI~G FJ..CTORS A":-E CALCULATED AND STORED IF J SCA Le GT .1, GR 
C IF J SCALE=O WHE 1 HF Y WILL ALL BE UNI~ Y. OTHERW I SE , THE OLD 
C SCALING FACTORS A~E USED . ~F PI VOTAL SEQUENCE SET BY MA16AD 
C IS ALWt YS USED . 
! D ( N + 1 ' 3 ) =O 
K;-RQ = l 
.b G :;o =- 1D0 
KEN R Y=3 
C TEST VALIDI 1 V o= ENTR Y 
IF IF ( N+ l , 2~.~Q . O ) GO iO 2205 
JC ( IP ( l+1 , 2~ . NE.N + l ) GO TO 2207 
C G T :CALING FACTO~S {F INDICATED 
IC ( JSCALE . LE.l ) GG TO 991 
C SA VE COLU~N 5 IN COLUMN 13 
D 8S8 !=l , N 
s;a I 0 ( I , 13 ,= :P c ! , 5~ 
C MC12AD USES C LUMNS 5 TO 12 AS WORKSPACE 
C RES TORE COLUMM 5 
CO 8 97 I= l , N 
8<;7 IP ( I , S } =!P ( ! , 13 ) 
IF Cis . Nr. . o ) GO TO 22oe 
S~i !F CJ SCALE . NE . O) GO 0 892 
C SE ZERO SCALING PO W ~S IF JSCALE=O 
c• 895 L= 1 , 2 
CO 895 K=l , N 
895 iP { K , L +2)=0 
9~2 J U L=O 
!AG = O 
C OPE~ATE ON COLUMa ' S IN SEQUENCE 
CO 5t J =l , N 
J ~T=IP ( IP( J, 2} , } 
J ND=IP ( !P(J+l, 2 ), 1 )-1 
c FIND APP ax LOG OF MAX ELEMFN- IN COLU~N 
IA.0=0 
CO 57 J =JST ,JMD 





ON SYSTE~/36 , NEXT STATEMENT SETS JUU SO THAT 
l 6 :t· ' ( JU U- 64 ) • GT • J.' U • G • 1 5 . ( J UU- 6 5 ) 
LUt.;(4)=LU 
I A C = ~ t. X 0 ( I .t. 0 , JU U+ I o ( I rR N C J l ) , .3 ) ) 
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c SCAN TH OUGH COLUMN, EL:MI~ATING WI H ELEMENTS OF U AND 
c 
c 
ERANC~ING ~H-N PIVOT FCUND 
AS~IG I 581 TO .JPIV 
CO 58 Jl=JST ,J D 
GO~~ J DIV ,( 581 , 5e2 ) 
KSEC=iF{!RN{Jl),5) 
ERANCH ON PIVnT 
IF(KS=O.EQ.J) GG -J 59 
ELEMENT OF U - s~~ OLC PIVOTAL COLUM1 
KS T =IP ( IP ( K SEQ, 2) , l) 
KNC=I~(!F(KSEG+l,2J,ll-1 
AMULT=A( J l ) 
Ll=Jl+l 
C SCAN COWN COLUMNS KEEF!NG IN STEP 
D~ 60 Kl=KS ,KND 
K:(G=l N(Kl ) 
C SKIP IRRELEVANT LFMENTS 
!F{iP{KR0,5).L .KSEQ}GO Tl 60 
~2 !~CKRO.EQ.IRN{Ll)~GO TO 63 
Ll = Ll+l 
GO -o 62 
C EL1~INATiON STEP 
c3 {Ll)=A{Ll)-AMULT* (K ) 
J.U= tjS(AtLl )) 
c ON ~/360,NLXT s-ATEMENT SE-s JUU AS ABO VE 
LUU { 4) =LU 
c UFDATE LOG CF GGow-h es-1~A-E 
I~. G=M XO( !AG ,JUU+!Pt !RN(Ll) ,3}-!AO) 
Ll=Ll+l 
60 COl\TINUE 
GO TC 58 
C TEST FO ZERO PIV~T 
~~ !FC {J!). EQ.ZE~O )GO -o 101! 
AMULT=A(Jl ) 
AS~IG~ 582 ~o JP:v 
GO TC 58 
C DIV:DE ELEMENTS JF L ~y P!VOT 
EE2 A(Jl )=A (J l)/AMULT 
5e CCJNTINUE 
5€ co~-INU[' 
c SE GRO~TH es-I~A E 
ti G ~ 0 =A RN D 1 6 D 0 .~ i A G 
GO TC: 3004 
ENT R y MA 1 80 ' 'I R ' 'I c t N t N ct Aw s' NAME ) 
K>-'~R=l 
K?. ~T~V =A 
C TEST VALIDITY o= EN-~Y 
ir(IF CN+. , 2 ).EQ.O )GO TC ?205 
c 
c 
!F(!P { N+ l , 2 ). NE . +l ) GL TO 2207 
I N . T I ALL Y CL /.. q_ C :J L UM N 
3 1 ~ =1 , N 
AWS.( Jt =Z::FO 
::: t\ T I i" UE 
COLUMNS IN PI VOTAL G~DE~ 
CO 3 0 3 J = 1 , N 
JC CL=! P{ J, ? ) 
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,,. L GA C COLUMN 
'-
C LL ~ME ( N , AWS ,J COL ) 
c COP Y TO h~QUIRED PLACE AND RESET TC z=P.O 
Jl=!C (JCOL , l ) 
J2=IP ( IP { J+-1 ~ 2 ) , 1 ) -1 
C 302 L I = J l , J2 
JRC=IPN ( Ll ) 
A<Ll ) =AWS CJ RO) 
302 ~WS( JRO J =Z ~O 









GO TO 3004 
DlAG~OSTi: PPINTING 
WRITE CJP , 2304 ) ~N~ME { 2 ), MT YP~ 
~oRMAT (• OERPC~ RcTURN FRGM • . Aa ,• aecAus= MT YPE = •, rs, • 
X 0 F RANG~ ') 
GQ ~!J 3004 
WRITE CJ P , 2305 } A AME ( KENTR Y ~ t ANAM.E ( KERR l 
WHICH IS OUT 
F ~MAT {• OE ~OR ~E-u~N F~OM ' , As , 1 EEC~USE P~EV IOUS ENTR Y TO ', A8 , 
X ' GA VE ER?OR RE-UP •J 
GJ - c 3004 
W I TE ( J=, 2 --10 7 ~ A ~A ~E ( Kr=NTRY } , A A ME ( 1) 
cu~MA: (• OERRO RE U~N F~OM 1 t A8 ,~ 6ECAUS~ NO o E VIOUS ENTR Y T0 1 , A8 ) 
G'J TC ~004 
WR! E {JP , 23QC ) tNAME ( 3 )~ !RN ( J l), JP { J , 2 ) 
2309 FORMAT (• OER OR RETUJ:.1'• FROM~ , A8, • 8EC.6.USE Z!:RQ PI VO ( 1 , 2:4 ,•l)•J 
IP {N + l , 3 ) =1 
GO -o 3004 
2208 WOITE {JP , 2308 ) ANAME ( 3 ), ANAME(5) , !S 
2308 FORMAT (• OE RO RE7UR FROMt, 8 ,' BECAUSE 1 , A8 ,' HAS GI VEN ERROR •, 
X ' R ET U ~ N W ! T H I S = • , I l J. ) 











SUERCUTINE MC12A { A, INC , IP , , NP , CIAG , RES , IS ) 
RE~L A( l } 
I lTEGE'F 2 !t D ( l) , !~(NP , ? ) , DIAG~NP , 2 ) 
REAL'4 RES ( N , A) 
I G IS USFD T Fe-u~N INT GER SCALING BOWERS , AND TO HOLD 
COUN S OF NO '-ZE CS ! • RO WS A D COLUMNS DUR I 'G =x~CUT ! ON • 
IT :s s:T TO 0 ON SUCCESSFUL COMPLcTION , TO I IF RO~ I HAS ONLY 
ze-o ELEME 'TS . TO -I !C COLUMN I HAS CNLY ZERO ELEMENTS 
ES IS A WORKSP~C~ RRAY. C~LU~NS! AND 2 HOLD NON-ZFPO HALF 
OF RESIDUAL vec ·o~ FOP T ~O CONSEC UTI VE !TERAT!ONS . COL UMN 
3 HOLDS C~LUM. SCALTf\G POWERS . J.ND COLUMN 4 HOLDS THE::.IR 
c 
c 
CHANGES av~~ ' CC UBLE Ii RATIO • 
... AT SMI J/.01/ 
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c SMIN IS us~o IN A CONVErG~NCE T€ST a 
INTEGER 2 JU{2) 
( ~ES JDUAL N~RM1~*2 
LOGIC4.L*l !U,IW{3) 
Eau Iv LENc- ( Ul.J, I w ( 1 ~ ) t ( u' I u' .JU [ 1 ) } 
uu = 1 00. 
·~-o • ,,:J -
C I ITI LISE FOR ACCU~ULAT.ON OF SUMS tND FRODUCTS 
co 2 -=1 ,2 
CO 2 : = l , N 
RC::S {I,L)=O. 
P.E S ( I , L + 2 ~ =O • 
2 CIAG{! ,L}=O 
CO 3 J=l , N 
!2=Ir::{J,2J 
K1=IF\I2,l) 
K2=!F( IP( J+ .2) ,1 )-1 
!r(Kl.GT.K2) GO - a 3 
0 A K =K 1 , K2 
Il=!ND{K) 
U=AES(~{K)) 
IFCU.~Q.O)Gr; TO 4 
C N -HE !B~· • .360 THE FOLLOW!t'G TWO INSTRUCTIONS FIND THE SMALLEST 
IN~EGER GREATER THAN tLOG16{U). 
!W(2)=TU 
U= UU-64· • 
C CCLNT NON-Z ~OS lN RCW ANC CGLU~N 
DI AG ( I 1 , l } =D I AG ( I 1 , l t + 1 
CI~GC!2,2)=DI GCI?,2)+1 
RES C I 1 t 1 ~=RES (I 1 , 1 J + U 
52 Rf~ ( I2,3~=RES( I2,3)+U 
4 CONTi UE 
3 CONTINUE' 
C CO~PUT RHS VECTO S TE~TING FGR ZERO ROW OR COLUMN 
'°'=O 
JU(l)=l7920 
DO 8 I =1 , N 
J= J +C I~ G ( I , 1 } 
co 9 ~=1 9 2 
IF (DI tG { 1 • L} .G- . o ) GO -o 13 
DI AG CI , L )=l 
IS= I. '( 3-2~L) 
1 3 C n N I "t UC: 
ON !EM 360 •EXT !NSTRUCT!O SETS 0 0 VALUE OF POSI ..... IVE INTEGER 
JU {2 )=DI AG{ I ,L) 
9 ES {I~2*L-1)= tS (I,2 L-1)/U 
8 CONTINU~ 
SM=srv· r. J 
C SW~EP TO COMPUTE ~NITIAL RESIDUAL VECTOR 
D 0 1 0 .J l = 1 , ~· 
J=!P(Jl,2l 
Kl=IF(.J,1) 
K2 =IF ( IP { J 1 + l , 2) , 1 j-1 
!F (Kl.GT.K2 ) GO T~ 10 
00 12 K=K!,K2 
J~ (A(K). EO.O.O) GJ - 12 
l= I I c { K} 
165 
c ON ISM 360 NEx- [NSTRUC7ION se-s u TO VALUE OF PSIT!VE I TEGER 
.JU(2}=DIAGCI ,1~ 
RES CI.l)=R~SCi,1 )-RES(J,:)/U 
12 co~-iNUE 
1 0 C .... NT I !UE 
C INI-IALISE ITERA-ION 
c 




CO ! 1 I= 1 , N 
<:1 ' !BM 360 NEX'""" INSTFUCTIO 
JU ( 2 ) = C I G ( I , 1 ) 
11 ~=S+C RES(I ,1>**2 
L=2 
IC(S.LE.SM) GO 70 101 
C ITERATION ST P 
20 M= ~l 
SET5 U TO VALUE OF POSITVF iNTEGER 
C SWE P -HP UGH MATP!X TC UPDATc RESIDUAL VECTOR 




IF(Kl.GT.K2l GO TO 22 
C 28 K=Kl,K2 










DO 23 I=l ,N 
V=-FES(!,L)/0 
N IB~ 360 Ex- I s-puCTION SETS u TO VALU~ OF POSITVE INT~GER 
JU ( 2 ) =O I AG ( I IL) 












27 IF{L.~C.2) ~O TO 25 
G~1=G.Q1 
CO 2 € I= l , N 
FtES CI , 4D= CEM*R - S[i ,4)*RFS ( I,2) )/QM 
26 ~ES C!,?J=RES (l,3)+ ES (!,L) 
?5 L=M 
D 24 I=l,N 
166 
C ~N IBM 360 NFX- I S ~UCTIO S~TS U TO VALUE OF POSITIVE INTEGER 
JU(?)=D!AG(I 9L) 
24 R S(l,L)=R~S(!,L) U*E 
!=(S.GT.SMJGO -o 20 
c SWEEP HFCUGH MATRI X TO GET ~ow SCALI~G POWE~S 
1 0 1 CO 1 03 .J 1 = 1 , N 
J=IP1J 1 ,2 .) 
Kl= C(J,1) 
K2= ! F ( ! P { J 1 + l , 2) , 1 )- l 
!r(KleGT.K2)G0 - 103 
CO 105 K=Kl,K2 
U=~BS(A(K) .) 
!F(U.~a.O.)GO ~o 105 
C -N IBM 360 N~x- TWO I STRUCTIONS FIND THE SMALLEST INT~GCR 




RES (I,l~=rES(I ,ll+-ES {J,3}-U 
105 CO~TINUE 
!03 CO~TINU"':' 
C CGN VcPT POWERS TO INT_GERS 
/ "I/ 
JUClD=l 920 
CO 104 I-= 1 , N 
a~ !eM 360 NEXT !NST~UCT!GN SETS 0 -o VALUE OF PASITIVE I NTE GER 
JU{2)=DIAG (l ,l) 
V= RES (!,l)/U 
CI~G(I,1J=V•S!SN(0.5,V1 
1 0 4 I " G C I , 2 ) =- C F E S { I • 3 ) + S I G J { 0 • 5 , RE S ( I , 3 ) ) ) 
RET UR N 
END 
//LK:D.8YSL16 DD DSN=S Y Sl .~OR~LIB , DiSP=SHR 
// DD DSN=NLCS .IMSLL!B ,DI5P=SHR 
I/ DO DSt..J=F30005 .SPARSE .::iCLJT !N.ES , D!SP =SHR 
//G O .SY I OD 
APPENDIX F 
~ TEST SYSTEMS DATA " ,; 
... 
( i) 5 - Bus 
(_ i i l ~3 - Bus 
' (. ~.} l I I . lEE~ .-S7 · ~ s Bus 




















































* Impedance and line charging susceptance in per unit on a 100 MVA base. 
Line Charging: one-half of total charging of line. 
TABLE F.2: Scheduled Loads and Generation and Assumed Bus Voltages for 







5 ,1. , I. , ... ~-. 
Starting Bus Volt. 
Mag. Angle 
p.u. deg. 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 1.06 
•'d• S 1 a ck B us 
Generation Load 
MW MVAr MW MVAr 
0 0 60 10 
0 0 40 5 
0 0 45 1 5 
40 30 20 10 
0 0 0 0 













































-(G) GLEN LYN 1-2 ......... 
53 
Bus- Code Diagram 










FIGURE F.3 IEEE 57- BUS POWER SYSTEM 
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·'- Impedance and "' 
Resistance Reactance 





0.0615 0. 1620 
0.0576 0. 1520 
0.0266 0.0700 
0.0229 0.0504 
0.0446 0. 1003 
0.0233 0.0514 











0.0024 0. 0192 
0.0019 0.0156 




0.0019 0. 1300 
0.0023 0.0839 
0.0025 0.2000 
line charging susceptance in per 


























0. 10 56 
0.0770 






unit on a 100 MVA 
TABLE F.5: Scheduled Loads and Generation and Assumed Bus Voltages for 

























2 3 ,•~,'~ I\ ~\. 
Starting Bus Volt. 
Mag. Angle 
p.u. deg. 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
l . 0 0.0 
1 . 0 0.0 
1 . 050 0.0 
;'·d• S 1 ack bus 
Generation Load 
MW MVAr MW MVAr 
0.663 0. 14 3 0.0 0.0 
0.817 0.0 0.0 0.236 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.470 0. 120 
0.0 0.0 0.510 0. 130 
0.0 0.0 0.410 0. 100 
0.0 0.0 0.480 0. 120 
0.0 0.0 0.010 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.500 0.380 
0.0 0.0 l . 770 0.440 
l. 030 0. 121 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.600 0.0 
0.400 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.204 0.0 0.0 0. l 32 
0.0 0.0 2.010 0.500 
0.0 0.0 l . 320 0.330 
0.0 0.0 3.440 0.860 
0.0 0.0 1 . 040 0.260 
0.0 0.0 3. 760 0.940 
8.030 0.984 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 3.750 0.940 
2. 100 0.520 0.0 0.0 
8. 1 00 l . 505 0.0 0.0 
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Resistance Reactance Line Charging 
p.u.-;'' p.u.-;', p.u.-;'' 
57-2 0.0083 0.0280 0.0645 
2-3 0.0298 0.0850 0.0409 
3-4 0.0112 0.0366 0.0190 
4-5 0.0625 0. 1320 0.0129 
4-6 0.0430 0. 1480 0.0174 
6-7 0.0200 o. 1020 0.0138 
6-8 0.0339 0. 1730 0.0235 
8-9 0.0099 0.0505 0.0274 
9-10 0.0369 0. 1679 0. 0220 
9-11 0.0258 0.0848 0.0109 
9-12 0.0648 0.2950 0.0386 
9-13 0.0481 0. 1580 0.0203 
13-14 0.0132 0.0434 0.0055 
13-15 0.0269 0.0869 0.0115 
57-15 0.0178 0.0910 0.0494 
57-16 0.0454 0.2060 0.0273 
57-17 0.0238 0. 1080 0.0143 
3-15 0.0162 0.0530 0.0272 
4-18 0 0.555 0 
4-18 0 0.43 0 
5-6 0.0302 0. 061 1 0.0062 
7-8 0.0139 0.0712 0.0097 
10-12 0.0277 0. 1262 0.0164 
11 -1 3 0.022~ 0.073?. o.ooq4 
12-1 3 o.n17R 0.0580 0.0302 
12-16 0.0180 0.0813 0.0108 
12-17 0.0397 0. 1790 0.0238 
14-15 0.0171 0.0547 0.0074 
18-19 0.4610 0.6850 0 
19-20 0.2830 0.4340 0 
20-21 0 0.7767 0 
21-22 0.0736 0. 11 70 0 
22-23 0.0099 0.0152 0 
23-24 0. 1660 0.2560 0.0042 
24-25 0 1 . 182 0 
24-25 0 1 . 23 0 
24-26 0 0.0473 0 
26-27 0. 1650 0.2540 0 
27-28 0.0618 0.0954 0 
28-29 0.0418 0.0587 0 
7-29 0 0.0648 0 
25-30 0. 1350 0.2020 0 
30-31 0.3260 0.4970 0 
31-32 0.5070 0.7550 0 
32-33 0.0392 0.0360 0 
32-34 0 0.9530 0 










































































Reactance Line Charging 
















0. 1290 0.0024 








0. 1530 0 
0. 1242 0.0020 
1. 1950 0 
0.5490 0 
0.3540 0 
1 . 35 50 0 
0.2600 0 
0. 1770 0.0030 
0.0482 0 
0. 1205 0 
* Impedance and 1 i ne charging susceptance in p.u. on a lOOOOOkVA base 
Line charging: one-half of total charging of line. 
TABLE F.7: Operating Conditions for the IEEE 57-Bus Test System 
Bus Starting Bus Volt. 
Number ;'' Mag. Angle 
p.u. deg. 
'' '' 
5 7 -'~-'~ 1.04 0 
2 l . 0 0 
3 l . 0 0 
4 l . 0 0 
5 l . 0 0 
6 l . 0 0 
7 l . 0 0 
8 l . 0 0 
9 l . 0 0 
l 0 l . 0 0 
1 1 l . 0 0 
12 1 . 0 0 
1 3 1 . 0 0 
14 1 . 0 0 
15 1 . 0 o · 
16 1 . 0 0 
17 1 . 0 0 
18 1 . 0 0 
19 1 . 0 0 
20 1 . 0 0 
21 l . 0 0 
22 l . 0 0 
23 1 .·o 0 
24 l . 0 0 
25 l . 0 0 
26 l . 0 0 
27 l . 0 0 
28 l . 0 0 
29 l . 0 0 
30 l . 0 0 
31 l . 0 0 
32 1 . 0 0 
33 1 . 0 0 
34 l . 0 0 
35 l . 0 0 
36 l . 0 0 
37 l . 0 0 
38 l . 0 0 
39 l . 0 0 
40 l . 0 0 
41 1 . 0 0 
42 l . 0 0 
43 l . 0 0 
44 1 . 0 0 
45 l . 0 0 
46 l . 0 0 
47 l . 0 0 
48 l . 0 0 









































































2.3 1 . 0 
0 0 
0 0 







3.6 l . 8 
5.8 2.9 
l . 6 0.8 









7. 1 4.4 
2.0 l . 0 
12.0 1 . 8 
0 0 
0 0 















Starting Bus Volt. 
Mag. Angle 
p.u. deg. 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 














21 . 0 10.5 
18.0 5.3 
4.9 2.2 
20 0 10.0 




* This i"s prior to the Bus Renumbering Necessary to Enable the Regulated 
Buses to have the higher numbers. 
** Swing Machine 































1. 04 3 
1. 000 
1. 000 





* Off-nominal turns ratio, as determined by the actual transformer-tap 
positions and the voltage baiss. In the case of nominal turns ratio, 
this would equal l. 











1 • 0 l 
0.985 
0.98 






























































• ,ci ' t 2 . I 
• 


















































































. 07 300 
.08690 
.01690 

























P U • ' ' er n 1 t";' 
.00940 
. 03750 

















































. 1 17 00 
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Line Charging 











. 0211 3 








































































































































































































































































l 18-7 5 
74-75 
76-77 



























































































. 18 000 
. 04540 
. 13230 
. l 41 00 
. l 2200 
.04060 
. 14800 
. l 01 00 































Per Uni t ;'n'• 
0 












































































l l 0- 111 
11 0- 11 2 
17-113 









Per Unit ;'n\· 
.01620 
.02690 


































. 014 50 
.01640 
Reactance 






















. 18 300 
.07030 















* Based on AEP System for Total Loss Formula June 1962. 
184 
Line Charging 
Pe r U n i t ;'d• 
.02720 


































. 017 90 
.00599 
.00678 
** Impedance and 1 ine-charging susceptance in per unit on a 100,000 
kva base 
Line charging one-half of total charging of line 













































Starting Bus Voltage 
Mag. Angle 
p.u. Deg. 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
Generation Load 
MW MVAr MW MVAr 
0 0 51 27 
0 0 20 9 
0 0 39 10 
-9 0 30 12 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 52 22 
0 0 19 2 
-28 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
450 0 0 0 
0 0 70 23 
85 0 47 10 
0 0 34 16 
0 0 14 l 
0 0 90 30 
0 0 25 10 
0 0 l 1 3 
0 0 60 34 
0 0 45 25 
0 0 18 3 
0 0 14 8 
0 0 10 5 
0 0 7 3 
-13 0 0 0 
220 0 0 0 
314 0 0 0 
-9 0 62 1 3 
0 0 17 7 
0 0 24 4 
0 0 0 0 
7 0 43 27 
0 0 59 23 
0 0 23 9 
0 0 59 26 
0 0 33 9 
0 0 31 17 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 27 1 1 
-46 0 20 23 
0 0 37 10 
-59 0 37 23 
185 
186 
TABLE F. 12: CONT'D 
Bus Starting Bus Voltage Generation Load Mag. Angle MW MVAr MW MVAr 
Number p.u. Deg. 
43 l . 0 0 0 0 18 7 
44 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 6 8 
45 1 . 0 0 0 0 53 22 
46 1 . 0 0 19 0 28 10 
47 l . 0 0 0 0 34 0 
48 1 . 0 0 0 0 20 1 1 
49 l . 0 0 204 0 87 30 
50 1 . 0 0 0 0 l 7 1 
51 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 7 8 
52 1 . 0 0 0 0 18 5 
53 1 . 0 0 0 0 23 l l 
54 1 . 0 0 48 0 l l 3 32 
55 l . 0 0 0 0 63 22 
56 l . 0 0 0 0 84 18 
57 1 . 0 0 0 0 12 3 
58 l . 0 0 0 0 12 3 
59 l . 0 0 155 0 277 l l 3 
60 1 . 0 0 0 0 78 3 
61 l . 0 0 160 0 0 0 
62 1 . 0 0 0 0 77 14 
63 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
64 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
65 1 . 0 0 391 0 0 0 
66 1 . 0 0 392 0 39 18 
67 1 . 0 0 0 0 28 7 
68 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 18 l . 035 30 516.4 0 0 0 
70 1 . 0 0 0 0 66 20 
71 l . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
72 l . 0 0 -12 0 0 0 
73 1 . 0 0 -6 0 0 0 
74 l . 0 0 0 0 68 27 
75 l . 0 0 0 0 47 l l 
76 1 . 0 0 0 0 68 36 
77 l . 0 0 0 0 61 28 
78 1 . 0 0 0 0 71 26 
79 l . 0 0 0 0 39 32 
80 1 . 0 0 477 0 130 26 
81 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
82 l . 0 0 0 0 54 27 
83 1 . 0 0 0 0 20 l 0 
84 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 1 7 
85 l . 0 0 0 0 24 1 5 
86 l . 0 0 0 0 21 1 0 


























1 l 0 






1 l 7 
69 
Starting Bus Voltage 
Mag. Angle 
p.u. Deg. 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
l • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
l . 0 0 
1 • 0 0 
1 . 0 0 
1 . 0 0 










































0 · O 
65 10 
1 2 7 
30 1 6 
42 31 





22 1 5 
5 3 















33 1 5 
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1 . 05 . 








1 . 01 5 
1. 005 
.985 
. . 98 
.99 
1 . 01 
Minimum Maximum 
Mvar Capability Mvar Capability 


























































l . 017 

























































* Off-nominal turns ratio, as determined by the actual transformer 
tap positions and the vo 1 tage bases. In the case of nom i na 1 
turns ratio, this would equal 1. 
,,_ 
H 



















Susceptance • 1n 
SUSCEPTANCE 
PER UN IT;'~ 


















APPEND l.X G 
MAXIMUM MISMATCHES DURING LOAD FLOWS 
TAELE Gl: MAXIMUM PE~ UNIT MISMATCHE S tFTCG EA CH ITER ATI ON FQ R THE S-3US SYSTE M 
--.... ._. .._ -- - - -~ ......... ·- __. --._._ ,,_,_ ..._ ·- ..... ._. ..... ~ ,_, - --.,_, .._ ·-~ ~ ~.-.. ._. ...... .__. ............ - ...... ..._. -- ............ -·---·- ---·- ._.__. --- - --~~ - ·- ·,_ --- ._ --._.. _____ - .._.,_. -- .-- ._. - ........... --
r I ! MAXIMUM MISMATCHES FQ R VA R IOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
I I - r::- P 1 ...... • I 
* 
I - ._. - -- - - ~ .... _.._._ .._. .-.. ._._ --.._. --.-. - .... ~-- ~._.. .._ -..-.-- --~ -- - - - ...... ·----.-._. - --._ _ ----- .... ._ ------ .._. ..._. - ~ -- ._ ,,_,, .... ._. - .......... ._ ..._. --- - - ...-..-. --- I 
I "'~~. I I -2.0 I -1 .9 I -1 • .a I -1.7 I -1.6 I -1.5 I 
!-------~-----+-----------~----------+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------! I I p I 0.196E-01 I 0.188E-01 r o.181 E-01 I 0.174E-01 I 0.167E-Ol I o.161 E-01 I 
I 1 I a I 0.410E-02 I o.384E-02 I o.360F-02 I 0.337E-02 I Oe317E-02 l o.298E-02 I 









I o.468E-04 I 0.368E-04 I 0 .456E-0 4 I 0.327E-04 I o.327E-04 I o.246E-04 I 
I 0.816E-04 I o.776E-04 I 0.688 E-04 I 0.669E-04 I 0.567t -04 I o.581 E-04 I 
I 0.286E-05 I O.Q54E-06 I o .286E-05 I o.954E-06 I 0.286 E-05 I o.954E-06 I 
I-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------I 
*** *** *** *** *
' * .. . 
*** 
- ---- - ------- .._. __ ....... -- ----~----....----- .__.. _____ ,._,_ --- ..... -..... . --~---~..-. -. ._, -- -------...-- --~ -..---- .-..-------- --~ ........ .......... .._.._.._ .._._.._ - ---- .- ._. .-.-. . ._ . ._._. ...... _ 
'f ,. 
} . ~ 
I ! TC: ~. I 
I NO . I 
~'. 
I MAXIMUM MISMATCH E S FOR VA R IOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
! ·- --- - --.-.~ ~ _. - ,_ . ._. - ----- --- ·- - ..-.- ..... ...._. - ~_,_, _ --- --·-- ---·- _. - . .-. - -----.-.. .... - ~- - - .... - - ---- - - ._ ... - ... ._. ._ ._ - -- .... - - - - ._.. I 












T 0 1 ~ 4 r.:- 0 t I 0 1 4· 8f.=" - '0?': 1 l·· 0 1 / l l t""7 - ·O 1 I 0 1 3SE-01 I 0 1 2 9 r.:; ·-0 1 I /'\ 1. 2 3· r.:' - O·· l 1 
·• • ._: ' v.-·.. · · • ·· '-'"(·, • .. · w • ' \.~n , ..-.• • L ·,.. J • .: . .,.... ' · 
I o.2a2~-02 T o.267E-02 I o.254 F-02 I 0.242E-02 I 0.233E-02 I J.224E-02 I 
I o.t05E-04 I o.286E-05 I o.477E-05 I O.lOSE-04 I Oel81 E -04 1 o.229E-04 I 












... 0.246E-04 I 0.254F-04 I o.244~-04 I 0.232 £ -04 I o.212e -04 I o.121 E -04 I 
I 0 4 ° 0~-0A I 0 ·4· 2Af·~-0' h I· o~ 4~4· c- n4 I 0 3· 26 'E-04 I o· 2a~c-04· I 0 316E-04 1 • :::::' ':I r. - ' • . · ..... ·.~ ...,. . .p • ,.,, ;.;. ..., . • ' . • . 7 .... . . • .. ' • 
I 0.954E-C6 I 0.954E-06 I o.954E-06 I J.954E-06 I o.954E-06 I o.95AE-06 I 
I-------~-----~-----------+-~--------+-----------+-----------~-----------f-----------1 
*** *** *'!-~ * *** *** *** 
·- - - - ~ - ..--- ---~ - ..... - ...,.,.._. -- - ..... ..._. ...... .,._, ..-.-.-- ---·- - - ,__,_, - ....... ·- -_. --------- ._._ - ---- --- ~--- ._._. ._ -- -- -..-.---- .-..... - -- ..,_..._. ~ -._ ...... ~ - ._. .-- ._, ._.. - .... 
I I I MAXIMUM MISMATCH ES FOR VAR IOUS ALPHA VALU E S l 
1 I .,.. , ~ J:.' t: . . • I 
* 
I~--.-. - ------------------·.-..-..,_, ..... .._..-,_~ .--.-.-..-.-~- ---.......... -~----- .... -- --- _,, ._,_._._ ._.._~-------------._._...,.._._. .... ._....._.._._.._I 
. ,. 
l NO• I l -c'. a ! - 0 .7 I -0.6 I -o.s I -0.4 I -o • . 3 I !-------+-·----+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 
I T .. p T ;\. o. ll 7 E -0.1 I o.t t lE-01 I ·t).105 E- 0 1 I o.989E-02 I 0.931 E·-02 I 0.874 E-02 I 
,. l T Q T J. ... .. 0 2 ·17~-o. 2 I 0 2 ·12~-0? I n 2 ·0°E-~2 ·r ro· ·2' o~ ·E-0 .2· I 0 ro~c-02 I o. 20~~-02 I • '···· • ..__ '- . y • ·. 0 - ... v ·• '.J ...... . • t:.. - ~.". • v ....... , 
T I v T 
"' 
o.267F -04 I Oe315F-04 I o.353E-04 I o.391 E-04 I o.391 E-04 I o.420E-04 I 













! 0.727~-os I 0.989F-05 I 0.697E-05 I J.972E-05 I o.134E-04 I o.381 E-05 I 
I 0.277E-04 I 0.314E-04 I o.203E-04 I o.239E-04 I 0.406E-04 I 0.126E-04 I 
I o.954~-06 I 0.954E-06 I 0.954 E-06 I o.954E-06 I o.954E-06 I o.954E-06 I 
I - ._. - ..... _..__ -4i._ __ - - + .-. ·- --- _ ...... - --...-. +--~....-.-_. ----- ,_,,_ .-+-- --- --- .... - ,.._. - ~-+-~ - - - ·-- ._.._ - -- --- -f-~ -- ._._.. .._ -- .... ~.-. + .... - .,_, .... ._.~ _,_ ...... .._.-........ I 
*** *** *** ** * •** *** 
** * - ONLY JN E-HALF OF THE LAST ITER ATI ON WAS PERFORM ED 
-\..0 
N 
TAB ' '.F Gl ·{ ,. ""- .. " .. · r n ·~-· 'T" ! ._JU c · D ) '- _. . t ·: I ·• ·...... . 
- - - ·- ..... .-. ..._ .-. - --- - ,_., - ~ ..... ..._. ..... __ .,.. ..... ._. .._ _..._ ---- .--. .._., ---~ ~---- .._ -- ....., _......,_ ._..._. --·- ._,_ - - ..-. - _. - ---------·- ----- - ·-·-.-- -~--·~ _. ._. ._._ ---.-·- ._. _. - -- ----
I I I MAXIMUM MISMATCHES FO R VAR I OUS ALPHA VALUES I 
I I - -p .:t · -- ' • . ' " .. . .,. .l -~ !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
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~ T v T O.f Gc~~-~~ T .Q.~7?~- cs I nu.4-t7F-05 T ft.A?~r-o~ I o .• 489~-os I 4 ""' ~ .. _,,J "' .,...., - • ..._,, '- ....  ·- ' J. :-J '- ........ '· f•r ~ '-' • -.,,. •• 
o .s11i:::-04 
J.116E-0 .1 






... - • - - .. --i- • 
r r 0 T o.~soc-J~ r I r J.330 E-J4 r o.439E- 04 r 0.112~-03 I 
! ~ I ~ : 0.547~-04 ~ r. ! 0.32c ~-04 I 0.482E-04 I o.218E-03 I 
! T v : J. c ~4~-c~ r I I o.954 ~-06 r o.954E-05 I o.;s4F-06 r 
r - - -- -- - ·f--- - -+-~- - ·- - -----·--- __ i ____ _._..._..._ ....... .._.._ - ~- - ---.--. - ·- ___ ..%._ ...... __ --- - -..-..-....+-..._.. . ____ ~----·i .... --- --- - .... - ·- - - I 
·- ... .... • • • 4 































0 .£i, 32E-04 I 
Oef:80E-04 I 
~1.119E-06 I 
!---·----L-----~-----------i-----------~-----------J-----------i-----------i-----------1 .;, • .. .... _.. -X .. T 
~ * ·=--·~ .. J ~·fL Y l r- f ;::: - ~ A t C .,.J "4 ,._., I • . !-"" :_ 'l; ~HF l .o.c~ 
- . t ...... - ...... ~ 
T ~ ;:. ···1 /I. "!" '!" ;-- N w A ~ 
• i ~ r, M ' ~ 1.J . ._ P . -= ~, F,.... ,_ u 1== c· (_ . '- ~ !"I ·. ·~ 
**~ N 0 
00 
""."' t: i::: 1 ;.:: (; 4 
. " \ · ....... .... ·- ... '( ,_ , ... _,_ I"'u-· """ '.._ _,i ;'J < I ' . . .. ; !J ) 
- - --..... _ -- - - ·--·- - ·- ---------- .- . ___ --·------- __ ..._, --------~- ---------·--·---- ------------·------___ .._..._. _......,., .... _......,,....., ...,.. _____ _ 
... I l T . MA XIMUM MISMATCHES FO~ VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
! T ;"".'· c T :« ... .. ' ·: ' . . !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! ,. ~J J • ,. 
-
... I 1 • 0 • !. 1 .1 I 1. 2 r 
" 
1 • 3 I 1.4 ! 1.5 I 
T-------~-----L-----------~-----------~-----------i___________ i ___________ ~-----------1 
.. .. T - ... "'T 4 • 
.,, I ".'.:) r "",:::~-=-+oo T J 1~4f=+Q ·1' r o 1 .. -2e+oo,.. o ~c::oc-+oo Io 17;1..-:- ....... 00· I ;_ •. ·.J • .• _, ....., ·. . .:. • • ,_, ,_ , .. ...,, • . :::::> C'. .. • J. _, ...... _ • . 0 - ...... 
r ~ ! a :: 0 • 4 4 7 E - 0 1. I 0 • 4 6 Bf. - 0 1 I 0 • 4 8 8 E ·- 0 1 I 0 • 5 0 7 E- 01 I 0 • 5 2 4 E - 0 1 ! 




! ---- ---+-----+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------I 
! r p ! 0.1~1 ~-0? ! 0.134~-03 ! o .t97E-03 I o.23!E-03 I 0.276E-03 ! o.295~-03 I 
- ? I Q ! O.f81 F-04 ! o . ?08E-C3 ! o.825E-04 ! 0.272E-03 I o.t23E-03 I 0.960E-04 I 
• I v ! 0.739~-0 5 ! C .978~-05 ! 0.122f-04 I 0.145E-04 I o.171 E-04 1 o.197E-04 I 
I -- - -.-.-.... -f----- -f- -----....... ----~ -~·-.-.- -----~---..-+ ...... ------·-------+-..-.-·--.~..-..-------i"__,, ....... _.._~---~.-..~--~ ..... -----._._--------- I 
! I 0 T o. ~ 10~-04 r 0. 41 0E-04 ! o.722E-04 I J .280E-04 I o.552E-04 I 0.378E-04 I 
! 3 I a I 0.262E-OA ! J.754E-04 I 0.17JE-03 I 0. 8 90 E-04 I o.748E-04 I o.420E-04 I 
! I v r 0.954F-Ct r 0.954E-05 ! 0.954E-06 I 0.954F-06 I 0.954E-06 I 0.179E-06 I 
!-------~--~--+-~---------+----~--~--~+~~--~~~-~~-T~~---~~-~-~;-~~~-~~-~~~T-~~--------I 
! ! P ~ ** * I **• I 0.988 E-04 ! I ! *** I 
r A r a r r ,. o 2,...,_F-·- ·o-=- r I r I •. • ... . .. • c:..::> ... ,_, - .. 
I I V I I I 0 • 9 5 ,4 E ·- 0 6 I I I ! 
!-------~-----+-----------~---------- - ~-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------! 
I r o ! ! J 0. 4 51 L- 04 ! ! I I 
! ~ I Q ! ! I 0 • 6 e 3 E- 04 I I I I 
4!' I v T T I 0 17 ·~~-06 I 1 "' T • ~ ... • ... ,.v ~ .. 
!~------~-----+~--~--~-~~~-~--~-~~-~~~~~------~~--~T-----~-----+~--~-~-~---;-----------I 
*** 




"T't_p ; ~ r.a.. ( 
~-,, ·- ·- -· '- r (~ ~· . 1 T ; N' U ?:: f"" } ,.. . ...; . . . . .... ~
__ ._.. ___ . _____________ ,,_, __ ~-----------..-..-. ...... -----..-.----..-...----._.----..-. ...... -----~------------------~------ ...... 
T • 
.... i ! MAX!MUM M!SMA7CHES FO~ VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
r T ...,. -'"7" r-c . 
* .. 
.... _:. -..-:r • j, !--------·---------------------------------------------------------------! j !\J -.J • ~ I 
• 
,.. T 41 , h ·- . ......., T 
-
1. 7 I 1. 8 I l • s I 2.0 I 2. l I 
T----~-~-~-----·--·-----~---+-~---~---~-~~--~-------i-~~--------~~~~~-~~-~~-i----~-~----I ... ·r "" :... .. --. ... • 
T r D T ~ ?QR ~ +o0 T n ?27~+~ .o- T 0 24~E- +OO T 0 ~~6E: +oo I 
• - ' ,;. ....., • ;..... ' ...... ·~· . >J • .. • '-- . • ··~ ~· . " • · - .. • • <::....,,; . 
! 1 I Q ! o.~58~-01 I J.574C:-Ol r 0.592E-01 ! o.c.1.0E-01 ! 




J.31 lE+OO I 
0 .676E-Ol I 
0 .436E-Ol I 
!-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------I 
! ~ p ! 0.340=-03 ! 0.394~-03 ! 0 .472F-03 I o.533E-03 I o.567E-03 I 0.627F -03 ! 
I 2 I Q r. 0.298E-03 ! o.lf.8~-03 I o.937=-04 I 0.285E-03 I 0.109E-03 I 0.145E-03 I 





















0 .134-r::-03 • ' 
0 2 0~=-o~ .,. . - .,_,,; - .• ...... -
fJ .<;54~-~f.: I 
o.440F-04 
o. 41 o~-04 




0 • t . 6 '3 E - 04 

















~ ---- ...__ ---.-... - ·f--- ..-.-+-.... _ ....... _ -~- ..-..- ..... -+- ........ - --~--·~-.-~---- ._.-------f--..... ·------------t--------~- ·----+- - --.-. ------..._..-.-.I 
.. T :::> ,. :J. :::. q 1 r.:"-01.:. T T 
*** 
I 0.163 E-03 T 
*** ! *** I 
1 .. ~ .. .. . 
,. 4 I <) T 0.~39E-04 • I T ·J • . 381E- .03 I ,. ! .. J. .. .. 
• ! v r 0. <;5~. r--06 ! T I 0.954E-06 I I I ' •. .. 
T----~-~ ·~~----i-~-~-------~--------~--+~~---------i~---~~~--~-i~~--~~--~~-~--~~-~~-~~~1 .. • .4 ... • T .....- _. 
,. r 0 • ~ I I ,o.-i.p 1 r.-o. 4 ~ T 
.. - ....... - • l~.. • ... I 
! ~ ! Q ! I ! I 0.352E-04 I I T 
• 
! I V !. r ! I 0.954E-06 i I ! 
r-------·~-----~~--~------~i~__.-~~--~~-~-~--------~~----~--~~--i--~---~--~-i~---~--~~~-I - .. .... • .... T ~ 







,.. " a L ~= G · - • . .... . , .. J. •A•XTMUM o~~ IJ~ l- M·C~A~rHE ~ " I ,..., . I l ' ' . . . I . . . ! J. ...,;J ,. t • . l - - .;:) A - - c r-: c:. A - H I Tc 0 ~ I ON ,..... J -~ . ... H E~ - a· u s < N ·J v o' ~ A G ,._ ,.._ • :.. ,. r · I.".. \.... · ~- ,.... A :~ .. :- H. 1 -~ :>- · - : ,..,, c 
·- iu-- · ,... 1 ~ M" n 1 t ;~:. c a~ u c r- r::; > ~ Y c: T ~ M 
"'-" . .. f . . . h. - - -~-- · " . .._.- .. ....... ... .. ~..,. .,., , • 
_____ . _____________________________ ...... ___ .._. __ ._. . ___________________________________________ . ___ 
T ~ 
T _. ; -. ~ 
• !_:: ...... . I ~ 
NO • • t 
.. 
• MAXIMU M MISMATCHES F OR VA R IQUS ALPHA VALU ES T • 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------' . . 
'I" 















Q.? 7 f: E -01 






0. 2 6 5 E- O 1 

























I 0.221 E-01 
I 0.227C-- Ol 





r -------~- - ----.%.--·---------..i.-----------i. ____ ._. ___ .._..._.._....%... __ . _____ ._. ___ ......% .... ______ ~ .......... -•---._-------·---I 
• - • - T T ·~ • 
• .. ;'.) I ' l • 
T 2 "" Q T ... • ... T T v T 
-
... .. 
0.1 0 3 F-04 T .  
0 2 a c:;-_ 04 T • ., .._, c . . 
o.o T 
o. 148E-04 
0 • ~ 3 OE"- 04 
o.o 
I 0.495 F-05 I J .120 E-04 I 
I 0 .338E- 0 4 I 0. 4 32 E-04 I 
I O.O I O. O I 
O.l68 E-04 ! 
0.429E-04 ! 
o.o I 
0.431 E-04 I 
0.966E-04 I 
o .o I 
!-------~-----~-----------T-------~-~-r-------~---+-----------+----~~-----+-----------I 
*** 
- -------- - ---.... - --__ ...., - - - ·- · ... ----- ____ .....,. __ - - ·- ------------------ ..... _....,. ____ ...._ __ ~ - ------·--- - ·---- - - ----
I 1' .I. T MAXIMUM M ISMA ~CHES F OP VAR!OUS ALPHA VALU E S T .. 
I r- :-=-~ .. :if; ... ·. . .1 !-----~---------~-----~----------- ~~~----------------~--------~-------~-! 


















0 ?1 '"2 ~-01 • '-·· ~_..· ·..,.r 
o.o 
! 0•20OE-01 
T 0 1 ,.... ............ 01 -~ . ... ~ ~ t:·. - . 
r 0 0 
•  • 
! 0 .169 E- O l 
! o . 1 so r- ·o i 
T 0. I"'\ - ' . ';.,.} 
I 0.179 E-01 
I 0.172 ~-01 
I o.o 
! O.l69E-01 
I 0.159E -01 
I O.O 
I 0.159E-01 














• P T j, ... 
T Q ,. 
.. ~ 
T V T . .. 
~ .4 7 7~-nA I - ._., . . ... . 
o. 9 2 cr::- 0A ! 
!J . 0 ~ 
0 • 3 <; 7E - 0 4-
0 - e ~r::- O"" • r .. . . ....,. 
o.o 
I 0.278F-04 I 
1. 0.7 64-E-04 I 
! o.o I 
J .259E- 04 I 
O .t49E- 0 4 I 
O.O I 
0.227E-04 I 
0. 6 37E-04 I 
O. O I 
0.221 E-04 I 
o .~25E-04 ! 
o.o I 
I -------+------t-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------1 
*** *** *** *** 
¥: ** 
*** 
-- ...... _. ----- - ·- ...... __ ---------------- ..... ..-.------------.-..-------------- - - ------·- _....,.. ___ - --~----~ ....... - -
T r 
.I. .. ~ . MA X!MU~ MIS MA TCH E S F OR VAR IQUS ALPHA VALU E S I 
! .. ... ~,.. I .. ~ l. . ·- ~ . . . w ' • !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
















~ . 0 .1 4 .;r: - 0 1 
T 0 .1 3 3 E- C l ,,. 
• 1"'1 0 
. l. .,,.; . 
T 0 • 1 3 ~e.: - 0 1 T 
-
J. 
T 0•l2OF -01 I . 
T o. 0 T 
-
.... 
0 .129E- 01 
0.107E-Ol 
o.o 
I 0 .120E-Ol I 
I 0 .94 4 E- 0 2 I 
I o.o I 
0 • 1 1 0 E·- 0 l I 
0.8 2 0 E-02 ! 
o.o I 
0 • 1 0 0 E ·- 0 1 I 
0. 6 8 9E-02 I 
O.O I 




l ;, .; .. ... 
I ? I Q T l. 
T T v T 
·-
.. ~ 
0.1 9 0 ~-0 4 r o .1f2~- 04 
~. 74 0~-o ~ ~ 0 . 404E- 0 A 










0.119 E-04 I 
0.2 86E-04 I 
o.o ! 
0.108E-04 I 
0.4~4E- 04 I 
o.o I 
0 .727E-05 I 
0 .282E- 0 4 I 
J . O I 
T -------~-----~-------- ---i ___________ i ___________ i ___________ ~-----------i-----------I 
... _. .• .. T 4 -. • 
"" ~:;(~ 
,er * '* **~" ** * ** ~  *~: * 







,.. A ::: : .-.:: "= =: ( ,- - t· 1 ..... r N u r. r ' 
• ' ._ - ~- \.: . ..; '-' _ ) ~ • I ~,.. -• .,/ 
---..-.--- -------·---------~---------_....,. _____________________ ....,.._,_..._._, ________ ._. . ___ ...., _______ . ______ ...__ 
I ! M~XIMUM MISMATCHES FOR VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 

























0 CQc::\ i-'.' -Q? • · _.A .. .., ....... ...__ I .. :. 
n ~~~ ~-Q? ~- ~ ~ -~ ~ T ... !' 
I o.o I 
·o so·. · -~-o? • · .. ":I : ".. ..... 
.J . 4 3 7E-02 




























! I p ! o.832F-OS : 0.960E-O~ T o.751E-05 I J.lOlE-04 I 0.103E-04 I o.578E-05 I 
I 2 I Q I O.?JOF-04 ! 0.203E-04 I 0.333E-04 I o.241E-04 r 0.240E-04 I 0.213E-04 I 
I ! V I '·O I O.O I 0.0 I O.O ! o.o I o.o I 
!-------+-----+-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------! 
~*~ 
*** *** *** *** *** 
-- - -----~----------.---------·-----------~------------...-..------- .... ------- ...... - ·--------------------
• J. 'or ~· M ;~XIMUM MISMATCHES FJ~ VARIOUS AL?Ht. VALu=.s I I 
I 
T 
'r - -- ,_. 
.:. .-::: ,... . 
.. 
I 
• * :-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
N":1 • I T 
-
0 .s I T 0 • (:. o.c T • '" 7 U• I I 0.9 T .. o.s 
T-------..%..·-----+------------iJ-----------~--- ·--- -----~-----------..!l.... ___________ ..1.._ .. _ ·----------I 
• • • .. a. T 6 T 
T - ::J ~ :~ o ~ ~ ~ - ,'") ~ T Q p c; ,_::: - Q 2 T 
_.. ~ ~ \;;t e C - ~ .. _., '-" ..... .,., '-- : • ....... · ; . _ 1 ~t- • 
I 1 ~ a • ~.?c1~-~~ r o.~21~-o~ r 
• - · ~ '- _. .. . ,. "' '- J - ......... - ... 
• T V T '"!!l ·t""\ • 0 Q • i .;. ·'· ;,J • \..' ;. • i 
0.918 E-02 














































"1 6 ,,.... gc 0c:: \J .• \J ... - • .,,,.. 
o. 212c- o~ 













0 • 1 .,. 1 E - 04 I 
O.O I 
0.381E-0 5 I 













* * ;:f: * ** *** *** *~* *** 
-------·---------------- ------- ---------.-.·---- ------------------.-,---..-.------------------
. ~ .~' .. ' --








T MAXIMUM M ISMA~CHES ~OR VARIOUS ALPH~ VALU~ S I T---------------------------------------·--------------------------------T ~ . 
I 1. 2 ! 1.3 I 1.5 1 .1 I I l. 4 ! 1 • 0 ,. .. 
!-------~-----+-----------+-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------!-----------! 
T 1 o I 0.:1 2~-01 T o.12EF-01 r o.133E-01 r o.141 r -01 I o.1soE-01 r o.15aE-01 I 
! ! I Q ! 0.966~-02 ! o .llOF-01 I o.12~F-Ol I 0.137E-01 I o.lSOE- 0 1 ! 0.164E-Ol ! 
~ I V ! ? . O ! O.O I o.o ! o.o I O. O I o.o ! 
!-------~-----+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------~------------t-----------I 
r r 0 r o.7s1 c-c~ T o .st9E- 05 : o.sa2E-05 r o.120E-04 I o.1a7~-o4 r o.296E-04 I 
I 2 ! 0 ! 0.244E-0~ ! 0 .?77E-04 ! 0.195~-04 I 0.283f-04 ! 0.200E-04 ! D.196E-OA ! 
! I V ! O.O ! J . v I O.O I O.O I o.o l o .o I 
T--~----~-----1-----------+-----------+-----------L-----------~-------~---1-----~----~I 
.. - • • .. • T T 
-.~: :t· .JI" . _ ... ..
*** ::.-. * * *~* ~~ *+ *~ .. 
~*~ - ~Nl 'Y n~1 ~-HALF ~ r~ -~E. L!~T IT~ ~~TI ~~ 1 1• 1 A· ~ P ~R Fn~Mcc· 
- ~ ' .__, . ~ r::~ , - · . t • • ....... , .... ._ ,... ...... '-' 't ,~, ......... -. ... ' -- ~ -~ '--
N 
-N 
TA=LF GS ( C ='.J"JT !NU'.: C ) 
--- - ·- ·- -- -·-·- ---- ---·.-. ---------------~- .-. --·~ ---- .-..-... .~- ..-.- ._ ..-.----~ ·- ---------- _________ .._ _____ ..._ ____ .._ __ ._.._._...._..._~ ---
T • 
.. l 
,. M~X!MU~ M!SMATCHES FOR VARIOUS ALPHA VALU ES I 
T T"T ;-;- t;• T ~ 
A .. 'If .. : !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 

















T ·" 1 6 7 t: - 0 , 
- ·J. ....... ... 
I 0.178~-0l 
! o.o 
! 0. 177E.-01 
T ·:"'\ 1 c ')E - 0 1 ~. v. ,,. '- .. 










I 0.207E-01 I 0.218E-Ol I 
I o.235E-01 I o.250E-Ol I 
I o.o I O.O I 
!-------+-----~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------! 
I l P ! 0.2i7E-04 ! 0.291E-04 I 0.340~-04 I 0.470E-04 I 0.449E-04 I 0.563E-04 I 
I 2 I Q ! 0.268E-OA ! o.498E-04 I 0.330E-04 ! 0.450E-04 I 0.466E-04 I o.542E-04 I 
! I V ! O.O ! O.O I O.O I o.o I O.O I o.o I 
!-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 






~A~L ~ -5· 
.  ~ . . ~_,, !- X ! ~ UM P F, ~ U ~ ~ I ~ M I S M '1 7 ( H =:. S A F - ~ ~ E t . C rl 
,- ,-. .., 3 ..,.. ~- 'IL 1 r.-- .~ 9 U c:: ~ <:: ) c Y ~ -1· ~ M ;... l • ~ ...... r . •• ..J ..... j 1 • . -,~• - '--.t• • 
T~'-~ATION F OP TH~ .. i \ - 1 • . .. . . 1. . • 57-8US {NC VOLTAGE 
----~--·---- ·- ·---~-- .... ·--- - ----.-----------~-~--- ..... -~----------------.-. - ---- ....... ------.._..-.- .... -..--------~ ..................... _____ ~------
T 
.. I 'or" ,- . -~. 
; .... ~. I * 
"" : ··i 
.. _.., . I 
! MAX!MJM MISMATCHES ~O~ VAFIOUS ALPHA VALUES I !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
! -2.0 "!' -1 .9 I -1. 8 I -1 -. ' 
' 
I -1. 6 T ~ -1. 5 ! 
!-------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------! 
~ ! ~ ~ 0.168F +01 I o.!67F+Ol ! a~169F+Ol I 0.174E+Ol I 0.185E+01 I 0.202E+Ol I 
9 1 ! a ! 0.8J7~+00 I O.?~o~+oo ! 0.671 E +OO ! 0.639E+OO I 0.623~+00 I 0.639E+OO I 
I I V ! O.O ! o.o 1 O.O I o.o I o.o I o.o I 
!--------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 
T I 0 T 1J • 147c+01 i 0 ; .. 'I:::;, 1 t;' + 0 () I o.e1s~+oo I o.eo7F+oo T 0.906E+OO I 0.117E+01 I •r ~ ·t; • ':I ..... • . .. 
r ? r Q I 0.2?4~+ -~ ·J • o. i i 9 r + o o I 0.10? ~ +~0 I 0 • 1 f.· 0 E + 0 -0 I 0.267F+OO I 0.5l3E+OO I .-.,,,, 
- I v ! 0 r":; T Q,. 0 T o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I I 
- ·• '\.! .. T~---~---~-----~--------~-~i-~---~--~--+-----~-----i--~--~~--~-~~~---~~~~~~+---~~~~~~~~I 
- .. .,., J.. • 




T -::s. I Q T o 1~7 ';-:'°+o~ T 0 ";>AQ~-01 I 0.107E-'Jl I 0.107E-01 T 0.169E-01 I o.246r:-01 I 
-
_. 
• . ......... ...... ... .. . -- . '-' . .• 
-I I v T o.o ~ o.o I o.o T o.o I o.o I o.o I • .. -I-·---------!--- - -T----.... ------·- ·- ·-..f---...... --.-----..--+-·-------.-..-·--..,..-t-· .......... - ....... --._., ....... __ -f-- ·~--·----- ..... -----+ ....... ~---·----- ..... ,,_,--~I 
T T D T >~ ti'. ,:., ~ ~ + 0 0 T 0. 122E -O l I o.q61E-03 ! o.c25F-03 T O.l76E-02 I 0.344E-Ol I .. ~ .. """ . '-' -- .,,, .... ... 
I / : 1 Q T 0.!£..8~+0 G T 0 116"=- ·~? I 0 • 8 27F.- QA T 0 ,.~9E 04 I 0.219F-0.3 I 0 .626E-02 T 
- • - . ·• .,,,. u ·- • eOc.. ··-- .l. 
! r v T 0 ,.~ ... o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I ... ~ "" . ~· .. I -------i-----~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------J-----------i-----------I T .... .. ,. • -:;i -. 
T 
... I p • • 
"" 
0 2~,....-=-01 . ._, (":. .. . ,. ).165F.-O A ! 0. 1 76 f-04 ! O el 81 E-0·4 I 0 133t:'-QA. • 1 ••• ! 0. 277E-04 I 
I - I Q T 0 ~ 01 ~- -02 T 0. 3:::: 4~ - OA T o.446~:-o.4 ! 0.286E-0·4 I 0.365P:-04 T 0.789E-04 I ·-· 
-
• • ... · r, . , ;i,. 
-
• 










I I ... ... 
" '!' t=. T a T o c::o1 .::.· -04 T T T I ... I .;. ... . . - . ·-· ... • i 
T I v r o.o ! T I I I I 
-
... .. ~, .. 
!-------·+-----f-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------I 
*** -
Cf'iL Y '.J t·J ~ - ~ A L F I"'"\= TH' C: ' AC:T ..__1 1 • • :_ ...., ..._ •. I ITSRATION WAS PE~FO~MEC 
N 
-J::-
~A :? L E G 6 ( C G "! - I ~,1 U;:: C ) 




. I MAXIMU~ M!$MATCHES FOR VARIOUS AL~HA VALU~S I 
T 
-
T ~ ·- ~ 
'" ::. .,.. . I 
I 
·tt '. 4!' - -------------- ..-. - --~ - ~ ._ ---~- ..... ._... ~-~ -----...----~ ------.--------.-.------------ - _,,_,,--._.-- ..... .-I 
I '°'J :I . _, . -1 .3. I I -1.4 • I 
-
I -1.2 I -1.1 I -1 .o I -0.9 
T .-------~-----~-----------i-----------~-----------L---------·--~-----------L-----------I ·~ - · • .. .. T --....- T 
! ! o ! 0. 2 2 9 = + 0 1 ! 0 • 2 7 4E + 0 1 I 
T 1 ! 0 I Q .712~+ 0 C ! 0.~1~~+00 ! 
r I v ! ~.c r o.o r 




















! ! ~ ! 0.!84~+01 ! Q .A12~+01 I Oe209E+02 I O.f.40E+01 I 0.154~+02 I J.428E+02 I 
I 2 I 0 ! 0.134F+Ol ! o.9 1 1E+01 I 0.375E+02 ! 0.711E+Ol I 0.438~+02 . I o.250E+03 I 
~ I V ! o.o i o.o I o.o I o.o I O.O I O.O I 
! -·----~---;-~-------i----------.-.-....:...-.-------------+~----..-.- -----+------ ...... ------------+-----------~.-. .... --1-----..... -----.-.-- .I 
! ! c ~ Q .~o7: + 0 1 ! O. ? lS~+O? I 0.156 E+02 l J.L06E+01 I 0.262~+01 I 0.370F+04 I 
I ~ I a I 0.120~ + 0 2 i o.117F+03 ! o.505F+02 I ,.709E+02 I o.743E+Ol ! 0.216E+04 I 
I I V ! O. O : O.O I O.O I J.O ! O.O I o.o I 
!---- ·---+-----+-----------~-----------~-----------~------------t-----------+-----------I 
! ! 0 ! 0.150~+01 ! 1 .261 ~ +01 ! 0.424f+Ol I J.112~+02 I Oe246E+Ol I 0 .317E+03 I 
! 4 I Q I 0.175~+02 T o.12s~ +O? ! O.l17E+02 I o.912E+02 I 0.123~+01 ! o.t35E+04 I 
I I V : o.o ! o.o I J.O I o.o ! O.O ! o.o I 
r -- - - ---..;...-.- - - ~i- ---~-- -----.f-------- --·-----!---......-...... --~----+--------------~+---~.._.-----------.-,+----------...-.-I 
I r ~ r 0.139~+01 T o.127E+o1 r o.496E +o1 ! D.463F+o2 I o.924E +oo I 0.297~+03 1 
~ ~ I Q I ~. 5 06 ~ +00 ! 0.290E+01 ! 0.253F +02 ! 0.329E+03 I o.621E+OO I o.t23E ~04 I 
! 1 V ! O.O ~ o.o ! o.o I o.o I O.O I o.o ! 
T-~-----~-----+-~~---~----~---------~-.i~~--------~i---------~~i---~~----~-+~-~----~--~I ... ... ,.. ..  --.- . ... 
! ! ~ T o.~3~~·+00 : o.2 6 BE+o2 r o.1gsr+o1 I o.?97E+03 1 o.131 E +oo I 
! 6 ! Q ! 0.124~ +00 ! 0.226~+02 ! 0 .265E+02 I 0.691E+03 ! 0.475 E -02 I 
} I V ! O.O T o.o ! J.O I 0.0 ! o.o I 
Q.11vE+04 I 
0 .458F+04 I 
J.O I 
T-------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------L-----------i-----------I - " - - • .- r • 
T T => '!' -"I\ 8 l = :-o;: - :' r -.. r 0 l ) ,.. r: + 0 2 T 
... .. .. ' "' • ·- . ·-· ' - ..,., c... ·- • ...... c ·.. • 
! ~ I Q ! ~ .11~~- J ? ~ 0.147E +02 ! 
- • \I • J . ...._ - 0 "'\ ! ~ ..l v .!. . ' • :.._' t • v 






0 .692f +03 I 
~ .1E7F+04 I 
o.o I 


























') • ! 4 t ·E·- O ~- • 
... 0 -.~ .-. - I"\' , • ~· . .:) ':."" . - ·..J ..... •. 
o.o ! 
:-i :; .4 ? r:: + ·O ? 
,J . - - ···- .__ 
0 2 I. 9~ + •"'>. ..... • lo.;. : : \.1 t::.. 
_,, :1\ 















0 ? ~ "":l .~+ ·04' r 
·.• '- _,, -.J ·-- ... 
0 • E18AE+ 0·4 ! 
o.o I 
0.182E-OA ! 
c.3662 -0A. ! 
O.O I 
0 .114E+03 I 
0.442E +03 I 
>'J. 0 ! 
r-------~~----+---~~-~--~-+----~~--~--~-----------i----~-~-~~-i-~--~-~-~~-~----~~~----I • ,.,, • - -.- --X- T • 
! I 0 ! *~~ ! 0.438~+02 ! J.37? ~ + ~ 1 I 0.190~+03 I *** I J.214E +O? I 
! ·? ! 0 ! T o.154[=' +0.3 ! o.e5Sf+Ol I Oa5·60 E' +C3 ! ! o.640E+02 I 
! ! V I ! O.O I O.) I o.o I I o.o I 
! ._.----..... -+-----+----------....... ---+------ ... ._----f--.-.-~-~------ ...... ---·-+----- ...... ----.-....-~.-..--4f-~-----~------ .... ----- .~-+----...-.~-- ........... ..-._..I 
! ! o ! ! 0.122~+04 I 0.205 F +Ol I 0.139F+05 I I 0.625E +02 ! 
1 1 ) I a ! T a• 1 5 3F. + 0 4 I 0 • 1 0 7 f ..- 0 2 I 0 • ...) 8 7 E + 0 6 I I 0 • 1 2 3E. + 0 3 I 
'!" T v • .,. ' 1 " ':" 0 ;"\ T "" 0 I I 0 0 I 
. • l .!. ·~ • v • • ..., ... v • ' • 
!-------~-----~-----------+----- ·------+-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------I 
~ °* ~  - ") ~ ~ l Y :; f'..~ E - H .~-L F ':°:' F T H :: L A ~ T rT:c A~T~N wA~ P~~ Fc·~M~c ... \..,.. ~ ,,.... l _ '-' • . .....,. ..... r .. . .... . , 
N 
-\Tl 
~JqL~ r5 ( rnN-!~'u~r ) ~~ ·- ~ - ~ . · ~ ~~ . 




... ~AX!MUM ~ISMA~CHES ~OR VA~IOUS ALPHA VALUES I .,. 
T 
• 
"" - .' . ,.. !. : (...'. ...... I k T _______ ___ . _______ .__ _________ ___ _..-_.._.._. .......... ._. _______ ._.._.._._~-·---------------------------I 4 . 
T 
. N'l • ... l r . - :) • -:3 I -0.7 I ~ t:.. -v• ~ I -0.5 I -0.4 I -0.3 I 
T . ______ ...... _. ______ ..;. ______ . _______ . .z.._ . __________ . .;., ______ . ______ .._. ........ ~---- .. --.--....~ .... ._..-.... ~---·---...-..--..-.-------....1. .... _.._, ______ ...., ___ I 
... • • .... T - T 
I I 0 ! ~.313~+01 I o.?14~+01 I J.1s2~+01 1 o.11sE+o1 r 
• 1 ! Q ! 0 • 1 0 8 r~ + 0 2 ~ 0 • .3 7 6 ~ + 0 1 I 0 • ? 0 1 E + 0 1 I 0 ·• 1 2 8 E ·+ 0 l I 














! ! ~ : 0.950~+02 T ).114?+03 ! O.lOl E+Ol I 0.316E+OO I 0.136~+00 I 0.677f-Ol I 
T ~ I a r J.?5~~ +03 : o.329E +03 I o.~?4 E+oo ! J.352E-01 r o.101E-01 ! o.492E-02 ! 
I ! V I o.o I O.~ I o.o I O.O ! O.O I O.O I 
I ---- ...-.-- ~...3------..i..------ ·--- ...... .---.+------ ...... --...._._-+._-.._. ______ ..._. ___ ..i.., ... ._.. __________ ._~--...1.. ..... ______ ~-~ .... ---~-----..._.------ ..... -I 
"' . - • • T' T 
or r o r o. 67::i f: + 01 r o. i 23F'+OJ r ,o .69,a.r.:-01 I u .2a7f-02 I o .240 E-03 : 
I ~ I Q ! 0.190~+02 ! 0.353F+03 I O.A03F-Jl I O.l .33E-02 I 0.119E-03 ! 









T --....... - - - ---i- - .,...., ._.. - ..:.. .- - - - ..... ---- --~ ---- - .---~ --- 1 __ ------ -------_ i_ ....... ___ . __ - - .-. ---- ..Z...- - --.._. .__ --- ...-.- 1 _______ - .._._ ------- - I 
- • ... - T -T • T 
T r p T 0 ·• ~ -J .H f": + I"\ i) "!' , • .~ : ') ~. r. + (' -~ r O· • 4 c::; 8. r-· - QLl I o· • , ".) 7 c.: - 0 4 I 
• .j,,. ... """' •• • J ~ - ._,. (..;., ...,,} ...... ··.J ..._.. .. "'-" !90· ;. -r • -- ~ c .. 
I A l Q T J.!~ t~ +O! ~ ·).187? +04 ! 0.35~ E-04 I J.51~E-04 I 












~-·------~-----i-----------~-----------1 ___________ i ___________ ~-----------i-----------I 
• ... • _.,, T ~ • T 
... • :.:- ,. O • 1 :3 7 ''.":' - I'\ i ".' C; .. 3 (.( O ~· + r' 3 r r ~ * a•; I 




r- fJ T 0 24?::--oi T 0 , QQ::::'+ ·0 ·4 T 'r 
• ...... ... • . !.- . . ... .. • ..... ...- · ,• ~ .·. " .4. ..\.,, 














r ~ .=> • ·~ • "" ~ ~ -;: - !~ I;.. "!" ,-"" • ~ ~ F -::- + 0 4. I r I T I 
... • - )Ill • -· ' "'". • . ';.".) - .,, _, ......... "-" · - • • ... 
r ~ i Q ~ 0. 3?. o :;.-- t'u T ·O. ' A' -=_._ 0 ~ J.. I T T I 
.. ... · .. ... _ ,_, - ...._ ' ..,) .. - • ,...... .J - • 
! I V ! C.O t o.o I I ! ! I 
!-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------! 
Y - o ~ • ~ ?c~:+~A T I r T I l ... • -;;, . ,_ ....  ...; ~ • .,,. . w - ... 
r .., r Q • 'T . ,~, " 2 .... = + " ~ ; .. - I I 
.. ... .• - Y • ~· C ~ ,,.. .._. ,, J. l. 
~ 
~ T V 'T I r"\ "\ T T .,. I • • J•..J • .. .L T • 
T-------i-----i-----------i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------L-----------I . ,. - .. T ... • .., 
r 7 r.> r ... o .i.i._ -; .~r · + Q-:' r r •1 I - • . • -r ..... . . - -
T ~ ,. ("" 1 ! o .• ? ? 4r: + O )·~ T I T T l ·- • .JI . . • - ,__ . __, J.. .. .&. 
i T v • T 0 0 I T • I 





T-------~-----~-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------I ... - .. ... • -• .- r T I o ~ ' 0. 3 49~ +J7 ! I • J.. 
T 0 T Q ~ ~ (1 "=< c. -,~ + 0 :.:2 T T 
• .. ... J • __, _. ·- .. .. T • 










T-------~-----i-----------i----------~i-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------1 ·.. .. T - A  • .. 
r T ~ T T ,1. ~ u~?~+"7 ~ r T I T 
. • .... .. v '-- ·- · ..., .. • .... • 
r ' ·) ~ o T r 0 o Ao~+07 T r T I I 
; . .... y. ... J. ... 'J • ..; ..,.. . . ..... .. ... 
T I V ! I J. ·:) I I ! I I 
7-------~-----i-----------~-----------1-----------~-----------i-----------i-----------I - • " • -r ·- -4; -.;-
~ * ,j[' -. .. 1 L y ~. \. j -- H ~ I - "] - T H - L A - -'..J ! ' · '...Jh :-: - . . i • - t- '. 1- . ·~: ..... '.:;, ' ! ..,,. r-~ A"'l'"I " ...,N : ,.:.\ .. . """' l ..... ; l w .A. s OE~ FOt:'MEC: 
N 
-O' 
~ t . BL E r: ~ ( ....... _, r ·-H,~ : r ~! u ::-:- r ) 
- ...J . ' • - · • ...,; 
-·------~ ...... ----- .... ·-------·-------·.-.-...-.~------..- ........... ~ .... -._. ..... ._.~-~-~-..---~...-.--·---.-..------._..-.. ____ .__ ___________ .-..,...._ __ _ 
T I .  ,. .. ~AXIMUM MISMATCHES FDR VA~IOUS ALPH~ VALUES I 
T T -·~Q I '* ... • T - • !-~---~-------~------~------~--~---~~-~-----~~-~---~~--~-~~---~----~-~~-! 
"' ~ 'J. I ~ T 
- ·"' 2 -,, . r ... -0 .1 I J.O I 0. 1 I 0.2 I 0.3 I !-------~-·----+---·--------~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------! 
! ! p I o.645~+00 ! o.565~+00 ! o.507F+OO I 0.466~+00 I o.438E+OO I 0.421E+OO I 
: ! I Q ! 0.4?7~+00 ! 0.?70~+00 I 0.13AE+OO I o.554E-Ol I o.108E+OO I o.223E+OO I 
! r v I o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o r 
!-----~~~~----+~-~~-~~-~~-~~~---.--~-~-+~~--•--~---+-~--~--~--~+---~~~-~~~~t~~--~~-----I 
! I 0 ! o.36EE-O! ~ o .21 6E -Ol I 0.140 E-Ol ! 0.106E-Ol I o.958E-02 I 0.977~-02 I 
: 2 ! Q ! ~.325~-02 ! ~.230F-02 ! 0.287 E-O? I 0.532E-02 ! 0.106E-01 ! 0.240E-Ol I 
T ! v ! o.o ! 1.0 ! o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I 
I--· ...... - ·- ·- --f-----·f- ---.-.---- ----- ----!-- ._.._., - --~----~ --.f---.------ ......... -------·-+----.---------.-.--+----.._-------~+------..... ----~ ..... I 
! I ~ ! 0.220~-0A r 0.1 8 3F-04 I o .213~-04 I 0.305E-04 I 0.184E-04 I J.244~-04 I 
: 3 I Q I 0.6 ~ 3::.-04 ! o.~OSf-:-04 I o.526E"-04 I 0.357E-04 I 0.446E-04 ! 0.499E-04 ! 








-1.- , ?""'" ,... ~ { J.l, ~ :•· { • ..... 
- ·- ....... : . ..._.,, 
rrr- ' TT ~d •u ;::· r ' 
....,. ~- I" • l! :. ... . ..., .• • ) 
________________ ...... ._. ____ ..._, __ .._. _ _,_, __ .___~..._.--- ... ~--------411119--------------------~-----------·-------------._ 
.. 
J. I r . T ¥ AX!MUM MISMA~CHES FOR VA~IOUS ALPHA VALUES 
I . ~ .-· - ! 1 ; ch. * T ·--- - - ---- - - --·-- - - - - . -,- - ------- ---- ---.-.. --.-.....-. ----------~- .-. --- ~.-, .-.. --.._ - - -.- ... ._..._. ---- .... .....,.~- _. ._._ I .~ 
I .._, .. -. T ,, ..J • 1 ,. .. I o.5 I 0. ·4- o.6 I o.7 ,. .;. 0.8 I o .• 9 I 
!----~--·f~----~-----------~-------~---+~-~---~---~+-----~~~~~~r~~--~----~~~------~~-~-I 
! T (::': T iQ. j ; , ~ "'= + 0 0 1' r"\ 4 1 , t:-" + 0 0 T 0 4 1 6 J= + tQ ·O' T 0 ~ l 2 ~ + 0 0 .. 0 6 2 i':; ~ + 0 0 T 0 7 6 l ~- + 0 0 I ... . • • .... •• ...ii .__.. .. ..,/ • .. ·.. • . • • ~~- .... • - ~ · J. • - .. ·- .. • i;;;, 
I 1 I Q ! 0.33~F+OO r 0.443E+OO I J.547E+OO I 0.638E+OO I o.703E+OO I 0.713E+OO I 
! I v ! o.o r o.o I o.o I o.o ! o.o I J.o I 
T-------~-----~-----------i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------1-----------1 ... • • · --X- • 4 • T 
! ! P ! ~J • 9 l;.. 2 E - 0 2 ! 0 • A 6 7~ - 0? ! 0 • 2 2 6 ~ - 0 1 I 0 • 2 1 3 F + 0 J I 
! ? ! Q ! J.6J0~-0l ! o.163~+00 I J.461E+OO I o.434E·+O~ ! 



































.:) • 1~42.- 0 3 











































-! l' .. 
"" 1 c:. -.(~ - 04 
.,,, • ·- .J '-· . 


























T-------~-----i-----------~-----------~-----------i ___________ 1 ___________ 1 ___________ I 


































I 0.246E"+04 ! 
I 0.110E+05 I 










































































I 0 .. 913E+OO 
I o. 1 o·a E + J l 
I ·J. 0 
I 0.481E+05 ! 
I 0.186E+06 ! 




·---·----~-----i-----------~-----------i ___________ i ___________ ~-----------1-----------I 
..... • .. ... T 6 .. ~ 
I ! ~ ! : I I 0.347E+OJ I 0.816E+04 ! *~* I 
~ 8 ! Q ! ! ! I 0.195E+Ol I 0.313E+05 ! I 
T 'r v ~ T "r I ·O 0 I 0 0 I T 
.'. ... ... J. ... • • ~ 
,.. ---- ___ :i., _____ ,.%.. ______ ...__._. __ .._._..,....:. _____ . ________ __ .,1._._... ______ ...... ~-~~ ____ ._. ___ ._.__. __ i _____________ i .......... -~----.-..~-I 
... • - - .-. --x T T 
,. • 
• 





























!) • 0 I 








! I o ! ~ I I 0.144E+OJ ! Oe330E+03 ! I 
I 1J : Q T ! I I o.t42E+OO I o.116E+04 I I 
T ! V ! ! ! I o.o I O.O ! I 
T-------~-----1-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------I J.. - T " • ""'"'X -i; • 
::iJ..* ~ - ·:~.i t Y -, l".f'='-1....;A! i= n;:: TH= LAC.T 1-1 t:'"':~"'"l'.l"-1 WA' P~,..,Fn~u;::r. 
_ ..._ ~- .._. r---; '-'\ '-- _ • .... ._.. , • .... y-; .. ~ ~ ~ ,.., .. ~ ....,. '-~ ...,. r,:. J•:t __ ~
N 
-CX> 
T II p ! ~: T., ,.;;. ( ~,... _ ___ , \;..1 C CJ ~~ ~ ! N U ~ C ) 
---.....,~·---~------~-----..-·------._,------~------~---..-.--------~------------.._.-.-.-------.._,------- ..... --.------------
• MAXIMUM MISMA7CHES FOR VAFIOUS ALPHA VALUES I "' I ' ...
• I - ~-~- r. ,. i:' 
..! : L .•. , .. • .1. !------------------------------------------------~----------------------I ,. 1\10 • ~ ~ 1.4 I T' I 1 .1 1 • 0 I I I l. 2 1.3 I 1.5 
! -.-..-----.f.-----+------------T---------..-.--T----..... ---------i .... -----.--~.-.-----+.-..----------~--.---.-._.-i------ ·.-.---~--- I 
T I - I o r':"q:::-+oo ,. 0.114:-+01 I 0.143E·+ol I 0.184E+Ol I 0.244E+Ol I o.e.OOE+Ol r ·-.. • '1 .:;... ......  ·" • 
.,. 1 T Q ,. a ;:. OP~+oo ,. ,.4CAf.:+00 ., 0.701F+OO ,.. O • .j24E+Ol I 0.110E+02 ! 0.459E.+02 I ... . . . ..... . . ....... · . .,,.. . ' - .a 
" ... I v . o.J • J.o T o.o T o.o T o.o I o.o I I l ... .. ~ • J. 
4!" ·-----·· ..... ·-~------r------·-----..;.-----------~--'"'f-------------+~----..._.-------r---------~----+~-----------I 
T ~ 0 T J.12'5~+00 ,. 0 • ~- ;_: t.i. r. + 0 0 "'!' 0.920E'+OO I 0.106E+04 I 0.158E +03 I Oe511E+02 I ..L 
-
.. .....,,,,, .,.,. .. - 4 4 
• "" T Q T o.~01 :=: +00 T 0. 3 5 7E + 00 I 0. 7 .j6f+OO I 0.149E+04 I 0.931E+02 T 0.671E+02 T .... ..L ·- ~ .. .. 
r I v ! o.o T o.o ! o.o I o.o T o.o I o.o r 
-
• r~------~-----+----~~-----~-----------+~-----~---~~-----------~------~---~~--~~~-~~--~I ~ • • .J. - • T * 
: ! p I O .ll?~ +J .~ • 0.178~+01 I 0.907E+Ol I o.157E+03 I o.916E+02 I 
! 3 ! 0 ! J.185S +03 ! 0.301~+01 I 0.316F+02 I o.21~E+03 I o.574E+02 I 




















0.157 ~ +02 ~ 
~ ?~O~+O? T v•~ - -. ~ -
o.o r 
0. 3 4. 4~+ 00 
0. 54 8~ +DJ 
o.o 
! 0.119E+Ol 





0.242 ~ +02 I 
0 • . 325E+02 I 
O.O I 







I I o ! J.216~+0! ! 0.44gF+02 I 0.141 E+Ol ! 0.438F+Ol ! 0.138E+05 I 0.302E+03 I 
I ~ I Q r o .~65~+01 T 0.35~~+02 I 0.357E +Ol I o.459E+Ol I 0.264E+05 I 0.580E+03 I 
T ! V ! O.O : o.o I O.O I O.O ! O.O I o.o I 
!-------~-----+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------f-----------I I r 0 ! 0.260~+00 r o.3~2E +o2 I o .425E+o2 r o.1a1E+04 1 o.469~+~6 I o.2osE+04 I 
I 6 I Q r 0.4a~~+oo ~ 0. 52 3F+02 I o.579E+02 I 0.206E+04 I 0.891 E +06 I o.763E+04 I 
I I V T O.O I o.o ! o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o I 
!-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------! 
or T D ,. 'J. A 6 2 ·'.~ + 0 ·O .,. ./, .I. ' 
T ..,, r Q I J 8~£~r.".'+ ·Ot'1 ! .j, . ,_ . . 
'!' I v T uaO "\" .. . ... 
o. 424c + 05 • ~ • C::, 8 7 ~ + 0 ? J. 
.., '·~·· -
0. l 9 lE + 06 I Q.342F+02 







.~ 1r6· ~ ~' T 0 3· 39r 07 I · t::. ._+J t .. ... ,, . 
J~240E+07 I 0.646~+07 I 





I r ~ ! J.3;g:+02 T o.763F+04 r o.317F+04 I a.546 E+06 I o.631 ~+06 I o.2asE+04 r 
! ~ I a ! 0.750~+0~ T 0 .33 0~ +05 I 0.7Q7 E+04 I 0.993E+06 ! o.120E+07 I o.e49F+04 I 
! I V ! o.o ! J . J I o.o I o.o : o.o I O.O ! 
I-------4-----~----~------~----~--~---7-----~~~-~~+~-----~--~~~~---.~~-~--~+-~~~~-~----I 
! I 0 ! o.557~ +01 1 0.124~+04 ! 0 .207F + 04 I 0.196E+06 I o.101 E +0 6 I 0.466~+03 I 
T ) I Q I 0.106~+0 2 ! 0.512=+04 I ~ .424 E +04 I J.330f+06 ! 0.1 9 1 E +06 I 0.!36F+04 I 
I I v ! o.o T o.o I o.o I o.o I o.o ! 0.0 I 
I --·---- --?------- .--.-..;..-----------..%..-------·---+------------+- ------- ........ ----7--------· .... ----- ...... -i- -----------...... -I 
! I ~ ! 0 • 7 6 .2 ·=: + 0 0 ~ 0 • . 3 2 t.:,. ~ + u 3 I 0 • .3 6 5 F + 0 3 ! 0 • 2 2 l E + 0 7 l 0 • 1 7 3 E + 0 5 ! 0 • 7 0 3 E + 0 2 I 
I 10 I Q ! 0.137F +Ol ! Q.1 6 1?+04 I 0. 7 77F+03 I 0.555F+07 I Oe330E +05 I 0.209E+03 I 
T I V ! O.O 1 O. O I O.O I O.O I OeO I O. O I 
!-------~-----~-----------~---- -------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 
::: * :<+. - ~ t< 'L Y ;l. r. 1 i~ - w ~., ! c= n F ~ H E~' L " c . T . . • ~ ............ .. ~ -· f --1 ,,_ -- • ·... .. "fJ. ...... :TE ~ATIG~ WAS PE~FORMEC 
N 
-\..D 
Tt,F 1 F 1':6 ·( crt-. i ""r"T~ l U ?- · r-, ) 
. .. -'-' - ~ • . .. - • - - ..J 
- ---- ..... - ·-------- ..... - - -------------- -- ......_ _ ...... --- _,...._.. ____ ..... _ _._ -----...-~-_ ..... --------- ·--------___ .._. ~ --- - - --- - - --·- .-. 
I ~ f'. . '4X!MU~ MISMATCHES FOR VARIOUS A.LPHA VALUES I ! 
r 
T 
:. - "F f.' • T ~ .. 1 .. ~ ... T-------~--~--_._--~~~--~--~-~----~-~----~-----~~--------~----~-~----~--1 
-
N -... ~-. .J • T ... 'T l • 6 l 1. 7 l 1. 8 I 1.9 I 2.0 I 2 .1 I 
"!' -----------+--.... ---T-------- ·- ·--~-----.-.-. .... ..-...---f._.------...... --._.,-~--.~~--.-.~--.-7-------.-.--.._.-.----f----~-------I 
I I D ! J.116~ ~03 ! 0 .127~+03 I 0.194~+02 ! 0.874 E+01 l O.SAOE+Ol I 0.387E+01 I 
! 1 ! Q T 0.602F+03 ! 0 .630F+03 ! 0.933F+02 I 0.414E+02 I 0.253E+02 I 0.180E+02 I 
! I V I O.O ~ O.O I O.O I O.O I O.O ! o.o ! 
:-------~---~-~-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 
r : ~ ! o.113r +o2 T o.21 €E +02 I 0.380E+Ol I 
• ? ! Q ! 0.912~ + 0 2 ~ o.~79r+o2 I 0.143F+O~ I 
T I V T ,., -"' T 0 0 r 0 0 T 








o •. 379E+Ol 






























'"" "' 6 .:: ~ + ·"\ ·7 v • c:. ., ..; ;,. u - · 
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T--.... --~ ..... .:..--~ ·--..1. ___ ...__ . ._ .. _____ .%., ______________ ~...Z.----~-------- ..... i ________ .,._.__, ______ • _____ ~-~----...1.----41191>~--~._---I 
- • T - •. T _. T 
• 1' 
! i 
T :~ T 
~ 















0. 3 o s~- 03 
0 • c= .~ ..,~ - 0 3 ~ ._.I - ·~ ... 
·). 0 
! 0 .568:::-0 .3 ! 
I o .1 :01E-02 ! 
I o.o I 
0.767E-Ol 











... T ... - " T T .. 
T T .:) T I'\ 1 , F ·= + 0 0 T 0 7 f: 1 ~- - 0 2 r 0 4 4 2 C' - "'~ T ,, 1 0 7 .f: - 0 1 I O' - 0 n = - 0 ~ .,. 
... - . .J ·• •. . . .._ • - ···- .• • -- t;:_, -.J - ... v • - .;_ • e:.. .... - ....J .. 
I ~ I a ! 0.20 .3~+00 ! 0 .133!:.-01 I o.784E-03 ! 0.180E-Ol I 0.402E-03 I 
! I V ! O.O ! ).0 ! o.o I O.O I O.O I 
0 .151r+04 I 
0.23cE+04 I 
J. O I 
T --------~- ....... ---~ _......_ __ ._ ---____ ...z.._.,_, ________ ----~---- _..._ ------~ _____ ..._. ~---...-~-+----__ .._ ____ .1. ___ - --------I 
L ~ ·• - 'T • ... 
! ! D r 0 • 1 .. ~ c:: :-:- - 0 1 • 0 • 1 0 o:=· - 0 ? T n ·• 0 e;1:. r::- - {' \ ~ T 0 • 1· c. 5 C' - 0 2 T 
- ' " ~ ..,,. .... ... "' - - - ~ ,,,,, \.,. ,.. ; \,, ~ ~,.,, ..,, . . ·- .. 
! 10 ! Q ! 0.25A~-Ol T 0.18 7S-02 I 0.166E-02 ! 0.254E-02 I 
~ ! V : o.o ! o.o ! O.J I o.o ! 
0.255~-03 I 
0 .a. 87E-03 ! 
o.o I 
0.4?0E+03 I 
0 .597E+03 I 
o.o I 
.,, ._ ..... __ ---...%.-·--·- _i _____ ---~--..?.----- -- ~ ..... - -·~--.----~-----....:!...- ____ ._------.-..~..-.------- _____ i. _______ ,,_, ....... ~-..-.---- I 
- • ... ... T - T 
:a.* ;to - nNLY ·J ~'~-~ ~ LF ~F TH F LAcT 




- 1: ,...... ~·· ..-7 ( ~ f-1.. :.= L ~ ~--= . C 'Jt·~: ! N UE. !:' ,) 
---------·--- ·-----------._-....... ~-------- ·------.-.-·- ..... -..-..-.------.... --..-.--------.--------------------·.._., _______ _ 
• ~ 
' . 
M~xrM. UM ~T~MA--H~~ F .o: ~. .  _ .. 1 !•I .,  l i (._. • ·- , ~ " VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I I 







... 1 • ;) • 
-


























o. 5 .40~ + 01 
o.o 










o.t 6 9 E: +02 I 
0.147E +02 ! 
o.o I 
0 ~. 04'=+0? I 
• ._. ... #< -· '--
O. l 69E+02 ! 
O.O I 
















., l~n-+01 J• J ~ 7 . 
0 ~~ A-+JA .o~~~ ~ 
~.o 
T 0.228c+Ol 
I 0. 2 ti. 6~ + 0 1 
T 0 ·"'\ 






0.25S E +Ol 
0 .4 69E+ 01 
o.o 
T 0 ~-:11'.c:; l'Z+ ·O: l 
.. • """ ·-...,,! ....... ·' -
! 0 • 383E+Ol 
I o.o 
- 0 4~2c~n1 ~ •  ~ T~ 
I 0.299E+Ol 






0 • 4 3 SE:+ 0 1 I 
o.o ! 
T-------~----·-i-----------~-----------i ___________ i ___________ ~ ___________ i ___________ I 
























0 1 ~~ :::· ..Lo . , e "- .....J ~- T . • 
0 ·• R ~ . .., "::: + 0 0 













f"\ ,- 1 6 t::' I'\ 0 





















T r o : J.131~+~~ r 0.216~+04 r o.701E+oo r o.354e-02 I c .t47E~oo t o.214E+03 I 
! ~ r a r o.a10~+03 r o.151F+04 ! o.368F+oo I o.68lE-02 : o.116E+oo r o.1soE+03 I 





















·:O 1 u~ -= +o~ •· :.....J - .... · _,· 






0. 3 0 9F. + 03 






0 .428~- iQ1 
























T-------~-----i-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------i-----------~-----------1 ... -, . .._ .. r T T .. 
T T D T ~.,9 ~ 1~+0? T o.43· 2c+o2 T 0.4~0~- 10~ I 0. 7 ?lt-- ·03 T ~ .1 1 ~F-~? ' 
.. - v - ....,,,,, . ·- 'W ·- .... . . ... . ._,. ~!""" .,,,,._, "'""" ""-" · - .... .... ... .J ·~ - v - ....  
! s I ~ T 0.15?~+02 ! o.311F+o2 r o.ao~E-03 I o.sssE-03 t o.203E-02 r 









,. • 0 "" J 3 l ""' ,..... + I"\ 1 ,. ·"" · - c: PC" + 0 1 "" ·i ,::. ~ '"' r .: n ~ " O -· 4 O ·E· O 2 """ O ~ 1 9 E· O ~ T 0 1 0 c:: E + 0 O I ~ i :. : • ~ """' ~~~ -J ;._ !J • .:) .. __,.; .. .- L . : ! ~- • • . .) :·~ ':J ~· - ~ .. ., • • _.) . .._ '4 • _..,,, ... . .,. - ...._, .• • • ;...,,; -
• 7 T Q ! 0.223~ +01 ! o.~43~+01 ! o.114E-02 I o.596E-02 ! o.53a~-03 I 0.632F+OO I 
I ! v ; o.o ! o.o r o.o ! ~.o ! o.o I o.o I 
·.~ ----·--~~-----i------~~--~~-~---~~-~--~--~------~~i----~~~~~--1~~~-~~~~~~~+-~---~~--~~1 
., .... T . .. 'T' T • 
~ l o ! 0.212~ +00 ~ o.~79F+OO ~ 0.319F-03 ! 0.591 E-03 ! Oe661 E-02 ! 
; ~ : Q : 0.!36F+OO I 0 .457f+OO I o.578 ~-03 I 0.106E-02 I o.tlSE-01 I 
I ! V I ~.O ! O.O ! O.O I O.O I O.O ! 
0.224E-02 I 
0.330E-02 I 




















·0. ~. 7 p. ;:::._ 0 ~ v . ..,,,,.... ._ ... 







0 I a· r-, .~~- 0? • ,,..,..... . t:;.' t: ·- :. --

















































I .~.?:::;.Q~.-r3 " . ..; ' t;_ .J ._, .. ·~ 





o .• 2 1 3[ - J3 
{"\ • 3 ? ~r:- - 0 3 














~ -;c:::c;.;.::_o-;; J•- ...... .r ...... ._ 

















T -------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------1 ___________ 1 ___________ L-----------l .. .. . ., ... r -r ·• 




..,.A=L~ G7 ( Cr'"1 "- : T'T~1u ~~- ,_..) 
. .. ... 1'"'t ... . " - ,_, 
---.-.----------..-..------·-._.·-~ .... ._..._. ___ ..... _____ ..,_.,.-.....,,._._.,__.,_...__.__._....... __ ._.._._ _______________ ..,... _____ ............. - .... .._.- ..... _____ .,.... __ ~----------
! • i .,. MAXIMUM MISMATCHES F~R VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
• r~~ c- I ~ l .. . 
, _______________________________________________________________________ , 
• • -
T t\: ""' . } . T T • , I=.. . .. ._.; T • 1. 7 1. 8 I T ... 
,. 
-
1.g I 2.0 I 2.1 
T-------~-----~-----------i-----------L-----------~-----------1 ___________ 1 ___________ 1 a. .. ... ~.. T ... T T 
I I p ! ~.653E+02 ! o.542~+02 I 0.362E+02 I o.~20E+02 I 
! 1 I 0 ! 0.194~+02 ! o.233E+02 ! 0.314E+02 I o.537E+02 I 







!-------~-----+------ -----~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------! T I p r 0.2?0F+O~ r O.L5f~+02 ! 0.417F+02 ! 0.809E+02 ! 0.195~+07 I o.182E+02 I 
! 2 ! Q ! 0.382?+02 ! J.112E+02 I 0.137 E +02 I 0.277E+02 ! Oe799E•06 I J.771E+02 I 
I ! V ! O.O I O.O I O.O I O.O I o.o I O.O I 
! ·-.-..·--· .... -·-~·---- --?------- ....... ------·-+---- _ . .._._......_..~- ............ --+ ...... .-. __ ._.._. .......... .._-~+------------------+ ...... -~ ...... ------ ..... ----- ..... .-.f.-. .--... ----~---~-- I 
I 7 0 ! 0.131 ~ +03 r o.~7~~+03 ! 0.17lf+02 I ~.147E+02 ! 0.31SE+06 ! 0.118F+02 I 
: 3 I Q ! 0.303~+02 ! o.173c~o3 I o.703E•Ol I o.774E+01 I 0.130E+06 I 0.161E+02 I 
I I V I O.C ! o.o I O.O ! o.o I O.O I o.o I 
T-------~-----~-----------~-----------i ___________ i ___________ i ___________ ~-----------I 
- ----:£ .• -~· T 6 6 • 
'!' t p 4!' o.51? ·~+0? ~ 0.427':.+04 r 0.107E+02 T O.t:~ 44E+Ol I .... • ' • 0 50 -c o- I 0 ~5·6~ 02 I • ... a ,,_ + :::> . • :::) .. ,_ + ' 
'!" l~ T Q r ·') 12r.::r.:'.'.'+Q? ! . • ... . ~ ·--- ,__ 
'I' 
.i I v T o.o 
T 
... 0.121~+04 ! o.2c6E+o1 
I o.o I o.o 




0.207E +O~ I o.e77E+02 I 
o.o I O.O I 
r - - - - ~ - - . .1. .... - - ~ -...:;. - - - --- ·-~ - - --- .1- - - -- ......_ ........ . ._._ - ~- ------- --- _._. -- ...-...+- - - - - - ---.-... -- .i.. ---~ ....,_ --- ,_, ~ ~ ~ --- f - - --- - - - - - .--.--- -- I 
· - T ·- ·• - - • 
T I p I o.761 ~+02 r 0.7coe+o3 I 0.109F+Ol I o.l69E+01 I 0.993E+04 I 
I ~ I Q ! J.l87~+C2 T 0.2AOF+03 I 0.6S6F+OO I 0.274E·+Ol I 0.384E+04 I 
I I V ! DeO t O.O ! O.O I o.o I O.O I 
0.271 E +03 I 
0.602E+03 I 
o.o ! 
·-------~-----L-----------i-----------~-----------i-----------i-----------t-----------I - ,. .. • .. T ---X-,. T p ,. 0 • ? 3 0 ':- + 0 3· • ... ... 
T 5 T 0 T 0.~~~~+02 ... ~ ._ .... - .,,,,,,, .. · 
T .,. v T o.o ..;. •. 
T 
.!. 0. 1 c:: c::::; + ~4 ':J ~ ...J . 'w 
,. 0. 411~ + 04 .. 
r a.o •. 
T 0.437F+OO 





0.229~+02 I 0.167~+04 I 0.105E+05 I 
0.269E+02 I 0.614E+03 I 0.244E+O~ I 
o.o I o.o I o.o I 
T-------i-----i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------L-----------L-----------1 • ·• ., ,... .a.. -.. T T 
r I o -I J.ASA~+o2 r 0.313~ +03 ! o.227E+oo 1 
~ 7 ! Q I o.1242+02 ! o.543E +03 I 0.396E+OO I 







0 e lSOF.+04 I 
0 • 4 1 6 E. ·+ 0 4 I 
o.o I 
r~-----~~----~+----~------~------~~---T~~~~-~~~-~~~-~~-~~-~-~-T-~----~---~+~~~~~--~---I 
! r ~ I 0.8A0~+01 t 0.750~ +~4 ! 0.473E-02 ! 0.586F+02 I o.243E+05 I o.301E+03 ! 
I 8 ! O I 0.247~+01 ~ 0.125~+05 I O.lOlE-01 I 0.215E+03 I 0.754E+04 I 0.695E+03 I 
! ! V T O.O ~ O.O I O.O I o.o I O.O I O.O I 















'"' c;l~;=+ f~i'. "' J • ... ...,, ._ ... .... w \,.> ... 
J.750~+00 T 
,.o ! 








0. 744E-03 I 
o.o I 
0 .1 J4E+ 1J2 I 
J.501E"+02 I 
O.O I 







r I ~ r o.11e~+o1 T J.779~+07 I o.437 E-03 I o.347E+o1 1 o.630~+03 I o.252E+04 1 
r 10 I 0 ! 0.520~+01 r J.!29F+08 l o.soo~-03 I 0.952E+Ol I o.1g3E +03 I o.643E+04 I 
• r V ! O.O T O.O ! o., I o.o I o.o ! O.O I 
!-------i-----~-----------~-----~----i ___________ i ___________ i ___________ 1 ___________ I 
... .... • • • --X- r T 




- A O .i !'.".': r ..... • 
·-·"' i.....;_ ......... : '-' ~ • MAX.MUAA p~~ UNI~ W'~~ATrw=~ 4-~~ p ~ACH IT~~ 4 Tln~~ ~,q ~HF I==- 1 1 a-~u~ c·y~T~AJ . • . . •~t .... . , i'!' . ,.. .. . . i _ rt:.. __ , . r . ._ ....  . .. . t:.. , ,.,.. . ._: • ~ 1 - · r . . _ ._._ _ t: .i. .  _ _. . _, - ~ ·1 




.;. MAXIMUM MISMATCHES FOR VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
T 
Jo 
r - i;. · o . \. . .. . ! ~ ! - ·- ---·---- --....... --- - ..... - - - -~ - ---. _ .. _ ..-.-..-.- .._.._. _..._, ...... - --- -- -- - ·---- --...._,.._. ______ .._ ___ --------·---- ~- - - ._. _._. - - - - - ._._ I 
I NO• I I -? /'\ '- • -J ,. ... -1 .9 T 
-
-1.8 l -1. 7 I -1. 6 I -1 .• 5 I 
!-------~-----+-----------+-----------+----~-----~-----------~-----------~---------- -! 
T r o r J.370~+0? ! o.734~+02 I o.4S5F+o2 I o.215F+02 1 o.127E+o2 I o.1osE+O? I 
! 1 I Q ! 0.934=+03 ! 0.173E+02 I o.t44E+03 I 0.199E+02 t o.881E+Ol I o.575E+01 I 
I I V ! J.4652+02 I 0.?69E+02 I 0.142E+02 I 0.337E+01 ! 0.314E+Ol I J.380E+Ol I 
T - ·- - ·----- -·t--~.-.. -+--------..-.-------~·---..._..__.. _____ ..... --.-+.-..~-------~-.- - -------~..-..--~....-.. ·----~--.-.---i ~---~ .... ._.~.-..------~T--------._.--~-- I 
T I c r 0.271~+05 ! o.~77~+02 r o.ta3E+o4 r o.424E+o2 I o.s902+01 r 
I 2 I Q ! 0.172~+05 I Q .156~+02 I o.245F+04 I 0.917~+01 I o.377E+Ol I 







! - ·- ·- - ---- . ._ ·f ·- ·- - -- - .4L. - - _.._ .. _ - - .-. .... .-.. ·-T-- - .-. - ..._. ·----- ._.. ..-., ....... - -T ...... ....,. __ .... ._ ---~ .. - ._,_ ·f ---~ ._. .-.. ...... .---- ......... - ·-i ....... - ._. - ~------- .._ ---+ -- .... --- - --- --- - ----- I 
I • '::> T o.1os~+c7 .. o c:c:1r.:-+o? T 0.18:5E+05 I 0.2.84E+02 I 0 .448F+0.3 ! 0.419E+02 I • 1 • . ._,· "..-" .. ·,.:r- ~ . .. ~ ~ Q I ,~ S""t=+oc:. T 0. l 54F+ 02 I 0.45.9F+04 I Oe215E+02 I 0.325E+02 I 0.109E+O? I L .i. J • ' j C.. . . ·-- ,;. 
T I v T J , &'. c;-=+ Oc 'T o.386~+02 T 0. 590E+ 04 I 0.220E+01 I 0.936E+02 I 0.168E+02 T ... .. .... . ::; '• . ., .t. • 
I-------~-----~-----------~-----~----~-----------f-----------~-----------~-----------I 
I I 0 ! 0.136 ~ +10 ~ o .151E+03 I 0.349F+06 I 0.284E+02 r 0.690E+03 I o.322E+02 I 
! 4 I Q I o.12e ·~+10 I 0.169E+O? I 0.632E+05 I 0.721E+02 ! 0.492E+02 I o.894E+01 I 
! I v ! 0.780E +O~ ! o.866~+02 I o.814f+05 I O.l68E+02 I o.963E+02 I o.l38E+02 I 
T-------~-----1-----------i-----~----~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------I .~.. ... .. T T • .. • 
! I o ! 0.164~+10 T 0.174E +03 ! 0.271 E +06 I 0.344E+0? I 0.878E+03 I 
T ,_ 1' a '!' : l 1 i;;::.-=_c: +1 4"'>, r o ...... o~r=+o2 r O· Aao· ~+o- I "' 44· 7r=+o? 1 o - 1 ··:..zr.:-+02 I 
. .I. :'.) ... - ·'oY • · • .J _, • ~ \.i • • c --~ -- - . • ·-· ;:, ..,, • ,__ - • c ..J '--




!-------~-----+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------! ! ! p ! 0.215~+12 I o .2ogE+03 I o.929E·+13 I 0.654E+04 ! 0.888E+03 I o.595E+02 I 
! ~ ! Q ! J.159~+!2 ! 0.255F+02 I 0.685F +12 I 0.149E+04 I 0.606~+02 I 0.141E+02 I 
I I V ! 0.885~+11 ! J.106E+03 I 0.208E+13 I 0.263E+04 I 0.113E+03 I 0.217E+02 I 
!-------~-----+-----------+-----------~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------! ! I 0 r J.447~ +12 I 0.204F +03 I J.569F+11 I o.173E+05 I 0.852E+03 I o.900F+02 I 
T 7 I Q I 0.331 ~ +12 I Oe249F+02 I Oe494E+10 I Oe395E+04 ! Oa569E+02 I Oel98E+02 I 
! I v I 0.184E+!2 ! 0.994E+02 I o.t50E+11 ! o.698E+04 I 0.176E+03 ! 0.304E+O? I 
T-------~-----i-----------~-----~----~-----------L-----------J-----------~-----------1 • • -X:- \., .. T 7, • 
• .. - .. .) - ,... 1 ,... . 1 1 .,. 0 ? ..... ,c;. ,... + 0 3 T 0 1 ·~ "':( ~ + l 1 I 0 "i 4· 1 F + 0 5- T 0 6 5 ..... ·- ..L. 0 ~ T 
.:. .l :.,... ~ \ . • L ::~ .. + .. 1 • ._ ::. c: r.~ ' • '. • w ,_, .:... lo • ' • '4- ' • .,,.:. "' ... . ' • 0 t :. T ...; • 
I 8 I a I 0.195~+11 y 0.312E+02 ! 0.979~+09 I 0.251E+04 I o.E59E+02 I 
: I v I 0.103F +11 r 0.120F+03 ! o.297E+10 I 0.291E+05 I o.t50E•03 I 
0.781E+02 t 
0 .177E-+02 I 
0.27.3£+02 1 
!-------+-----+-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------! 
... • 0 r 0 .203 ::=- +15 T 0. 2? cE+ 03 • O.l .J9E+ll T o.c·l 7f+07 I 0.879E+03 I OelOOE+03 I J. _.. ) .. ~ .. 
"' T ') I 0 I 0.150E+l~. T o. 27 OE + 02 I D .806E+ ,)9 l 0.2:79E+06 I 0.561E+02 I 0.218E+02 I ~· 
'T' T v ! 0.834~+14 • 0. 103f'. + 03 T Q.245E+10 I 0.402E+07 I 0.205E+03 I 0 • 337E"t-02 I I •· ~ .. .. 
!-------~-----~-----------+-----~----+-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------! 
T ... p T :J. ~ 2 J~ ... , =, ,. o. 34'-4t + o ~  ! J.498F"+ll ! 0.822E+05 I 0.932~+03 T 0.927E+02 I J. • . '-' . t, , · Q,,.,,,, .. 
• 10 " Q ! o .23e ~ +1::: T 0 ":(0A~+02 I 0.368E+10 I 0 .372E+04 I 0.582E+02 ! 0.204E+O~ I ' ... • . -- ·• -· 
.,. r v T 0 .131~+15 T 0. 15OE+03 T OelllE+ll I :) • o36E+05 I 0 .1 76E+0.3 I 0.316E.=+02 T ~ • . .. ~ 
-
.. 
• - - -- - - _..;.,_._ ·- - _ i.. ______ - - - -------+--- ....... --- --- --~ ..,i..,_ - --------- ---- - --+ --~ ---- ..... --- ..... __.. - ~ --- - ._.----- ·-~ .... - --+ ._.._. ..- - ._. -- .... --- .._. --·- I 
- • T ~ • - • • 




~~Rt t:.. r:.::i ( C.-,1" ' 'If'-·U,i;;-.. ,_ ) 
. - .... ~. " -J ..... , ,.,. • . .• !..-
~ - - - ~-------- - ·---- ·- --- _.._. --- ..._.. __ - _,...._. --~--__ ._.._ -- ~-.-...--.-------- ___________ _._._ -·--_... ...... ._. ______ .__. _____ ...... -------------
I I T L ~AXIMUM M!SMA7CHES FOO VA P IGUS ALPHA VALUES . I 




















·"' &:.. ~Q- ·· o· i 
-,,,) • ~· :J ..J :::. + . 
0 c.g ·?"=+O, • . ... . s-.. · .. - • 






o. i e 2~+ o~ t 
0 • 8.<; 7E + 0 1 I 
O.l41P-+02 I 
0.78'3E+03 






0 2 c:7F+03 T . .._. .... ...... . 
0.250E+02 I 
o.319r.+02 ! 









'-------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------i------------f-----------i-----------1 . -. "'· .. ~ ..... T T 
~ I ,_ T 0 D - ~ .- 0 4 . , r ..... " ' ,-..r. + 0 2 T Q · q ~ ,_ F + ~ 3 
.1 ~ : • '# ':".:' .._ : :. .... .:. u • ) c... ~ -.~ - . .~ • - ...... J ~ \,.· 
I 2 I Q ! 0.2 8 1E+0 .3 1 J.772f+Ol I J.149E+03 
T I V T 0 1 ':( q e 0 "' r 0 1 ,..., 3f=" · 0 2 I 0 2 15 - 0 3 




0 • 3 9 4 E. + 0 -4- I 
0.383·!:-+03 I 
0.504!:+0.3 I 
0.597E +-03 I 
0.627E+02 I 




















o. ?32 ~ + )'-'>- ! 
O. c:: ~-;-~ +Q~ T ._... ~ ..; ~ - ._. . 
0.28"e+oc:;. I 
0 .-. 2 a r. + 0 2 I •.C... _. _ .. 
o.c. 73;: +01 ! 
0.108E+02 ! 
0. 6 90F. + 04 
0 • 1 05 f: +QA 



































'"' • 2? _,,(."+QA 
..J - , ~ ·· ~ r .. 
0. 5 36~+02 
0 .18.sF.+02 
" ,...., c ,... c:· ......_ 0 ~ V•~-":1 ·.w~ .....- ~ 
! 0.210E+05 
! 0.320E+04 






0.166 E+04 I 
0.221E+04 I 
o.995 r.: +03 I 
0.110~+03 ! 
0.155E+03 .I 
·0.25·0 F +02 I 
0.153E+02 I 
0.231E+02 ! 
















J. 1 .4 ,g ·?: + 0 .4 






o.::91 t=" +o2 
0 l i::: ·~~ + 0 ..... • ._.. _ _ e:  




0 .156E +04 
0 • 242E+0 . .5 
Oe3A6E+03 
I 0.2 ·01E+05 I 
I a ·.192 E+04 I 
I 0.255E+04 I 
0.350E +-03 I 
0.958E +02 I 





! ! o I ,.13S~+ O~ ! 0. 982E+02 I 0.51A E +04 I Oe221 E +05 I OelOOE+04 I 0.257E+02 I 
I ~ I Q ! 0.85?~+02 l o.310~+02 ! 0.759 E +03 I 0.212F+04 I o.llbE+03 I o.185E+02 I 
I I v ! o.417~+03 ! O.ASeF+02 ! o.1ogE +04 I 0.282E+04 I o.165E+03 I 0.289E+02 I 
~-------1----·-~-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------J-----------~-----------I ~ 4 .. ~ T • -X ... 
! ! 0 ! o.?60r +04 ! 0.8~9~+02 ! c .655 F +04 I 0.186E+05 I o.914 E +O~ I 
! ~ I Q ! o.164~+0~ ! 0.278~+02 I 0.996F+03 I o.t77E+04 I 0.107~+03 I 








:-------~-----~-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------I ! ! ~ : 0 .~51 ~ + 04 r 0.103~+03 r o.t56 E +04 I o.304E+Oo I o .942E+03 I o.256E+02 I 
! ~ I Q I O.A1 6c +o 2 ! o.333F +02 I o. 2 3A E +03 I 0.287 E +04 I o.112E+03 I o.213E+02 I 
I I V I 0.173E +OA ! o.~A0~+02 ! 0.338E+03 ! 0.379E+04 I Oel62E+03 I 0.343E+02 I 
'-------~-----i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------i ___________ i ___________ I l. .. - .. ·. ....  ~ ~
~ T ~ r o ~4~~ +o~ r o 0 8 1 ~+02 I 
"" - • . ':!I .... - ~- .. • -;I' . ..; ... ~ . 
! o I a ! 0.2?3E+02 I 0.323~+C? I 














0.901 E .. 03 I 
0.110~· +03 I 
0.1592'+03 I 
Oe254E+ :O? I 
0 .225~+ 0 2 I 















I 0. ~7~~+0A ...... . "'-" ·~ ~' ' 
0 23 ?~+c~ . ..._ '·- -~ ,. 





0. 1 01:'.'"' + 0 3 





,.,. 1 ... ..,,c=F+ ,\,0 4 
\o.'• - - . .. 
0 .245=·+03 
·"' --::rc:oF"+O_, 





o. 9c8F +05 I 
0.906E+04 I 
Oell9E+05 I 
0 8 ,.,7 .,...  + 0 - I · · ~ ::, ~ 
0 11 1=+0-:c. I . .. '"- ......,,. 
0.162~+03 ! 
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! • ;. MAX!MUM MIS~ATCHES FOR VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES T 
·• 
• ,,. T"!'- '=.:- c. L ~ ... . ... !-~-~-----~--------~------~----------~~-~--~---~-~----~------~----------! ~"": 
I N ·'J • .. .t ! "'\ ' ·3 -v. ' ! - r~ -\.} • f I -o.c I -o.s I -0.4 I -0 • . 3 I 




















·J l Q Q ::- + ·"' 3 . r . . ..,. - •.. ~ ..
:J •A? 0': + 0 2 I 
""' .-. -~-+"'2 T 
. ..,,, • 0 ,::') '~ .":. f;J -
0. la 3F + 04 






0.723 E +02 
0.169 e.- +02 




















T--------..i..·-------..:. .......... --.----...---+- - ---------+-------------.....!:...-----~~ . .___.._.._.. . .:1~...-.------...-.-.- ...... .i.-~~--~--.-.--. ..... l 
_. .. • .- ... T • °"' 
T T o ~ ·O l r - ~ c +o· ~ r ~ ~~?~L04 1 O 129~+06 I O 500~+0? I O AQ ·O~+Ol I 
- .I. .. • c c .. _ .... .. ·,,J • - <-I - ·.~ ...- • • . . • • - .,., ·- - • .... i-~ . 
r 2 I Q ! 0.379E+02 ! 0.!8SE+03 I o.742 E +04 I 0.562 E+Ol I 0.177= +0! ! 








T-------~-----~-----------i-----~----i-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------1 • • - .. ~ - ... T 
! ! p 7 0.34 5~ +03 : J.232E+Q4 I 0.251 E +08 I n.281E+04 I o.6 2 1 E +Ol I 0.525E+OO I 
! 3 ! Q I J.913E+~2 : o.561F +03 I 0.143F+07 I o.217~+03 ! o.520F+OO I o.738E-01 I 
r I V ~ 0 • 1 7 3 ~ + {) 3 ~ 0 • 7· <; 8E + 0 .j ! 0 • 6 8 5 E" + 0 7 I 0 • 8 3 5 E + 0 3 I 0 • 8 .3 l E + 0 0 I 0 • 3 3 4 F. - 0 1 I 
I ------~·~-----+-~~~------~~---~-------i---~~----~--•~---~---~~-~-----~--~--~-------~---I .. - ... ...... ... J. ........ 
: I 0 ! o.2;s~+o~ r o . ao 2~ +03 r o.216E+o7 I o.s13 E+05 I 0.617~ +00 r o .l49E-'2 r 
! 4 ! Q : o.e11~+02 J o .138F+04 I 0.123 E +06 I 0.385E+04 I 0.204E +OO ! o .293E-0 3 ! 
I I V ~ 0.154E+03 ! 0 .118E +03 ! 0.5~0E+06 I 0.152 E+05 i Oe912E-01 I 0.267E-04 I 
T-------L-- ---i-----------i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------1 - T ... - .. .. ... T 
I I 0 : 0.323~+03 ! o. 2 1 ~F +04 I 0.206~+06 I o.117E+08 I 
T - I Q - •"\ p,3 -~+,. ....... T 0 ~~2- +04 I I\ 11-Pc:..i..05 T "' 88~1= 1'6 I ~ "".': . L ;_.; e ·- · -~ ·:: 1./- C:. .. • .:) = :r;. V e ' I;: T .6. V • ._. ._ + V 
I I V ! 0 .15~~ + 0~ ! O.A33E +03 ! Oe 562E +05 I 0 .349E+07 ! 
Oel52F -Ol ! 
J.209 ~-02 I 
0.239 ~-03 I 
0 . ~.48E-OA 
0.618E-04 
0 c..c::::4~-o~ 




T-------~-----~-----------~-----------i ___________ i ___________ ~ ___________ i ___________ I 
- • • .. ~ .... "'""l: ...... 
: I ~ I o.~J0?+03 ! J . 623~ + 05 : 0.229 F· +o~ I 0.114 E+07 I 0.196~-0 3 I •** I 
T :~ T ri ~ 0 ;;._~ !J.~ +C? T 0 ~;"c::c::+o ...... T "'\ 131~+0· /.!. r 0 c .c:4 ~ +oc: I " 312~-o· 3 T ! 
.• - . .)/ • • _, . ...; 'T . . . • _,, . ,.., - -· 0 l. .J • - - • • c - . ·- ~ u • ,_, ... 
r T v ,. o 1 ..... - !'- ...... o ~ T o 1 .., 1 ~ + o /;,. 1 ·o r- ,... ~ = + o -· T o ·..1 3 ~ c ...... o 6 r o ,... . --A ,_ o 6 r r 
.. ... A. • -~ L -: . T .::a . .:. t • ; .. : . • .. ~ • ....... ~ J ~ •• q. J. • ..,,J - ~-.. "T - • ~ 0 ~ c. - .,; 
r-------i-----~-----------~-----------~-----------L-----------~-----------~-----------I - ~ . .. - ~ . . 
I I D • 0. 3J2~+0 ~ T o.~l9E +06 T J.3 35~+04 I O.l~3E +06 I 0.410E-04 r 
: ~ I a ! o.ae;~+o2 T J .12 9F + 06 1 o.1a6e +o3 I 0.101 ~+05 ! o.411 E-04 r 




• ~----~·--~-----+-----------~-~-------~-~-----~-----~-----------~------~---~~-~---~-----! - 6. .. • • --. .. 4. 
: I p ! o. ~~ 7~+03 ! o . ~6 1 ~ + 06 ! o.~7A E +03 I 0. 260E +05 I •** I 
! Q ·T a ~ o ..... ("\, :-7 +0,.. "r\ ~ ""2 ,.., -: +o,.. Io 4c7~· 02 r o 19'r=+o"' I T ~ ·- J. • • · . ..J "" . -. C. J. 6> e ',. - · L ·-- t:'· e ~ 'I.~-+ • e "-- ·- "+ • 






• I ~ ! o. 20E = +o 3 r 0.267~+07 I 0.8E6 F +03 I o.e54f+04 I I I 
! ~· I 0 I 0 • '~ 2 3 :=. + 0 2 ! C • 2 4 CE' + 0 7 I 0 • 4 5 2 E + 0 2 I 0 • €: 3 1 E + 0 3 I I I 
! I v T 0.17~ ~ +0~ T 0.107~+06 I J .226 F + 03 I 0.2E1 E+04 I I ! 
t -------i-----~-----------i-----------i-----------4-----------·f-----------i-----------I .. .... - . - ~ 
T • 0 T n . ?c~~+ o ~ r n . ~77~+ 0· 7 I ~ . ~6oc· +nA T 
- • .... ..., -- -· - · · ·- .... ....... .. ... . ~~. .. . !._,,1 ~ ..,, ,_,, ~ ---. 
T 1 '"' ~· Q -r '~. c '~ ~ 'l\ r:: + r, 2 • n -: -::: re + 0.., " 0 1 o Ci c_· + 0;;:; 'r 
- -~ •..J ... " _, • - • ) .,,, ... , s. "" • ·.- ...... : : .. '. .l . • . 0 .7 c; . .._, ... 
~ ! v l 0.1 77~ +0 .? r C.3 17E +06 ! o.976 £ +05 I 
0. 23 4 S +0 6 
0 .172 E+05 












·-------i----- ~-----------i-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------t-----------I .. -r ... .l .. .. ... 
_..... .......... -... 
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-------~--------..-..----------------.-.-------------------------.,_,.._.~---- ....... -.-.---------.-............. _.-, .... _,_, _____ __ 
... ... 
j. -. MAXIMUM MISMATCHFS FOR VARIOUS ALDHA VALUES ! 
.,. 
.1 
I .... ...... ,,. ........ 
= ~--r · ! ""' -~ ! ------------.-~---------------..-.---..-.------------.-----------------------------I 
T ~ ~J. ! I - i) • ;: T .. -0 .1 I o. 0 I 0. 1 I O.? I 0.3 I 
















0.764 t: +O! 
o.c.s2r,::+01 
o.1ocr.+01 
! 0 . 6 3 BE' + 0 l I 
T 0 • .3 8 9F + 0 l I 




0.465E+Ol I 0.410E+Ol I 
0.289E+Ol I 0.244E+01 I 
0.425E+OO I 0.324E+OO I 
0 • .382E+Ol I 
0.200E+Ol I 
0.242E. +OO ! 
T--------f-----i-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------~-----------~-----------1 4 • .. .. 4 T • 
! ! = I o.6~3~ +00 I 0.410F+OO ! c.274F+OO ! 0.186f+OO I 0.127E+OO I 
! 2 I Q ! o.~04~ +00 ~ o.222E+OO ! 0.128~+00 I o.756E-Ol I o.452E-01 I 
! ! v ! 0.252 ~+00 I o.112E+OO I o.553E-01 I o.290E-01 ! 0.156~-01 I 
Oe868E-Ol I 
0 .269E-Ol I 
0.834E-02 I 
!-------~-----~--~--------+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------! 
T T 0 T . .4 ~ 
! ..; T 0 T 
-
J. 
I I v ! 
o. f:, 39 r:" - 0 ,_ T 0 033~ ·-0 ' ' ... • ..·· ,._ c..
0.975~-02 .,. o. 144E- Q? ~ (\ 2 - 6 ·- 0 ,.-. ~ · - . 
"" • ·- -· ·. t::.. 




I 0.278E-03 I 0.634E-04 I 
I 0.339F-03 I 0.157E-03 I 
l 0.572F-05 I 0.954E-06 ! 
o • ..,62E-04 I 
0.674t--04 ! 
0.954E-06 I 
! -----~~i~----+~-~-·----~~-~---~~-~-~-~--~----~---i-~--~~--~--~------~----~~~~-~-~--~-I .T • .. .~ ~ • • 
I ., J=' 1 0.?~2 F:-04 I 0 .4 0 1E-04 I 0 . 4 87E-04 I 0.12"" 2-03 I 0.257E·-04 ! I J. ... 
. 4 ~ Q T 0. !:> 3 9S::- 04 ... D ~h0 .. '4 -04 I 0.955 ~-04 ,. 0. 2l5- 5E-03 T Oa618E-04 I T ! • .. l ~ ... •  ..... r.. . ... • J. T T v ! 0.954'='.-06 T 0.191E-05 I :'). 9 54 E-06 I 0 '"'~aE-06 I 0. 954~ ·-06 T I 
-
• ... 
.~.._ , _ 
• 
I---·----T--------~--------- .... -+-------~-~--+-·--------....---------+-------.---------r--.-...-----------+---------....--1 
T r p T 
... 4 . 
~ c:: T Q r 1. . .., .. 
-
T 
.. I v I 
T 
*** 
I ** ;;c I T I I 
-T I I 
-
0.552 E-04 I 
o.74ai::-o4 T .. 
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'\" I ... i MAXIMUM MISMATCHES FOR VARIOUS ALPHA VALUES I 
T T ._;::::- ~ '!' 
* 
... .... ·-· . · . .. !-----------------------------------------------------------------------! 
'f' NG• T J. 
-
-l () . 4 t .. _J .5 ! :Q. 6 T 
-
o.7 I o.a I 0.9 I 
~ .-.-.....-.- .-. ..... ._.i. __ ...... - -+ ...... __ .._. - ....... - ..... ---- ........ ~----·- ...... -~-----+- ·---------.. ... .L- ·- ·---·- ------~---..-. ----- - -- _ _ _ -1. __ - -------_....._.._._I 
... 'T .. ""'· .. • --X T 
T • ;:;'.) • 0 -:-l C::..,.~+01 ... O. 335E+01 ! 0.316E+Ol I .~.299F+01 I 0.282E +Ol r o.267F+o1 I .. 
-
.. . "-" ,_, ' ...... 
- -T ., r Q T 0 1c:;=~ ... 01 ! 0. l 09E +01 .. 0.596 E+OO I -J .303E'+OQ I Oe489E +OO T o.11ot-+01 I 
'" 
4 • j._ . -.......... ... _, l ... ,. T v .,. Q.172C.-+OO T O. 109E+00 T 0. 585F'-01 ! 0.756E-01 I 0.973E-Ol I 0.133F+OO I .. ... .. .... .... 
T-------~-----~-----------~-----------+-·----------~-----------+-----------~----~------I J ...... ~ .... .. 
T "!" ,....., '!' o.saer::-01 ,.. C} . 33SF-01 ... 0.240E-01 ... o.12sr:-01 I Oe403E-J2 ,. O.lOSE-01 I .L ,_ l .l .L ' • ~ 
-I 2 T Q "' J 1 ;:"'- a~ • 0 . 8 9 l E - 02 I 0.460E-02 ! o.433e -02 I 0.430c -02 I 0 4 ..,9~- 02 T .l. • - :,_; I :-:~ - l ' ... . ( . ~" - .ii. 
.,. T v T 0.420;.:-02 T 0 . 1a2E- 02 I 0.604E-03 'T 0.297E-03 I -o.6542:-03 I 0.990E-0-3 I J. • ... • 
T-------f-----+-----------+-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------J-----------1 
4!" I r"'\ T. 0. 1 13E-03 "' J • l.~. 2 2F - 0 4 ! o .a.33E-04 I 0.481E-04 I Oe617E-04 I 0.428E-04 T .!. ,. ,..,,. _. .. 
.. 3 • Q r 0.2S2E-C3 T Oell6F-03 "' 0. 81 OE-04 T o.a45E-04 I 0.542 E-04 I 0 .276E-06. I I J. • .... 
-
..• • 
• T v 'T' 0 ~~4E-O~ • '.) • 9 5 AF: - 0 6 T 0.572E-05 I 0.954E-06 T 0 • 954E·-06 T 0.954E:-06 I ' • ~ .. .. .,~ .....,, .... ..,. .....,; .. - .. ~ ! -------~-----+-----------~-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------~-----------! 
I T 0 T ?"' . ., c::; r:::: ;- C A r o. 2 0 OE- 03 T *!Ile* I T ~*»'! I 
*** 
I ' v ...... -- .. ;t:'. - . ... .. , .. .... 
• ~ T Q T 0.261~-04 "" n A 4 Q- 03 T T I T I J y • .. -....;:;: - A. • ... ~ - ... 
I I v I 0 1 7q,- 06 • o. 95A.E-06 r • I I 
' 
. ~-... - . 
.l . -~ .. ·-~- . 
-
... ... 
~ .... - .... - . -----+-- - - _.,.:---- - - - -- - -- ..i.. ..... ---- - ----- ,,,__._.-.;..._. - - ._. --.... _ ...__ - ..,;._. - - ...,_.-~ -------.+-...... -- - _,.... - ..... -- --.;. - - ___. -- - - - --..-.-- .... I 
.. .. .,... ~' ... .. . -
f I p ,. * '* ·i( I ( " ? 1 ?!~ - 0.., T I I T T 
-
J. iJ. :..... C- 1,,., .J .... .. .. 
T 5 T Q • " n - --,.. o~ T T I T I - .. . v • "'!- u ~ 7.~ - ~., .. ... .. 
'\" T v . 'T' 0 • c l:.'.: 4 r= - 0 f=.: I I I I I I ... I. .. 
"' 
- ..,. • · .._, 
T-------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------L-----------L ___________ i ___________ I 
-. ·• • . • T T T 
'! T 0 i "T 0 -· 3 ~- 04 I I T T I ' • J . .__, :::.. - .. ... .. .. .. .... 
T 6 • Q T i , ..,. 3 1 "' - 0 "" I • I T I ' ! ,•. { ~;~:·· ...... ' I .. '- v . .. -' • ... 









'"!'" '~. q' ~= r => { ,. O ~. ' ....... I N U ::: .!"" ) 
- ~ ,,..J ..._, . _. '-' · . ~ \.... • ...,., " ' ._ .;_,.I ' 
·- _______ ,__,.. _____ ~--.----~--------- ...... --.- ...... ~.-.---~--~--..- ....... ----------------~.-,.--~ ..... -----.-..-..-..-------- ..... .------------....,.--
... ... 
• ~ . r MAXIMUM M!SMA~CHES FOR VAPIDUS ALOHA VALUES ! 
T • ~ ~ -,......, • ,)i( . · .. :. ~ 
• 
l 
.. 1~-~--~-~--~--~---~--~-~-~-~~~----~--------~~--~--~-----~-~-~---~~~~---~T • • .. ·• 
.,. N-. ... J. ;_) • I • T - , O· ... . ! 1 .1 I 1. 2 I 1. 3 .I l. 4 I 1. 5 I ·-------+-----+-----------+-----------~-----------+-----------+-----------+-----------! 
! ! ~ ! J.25l~ +Cl ~ 0.234~ +01 I 0.221~+01 I 0.228E+~1 I 0.234F +Ol : 0.237E+Ol I 
r 1 r o : 0 .177F+o1 T o.2s1E+o1 I o.333E•Ol I o.425E+Ol r o.s27E+o1 r o.e43E+o1 1 
• I v I o.189E+OO I o.255F+OO ! 0.327E+OO I 0.40AE+OO I o.488E+OO r · o.579E+OO I 
!~-~----T-----~~-----~--~-~------~-~--T~-~--~~-~~~T----~~-~-~~+~--~-~~~~--+~-~-~-~--~-I 
: I o r o.?34~-01 ~ o.~98F-ot I o.106F+oo r o.22aE+oo I o.so3~+oo I J.117E+Ol I 
: ? ! Q I 0.682~-02 ! n .122E-01 I 0.300E-Ol I 0.719E-01 I 0.174E+OO ! o.437E+OO I 
• I V Y 0.165F-02 7 ~.422E-02 ! O.lllE-01 I 0.273E-01 I 0.663E-01 I 0.166E+OO I 
! .. --- - - - -.f~- ·---T---- .... - -- ~-- ._.. ..... _~- ........... - ---- ·~- ._..._.. --!-'.__-..._ ...... -- ---.--.. -+.....,----·----~--._~----__ ,__,_ .... --+~----~-~----I 
r : 0 : 0.781 ~-04 ! o. 7 05E-04 I o.~65£-04 ! J.991~-04 I O.lOlE-02 I J.209F-01 I 
! ~ I a ' o 11 · ~c-c~ · ~ 17or-03 I ~ a~s=-04 I o t~ 12~-0A I o ?~5~-o~ I o ~so~-02 I 
... _. .... • ._,;f... ....... i'"' ;,J. • .. ' .. J • ·· ' , ··- • f:.111 ··· ..,. • - ""-"' ~ ·- ,._} ..... ,,.. -
: I v I 0.95AE-Cf T 0. 9 54E-06 ! 0.149E-05 I o.101E-04 I O.lSOE-03 I o.~24E-02 I 
T-------~-----~-----------~-----------~-----------~-----------i-----------i-----------I .... .• - ... ... .. .._ T j r 0 ,. D . :34 c·E>-Cl'.· • o. 5 04t. -04 I I I o.4!6~-04 r O.l13E-03 I .. 
-
l .... 
T 4 I Q T 0.609r-Ot.,. ... O. ~ 4tF. -04· I I I 0.819E-04 T Oel48E-03 I ' . ... ~-. ... 
I T v .,. o.95~E-cc T 0. 954E-06 I I T 0. 954E-·06 I 0.954E-06 I ~ J. 4- .. 
'---·----- -~-----.:c..----~--___ ._._._._+---- - ------------- ~-,,_,,.__..._..._ __ ~ ______ ....%._._.. ___________ .._.,_.....!l.. ____ ._.~..-..._ ..... ._,,_, _. ..... .i., ____ ._._4m>.._ __ ...... _ I 
- ~ r • ~ ~ ~ • 
.,. 
l. T • 
p • i **~ T -! 5 I 1) : ! 
':" T V • T 
















0 .410E-04 I 
o .• .,,A7E-04 ! 
0 .9~4E-Oc I I ·-----~-7-----~----.--.--- -----~---- .... ~._....._.__..._~._..------._.---------+-- ·---..... ---...... --...;~-...... ..- .... __ .._ ..... _.._,~-.-.-...... .-.----.... -----..._.I 
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' MAXIMUM MISMATCHES FOR VA R IOU5 ALPHA VALU E S r 
T "r '"'!'" _, .• t · 
... .. • {:._ ~ ·I • • A. * T-----------------------------------------------------------------------T ~ . T hJO . -.i 1 c A • _,, I .. -·-~ • I 1 • 6 '!' I I l • e. I 2.J T .... 2. 1 .. i 
~ ------~i-----L---~-------+-~----~-~-~~----~---·---~-----------~-~----~~---i~--~-~~-~-~t 
- - ~ ... ' • • -:-i;-
1 I 0 ~ o.2Js~+o1 ! o . 26 1F +o1 r o.363E+o1 I o. s 12 ~+ 01 I o .7B4P +01 I o.16SF+o2 I 
: ! ! a ! 0.772~ +0 1 I o.91E~+Ol I 0.107F+02 I 0.122F+02 I o.132E + 02 I o.119 E+02 ! 
T I v T o.E7E~+OO ! Q.776F+OO I 0.8E7E+OO ! o.922E+OO I 0.902E+OO I 0.742E+OO ! 













~ J.2J ~C +01 ~ 0.10~~+02 i 0 .849 ~ +02 I 0.204~+04 I 0.252E+04 I 
! o.11 e ;:: +o1 r o.t.. 5r::~+ o1 I o .s71r+o2 I 0.1002+04 r o.t 64E +03 ! 
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I : v ! 0.2~7~ +00 ! o . 25e~+OA I 0.166 F +08 I 0.207E+07 I 
0.691 E +03 
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! ~ I 0 ! ? . 113~ -03 T J.1P4~ +07 I J.753E+06 I D.175F +07 I 0.2 68E+03 I 
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